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ABSTRACT

After years of academic development, the circuit quantum electrodynamics is entering

the age of applications. This thesis was realized in this context of creating tools to bridge

the gap between an astounding academic quantum system, superconducting circuits,

and a grand goal, the universal quantum computer. A likely blueprint for quantum

processors consists in the assembly of a large number of elementary modules arranged

in a network.

In this experimental thesis, a possible node for such a network, the quantum node,

was developed and fabricated using state-of-the-art techniques for 2D superconducting

microwave circuits. This node was first used to implement a novel sequential readout

method for a superconducting qubit. This experiment, first proposed in 2013 by Sete et

al., potentially allows for faster, more accurate read out of superconducting qubits. The

read out of qubits is one of the several bottlenecks limiting the development of fault-

tolerant superconducting quantum computers, which made this project both useful as

a demonstration of the quantum node and for applications. This novel readout method

achieves readout performances close to state-of-the-art of superconducting qubit read-

out even though the chip was not optimized for that purpose.

During this work, we also contributed to two other experiments engineering quantum

measurement and dissipation with superconducting circuits.

First, a dedicated circuit was developed to demonstrate a new form of quantum

measurement: the multiplexed photon number measurement. In that experiment led

by A. Essig and Q. Ficheux, a superconducting transmon quantum bit is read out at

multiple frequencies simultaneously to extract more than one bit of information about

the number of photons contained in a microwave resonator coupled to that quantum

bit.

Second, we contributed to the experimental demonstration of the exponential sup-

pression of bit-flips in a qubit encoded in a Schrödinger Cat state of a microwave mode.

This experiment led by R. Lescanne and Z. Leghtas, demonstrates the improvement

by a factor 300 of the lifetime of a qubit thanks to the autonomous error correction

realized through the engineering of the dissipation of a microwave mode.
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RÉSUMÉ

Après des années de développement académique, l’électrodynamique quantique en cir-

cuit entre dans l’ère des applications. Cette thèse a été réalisée dans une volonté de

créer des outils pour faire le lien entre une curiosité académique quantique, les circuits

supraconducteurs, et un objectif majeur, l’ordinateur quantique universel. Une archi-

tecture vraisemblable de processeur quantique consiste à connecter en réseau un grand

nombre de modules élémentaires.

Lors de cette thèse expérimentale, le noeud d’un tel réseau, le quantum node, a été

développé et fabriqué grâce aux techniques de l’état de l’art des circuits imprimés quan-

tiques microonde. Ce circuit a été utilisé pour réaliser pour la première fois une méthode

de lecture séquentielle d’un qubit supraconducteur. Cette méthode, proposée en 2013

par Sete et al., permettrait une lecture plus rapide et plus précise des qubits supracon-

ducteurs. La lecture des qubits est l’un des obstacles majeurs limitant le développement

d’ordinateurs quantiques universels sans erreur, ce qui rend ce projet autant intéressant

pour sa mise en oeuvre inédite du quantum node que pour ses applications. Cette nou-

velle méthode de lecture atteint des performances proches de l’état de l’art alors même

que le circuit n’était pas optimisé pour cette fin.

Lors de cette thèse, nous avons aussi contribué à deux autres expériences d’optique

quantique microonde, détaillées ici.

Un circuit dédié a été développé pour démontrer une nouvelle forme de mesure quan-

tique: la mesure multiplexée du nombre de photons. Dans cette expérience, menée par

A. Essig et Q. Ficheux, un qubit supraconducteur est lu simultanément à plusieurs

fréquences pour extraire plus d’un bit d’information à la fois à propos du nombre de

photons contenus dans un résonateur microonde couplé à un qubit.

Enfin, nous avons contribué à la démonstration expérimentale de la suppression ex-

ponentielle des bit-flips dans un qubit encodé dans un état de chat de Schrödinger d’un

mode microonde. Cette expérience, menée par R. Lescanne et Z. Leghtas, démontre

une augmentation par un facteur 300 du temps de vie du qubit grâce à la correction

d’erreur quantique autonome réalisée grâce à l’ingénierie de la dissipation d’un mode

microonde.
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1
INTRODUCTION

Le temps n’a qu’une réalité, celle de

l’instant. Autrement dit, le temps est

une réalité resserée sur l’instant et

suspendue entre deux néants

G. Bachelard

After years of academic development, the circuit quantum electrodynamics ([1]) is

entering the age of applications ([2]). This thesis was realized in this context of creating

tools to bridge the gap between an astounding academic quantum system, supercon-

ducting circuits, and a grand goal, the universal quantum computer. A likely blueprint

for quantum processors consists in the assembly of a large number of elementary mod-

ules arranged in a network ([3]). At the beginning of this PhD work, our group had

realized a proof of principle of a node, the quantum node (see chapter 3), of such a

network with a 3D cavity connected to the network via a nonlinear coupling element,

the Josephson Ring Modulator (JRM) ([4–6]). This preliminary work lead to the con-

clusion that reaching the right amount of nonlinearity required to realize this device

on chip using a superconducting coplanar waveguide architecture ([6]) (a description of

the nonlinear elements in superconducting circuits can be found in chapter 2). A large

part of the PhD work consisted in developing the design and fabrication techniques for

2D superconducting microwave circuits since our group had little prior knowledge of

them. Using a wealth of published results on these techniques ([7]), we determined the

simplest yet optimal state-of-the-art fabrication techniques for those circuits. Nanofabri-

cation is close to black magic and heavily depends on the equipement and the particular

cleanroom facilities ([8–10]). Over the course of this development suited to our equip-

ment in consortium Salle Blanche Paris Centre, which took about a year, several key

fabrication tricks were invented and allowed us to maximize yield and quality. At the

end of the development, the superconducting circuits we could fabricate were close to

state-of-the-art despite limited fabrication resources. Up to the day of this writing, the

design and fabrication know-how generated during the first year of my PhD work has

been broadly used in the group and beyond at Ecole Normale Supérieure Paris and

Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon for several projects.

The quantum node is composed of two resonators that are connected via a JRM. One

resonator, the buffer, is strongly coupled to the external network via a transmission

line. It acts as the interface between the transmission line and the rest of the device.

The other resonator, the memory, is a high Q resonator whose purpose is to store
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introduction

limiting the development of fault-tolerant superconducting quantum computers, which

made this project both useful as a demonstration of the quantum node and for ap-

plications. In particular, the new readout potentially allows for faster, more accurate

read out of superconducting quantum bits. This novel readout method achieves read-

out performances close to state-of-the-art of superconducting qubit readout ([12, 13])

even though the chip was not optimized for that purpose. A copy of the corresponding

preprint is provided in chapter 4.

Beyond its technological relevance, this experiment serves a purpose for basic sci-

ence. It indeed offers a textbook illustration of the quantum measurement process by

separating in time and space the three steps of the measurement process: the determin-

istic preparation of the quantum probe, its entanglement with the system undergoing

measurement, and the projective and destructive measurement of the probe.

One of the important byproduct of this work lead to the development and improve-

ment of quantum state tomography methods for stationary and itinerant microwave

wave packets (see appendix a for an introduction to quantum tomography in microwave

modes).

With the same device, I also conducted a preliminary work aiming at greatly improv-

ing the measurement efficiency of a microwave mode. For the last decade, parametric

amplifiers have enabled the detection of microwave modes with near quantum limit

efficiencies ([14]). However the need for circulators or other microwave components

between the quantum system and the amplifier diminishes the efficiency considerably.

Getting the amplifying nonlinear element as close as possible to the mode of inter-

est ([15, 16]) is thus a logical next step in order to improve efficiency. Leveraging the

amplifying properties of the Josephson Ring Modulator non linearity, I demonstrated

that measurement efficiencies as large as 80 % could be obtained on the memory state.

This preliminary work is not included in this manuscript as it is still under development.

Were these promising results confirmed, they would pave the way for novel remote state

preparation experiments, a possible way towards quantum state teleportation and thus

modular architecture for quantum computers.

Finally, I showed that this preliminary work provides a path to demonstrating a

prediction from A. Kronwald et al ([17]). It should be possible to generate a stationary

state of light that is squeezed by more than 6 dB. This experiment is undergoing in our

group at the time of this writing.

multiplexed photon number measurement Using the design and fab-

rication techniques I developed for the quantum node, I could design and fabricate a

device that implements a new form of quantum measurement: the multiplexed photon

number measurement. In that experiment, a superconducting transmon quantum bit

is read out at multiple frequencies simultaneously to extract more than one bit of in-

formation about the number of photons contained in a microwave resonator coupled

to that quantum bit. This experiment was realized by my coworkers A. Essig and Q.

Ficheux. I designed and fabricated the coplanar waveguide superconducting circuit, and

contributed to the calibration of the first versions of the device until it reached suffi-

cient performances to meet the requirement of the experiment. This novel experiment
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introduction

illustrates the seemingly counter-intuitive fact that a two level system can be used to

extract simultaneously more than one bit of information. A copy of the corresponding

preprint is provided in chapter 5.

quantum error correction The final published work to which I contributed

during this thesis was the exponential suppression of bit-flips in a qubit encoded in a

Schrödinger Cat state of a microwave mode. The major bottleneck of quantum comput-

ing consits in the limited coherence time of qubits. It came as a surprise in 1996 ([18])

that one could correct for any errors happening to qubits despite their large Hilbert

space compared to classical bits. It can even be done autonomously by channeling the

entropy increase of a qubit to external degrees of freedom. Several strategies exist to

perform this autonomous error correction. Some, as in the surface code ([19]), consist in

using registers of physical (imperfect) qubits to generate a collective protected 2 level

quantum system. Others, proposed by our colleagues M. Mirrahimi and Z. Leghtas and

pioneered at Yale ([20]), consist in isolating two states in the large Hilbert space of a

microwave cavity. One choice is to engineer the dissipation to stabilize a qubit formed

by two Schrödinger cat states |↵i±|�↵i. Our experiment was conducted by my cowork-

ers R. Lescanne and Z. Leghtas. My contribution to this ground-breaking experiment

was mainly on the design and fabrication of the circuit. With the experiment, we could

demonstrate an improvement by a factor 300 of the lifetime of the qubit. A copy of the

corresponding preprint is provided in chapter 6.

This experiment is now the foundation of my next project, the start-up company

Alice&Bob that I am currently co-founding with R. Lescanne. Our company aims at

developing universal fault-tolerant quantum computers using Schrödinger Cat quantum

bits.

Finally, I initiated the invention with B. Huard, Q. Ficheux and S. Jezouin, of a new

autonomous scheme to stabilize the parity of the number of photons stored in a mi-

crowave resonator. This scheme aims at reducing the phase-flip error rate in a quantum

bit encoded with Schrödinger cat states in order to provide a simplified quantum error

correction scheme. This on-going experiment is not explained in this manuscript as it

will be soon patented.

This manuscript is organized as follows. The first part is a toolbox intended to

help the reader with the various concepts that are now standard in circuit quantum

electrodynamics. Chapter 2 details how to quantize a superconducting circuit and how

the transmon qubit and the JRM operate. Chapter 3 is an in-depth description of the

quantum node.

The second part of the manuscript gathers the publications and preprints to which I

contributed significantly over the course of this PhD work.
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TOOLBOX FOR CIRCUIT QED





2
SUPERCONDUCTING CIRCUIT QUANTUM

ELECTRODYNAMICS

Nous comprenons la nature en lui

resistant.

G. Bachelard

The goal of this section is to provide a brief introduction to circuit quantum electro-

dynamics. We present the tools required to engineer these circuits and achieve certain

desired properties. We illustrate them by studying two elementary circuits used in this

thesis: the transmon qubit and the Josephson Ring Modulator (JRM). We then detail

how to design, control and exploit those properties to realize experiments on interacting

multipartite systems. Finally we discuss how to handle losses in open quantum systems

and the coupling to a transmission line.

2.1 superconducting microwave circuits

Light has always been a central piece of mankind evolution, whether it is as a means

of understanding our world from to the essence of matter to distant black-holes, or as a

tool keeping us warm around the fire-pit and transmitting petabytes of data in optical

fibers. In recent years, advances in manipulating light at the individual photon level

through cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED) has enabled for groundbreaking ex-

periments ([21, 22]). These experiments not only revealed the elementary interaction

between light and matter and the peculiar rules of quantum systems, but they also

allowed us to envision a new kind of machine exploiting the exotic features of quan-

tum mechanics. This progress was further accelerated with the invention of the first

superconducting quantum bit (qubit) ([23]) on chip in the late 90’s and circuit quan-

tum electrodynamics (cQED). In cQED, microwave light at angular frequency ! is

confined in a superconducting circuit printed on a silicon or sapphire chip and operates

at cryogenic temperatures T of about 10 mK such that kBT ⌧ ~!. These macroscopic

systems can behave quantum mechanically and be designed almost at will. Those prop-

erties make them a weapon-of-choice to further use light to sneak peek at nature’s

clockwork and build machines that exploit some of nature’s most exotic tricks.

A good metric to grasp the rapid developments made by cQED is the coherence time

of superconducting qubits, the characteristic time after which quantum features of the
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superconducting circuit quantum electrodynamics

qubit are lost to the environment. They increased by nearly 6 orders of magnitude from

the 1999 Cooper-pair box ([23]) to the 2018 fluxonium by L. Nguyen et at ([24]). These

increased coherence times combined with the improvement of control and coupling of

qubits enable nearly 104 gates to be performed before an error occurs. These advances

make superconducting circuits one of the leading platforms to implement universal

quantum computing. In this thesis, we built a cQED device that we used to realize

two experiments: a sequential measurement of a transmon qubit and the remote state

preparation of a flying wavepacket, bearing in mind the long term goal to use it to

build a network of microwave quantum nodes.

2.1.1 Microwave resonators

The historical idea behind CQED is that traveling light cannot interact strongly

with a local system such as an atom as it flies by too rapidly. But light contained

in a stationary mode, for example bouncing back and forth between two mirrors of

a Fabry-Perot cavity, can interact much more strongly with an atom lying inside the

cavity. An illustrative way to view this is to consider that for a cavity of quality factor

Q, photons inside that cavity bounce on average Q times, thus interact Q times with an

atom inside the cavity. This problem comes from the small natural coupling of atom to

light and is alleviated in engineered system such as superconducting circuits, quantum

dots and spins in solid state systems.

In this work we manipulate microwave light whose frequency is in the GHz range.

The equivalent of the Fabry-Perot cavity is the 3D microwave cavity: a box made of

ideally lossless conducting walls. This impose boundary conditions for the Maxwell’s

equations inside of the cavity as described by the London model of superconductivity.

The tangent component of the electric field and the normal component of the magnetic

field relative to the surface must be null on the inner surfaces of the cavity. For a

rectangular cavity of dimensions dx, dy and dz, the resonant frequencies of the TEmnl

and the TMmnl modes are ([1])

fmnl =
c

2

s
✓
m

dx

◆2

+

✓
n

dy

◆2

+

✓
l

dz

◆2

(2.1)

where m,n and l correspond to the number of maxima of amplitude either for the

electric field (TE modes) or magnetic field (TM modes) along the x,y and z direc-

tions. A rectangular cavity can also be seen as a finite length rectangular waveguide.

The approach to microwave resonators that we present here aims at emphasizing that

microwave resonators can always be seen as segments of a waveguide delimited by

impedance ruptures. This perspective is useful to understand the so called post cavity

also largely used in microwave cQED ([25]) because they can be made with a high

quality factor. The latter is equivalent to a coaxial waveguide shorted at one end and

open at the other. Hence, the wavelength � of the first resonant mode of a cylindrical

post cavity is equal to 4l, with l the length of the post as displayed in Fig. 2.1.

I
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2.1 superconducting microwave circuits

where a is defined as

8

>>><

>>>:

a = 1p
2~!L

Φ+ ip
2~!C

Q

a† = 1p
2~!L

Φ� ip
2~!C

Q
⇥
a, a†

⇤
= 1

(2.7)

The operator a is the annihilation operator and we also define the photon number

operator N = a†a that counts the number of photons in the system (see [29] for more

details). The eigenvalues of the photon number operator are integers thus leading to

equally spaced energy levels (Fig 2.3b) ).

Symmetrically, we can rewrite the charge and flux operator as a function of the

annihilation operator

8

<

:

Φ = Φzpf(a+ a†)

Q = �iQzpf(a� a†)
, (2.8)

where the zero-point fluctuation flux and charge can be written as a function of the

impedance Z =
q

L
C

8

<

:

Φzpf =
q

~Z
2

Qzpf =
q

~

2Z

. (2.9)

It is also useful to define the reduced flux ' = Φ/'0 and the reduced charge n =

Q/(2e) where e is the charge of the electron, '0 = ~/2e is the superconducting magnetic

flux quantum. Hence n corresponds to the number of excess Cooper pairs on one side

of the capacitor and ' is the gauge invariant phase of the inductor. The Hamiltonian

now reads

H = 4ECn
2 +

1

2
EL'

2 (2.10)

where EC = e2/(2C) is the energy required to add one electron on one side of the

capacitor and EL = '2
0/L is the inductive energy. We remark that ! =

p
8ELEC/~

and [', n] = i. We can also define the zero-point fluctuation of n and '
8

><

>:

'zpf =
⇣
2EC
EL

⌘1/4

nzpf =
⇣

EL
32EC

⌘1/4 (2.11)

2.1.2 Transmon qubit

Controlling a microwave resonator with commercially available microwave sources

and detectors limits the accessible states to coherent states. To prepare other states,

we need a non linear element: the Josephson junction. Josephson junctions are central

to superconducting circuits because they are lossless non linear elements. They obey

the Josephson equations

I = I0 sin('), V =
~

2e
'̇, (2.12)

11





2.1 superconducting microwave circuits

It is also informative to consider the charge state of the Josephson junction {|ni, n 2
Z} in order to rewrite the Josephson energy (see [32] for demonstration)

� EJ cos(') = �
EJ

2

X

n

(|n+ 1ihn|+ |nihn+ 1|) . (2.14)

Here it is clear that EJ correspond to the tunneling energy of a Cooper pair.

We are describing here the general case of the Cooper-pair box. But its behavior, in

particular its sensitivity to charge and flux noise, strongly depends on the ratio EJ/EC .

During the last decade the superconducting circuit community has demonstrated that

it is much easier to mitigate flux noise than charge noise and hence has converged

on the so called transmon regime ([33]) where EJ � 40EC . To reach this regime, it

is common to reduce EC by using a large shunting capacitor C. In this regime, the

Josephson energy induces a potential that confines ' in the potential well (Fig. 2.3),

centered in 0.

Developing the Hamiltonian to the 2nd order in ' around 0 yields the Hamiltonian

of a harmonic oscillator H = 4ECn
2 + 1

2EJ'
2 up to a constant offset �EJ that we

will omit in the following. Fig. 2.3c) illustrate this analogy. We want to treat this

nonlinear system as a deviation from its linear counterpart. To do so, we rearrange the

Hamiltonian

H = 4ECn
2 � EJ

2
'2

| {z }

harmonic part

�EJ

✓

cos(') +
'2

2
� 1

◆

| {z }

anharmonic perturbation

(2.15)

This system has non equally spaced energy levels and provided that the decoherence

rate are small enough compared to this energy variation, it allows one to address selec-

tively each of those transitions. Moreover one can build a two-level system (qubit) by

restraining one-self to the first two levels of the energy ladder. More precisely, develop-

ing the Hamiltonian up to the 4th order in ' and using the same notation as for LC

oscillator (while substituting LJ to L) we obtain

H = ~!a†a� ~
↵

2
a†a†aa (2.16)

where the anharmonicity ↵ = !01 � !12 = EC/~. This anharmonicity quantifies by

how much the transition frequency is reduced as we climb the energy ladder of the

transmon. Hence the anharmonicity of a transmon can not be made arbitrarily large

and is usually in the range 100� 300 MHz.

Fig. 2.4 displays several examples of superconducting circuits made during this thesis.

We provide here the reader with some orders of magnitude. The dimension of the chips

used in this thesis are 8.12 ⇥ 8.67 ⇥ 0.29 mm3. They are made of silicon of resistivity

⇢ > 10 kΩ.cm and held in a PCB and cooled in a BlueFors dilution refrigerator to

25 mK. Junctions of transmons have inductances of the order of 10 nH corresponding

to a room temperature resistance of 10 kΩ, a junction size of 100⇥ 200 nm and anhar-

monicity of 100� 160 MHz. Qubit and resonator frequencies range from 3 to 12 GHz.

Josephson junctions of weakly anharmonic systems, such as the Josephson Ring modu-

lator (see below) have inductances of 100 pH. Unless specified otherwise, resonators and

transmission lines have an impedance of 50 Ω. This impedance corresponds to a gap /

13



superconducting circuit quantum electrodynamics

core conductor width of 50 / 84 µm for on chip lines and resonators, and 200 / 300 µm

for ports and PCB lines.

2.1.3 Josephson Ring Modulator and Josephson Parametric Converter

Josephson junctions are used in a large variety of circuits. We present here one of

them: the Josephson Ring Modulator (JRM) ([34]). With the transmon qubit, they

are the 2 non-linear elements that we use in this work. The JRM can be used for a

wide range of purposes, such as a quantum-limited amplifier ([35, 36]), a new kind of

multi-qubits device called the Trimon ([37]) or a parametric coupler ([38]). Our group

studied this device in depth ([5, 6]) and we present here only a brief introduction to its

behavior in order to arm the reader with sufficient knowledge to understand the usage

of the JRM that we did in this work.

The JRM is made of a ring of 4 identical Josephson junctions with inductance LJ

and, in this work, will always be shunted by 4 linear inductors L. Here, we show how,

thanks to its symmetry, the Hamiltonian of this device can be written in a compact

form using 3 eigenmodes. In a second time, the JRM will be connected to 4 LC cir-

cuits respecting the symmetry of those eigenmodes to form the Josephson Parametric

Converter (JPC).

The circuit Hamiltonian reads

Hring = �EJ (cos'a + cos'b + cos'c + cos'd)

+EL
2

⇣

'2
↵ + '2

� + '2
� + '2

�

⌘ (2.17)

with notations analogous to previous ones, see Fig. 2.5.

We remark that the current across the inductances is '0'/L. Hence, using the con-

servation law of the current at the central node of the circuit leads to

'↵ + '� + '� + '� = 0 (2.18)

and following Faraday’s law in each sub-loop
8

>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

'a + '↵ � '� = 'ext

4 + 2na⇡

'b + '� � '↵ = 'ext

4 + 2nb⇡

'c + '� � '� = 'ext

4 + 2nc⇡

'd + '� � '� = 'ext

4 + 2nd⇡

, (2.19)

where 'ext is the reduced flux across the whole device and ni is the number of flux

quanta in each sub loop.

While 4EJ cos
'ext

4 > �EL the system remains in a symmetric configuration where

the fluxes across each sub loop are identical (see [5] for details). The other case is out

of the scope of this thesis despite being of interest for the rich Hamiltonian it produces.

14



2.1 superconducting microwave circuits

Figure 2.4: a) Photograph of a 2" silicon wafer sputtered with niobium featuring 18 chips opti-

cally lithographed and awaiting to be diced. b) Photograph of a niobium on silicon

chip mounted on a PCB. The PCB is equipped with SMA to CPW Southwest

launcher for further wiring. It is held in a copper sample holder. c) Photograph

of a niobium on silicon chip with two CPW �/2 resonators used for calibration of

simulations. On the left side, a 10 GHz resonator is connected to 2 ports for trans-

mission measurements. On the right side, a 7 GHz resonator is also connected for

transmission measurements. The top port also features a stub filter. d) Photograph

of a chip being wirebonded to the PCB. Aluminium wirebonds ensure electrical

conduction between the chip and the PCB. e), f) and h) e-beam images of a trans-

mon qubit in niobium on silicon. The 2 large pads on e) dominate the capacitance

of the transmon. It is connected on both sides to CPW resonators. The larger pad

on the right side is used to ensure sufficient coupling to the resonator. The whiter

element in the middle is the Al/AlOx/Al Josephson junction, enlarged in f) and

h). h) shows the Josephson junction (circled in red). The silicon lighter part is due

to ion milling prior to the Al deposition and is delimited by a small resist left-over

(also visible in the top and bottom of g). g) Atomic force microscope image of a

10 nH Josephson junction used for another transmon. The junction is circled in red.

The bottom island is an artefact of the modified Dolan bridge geometry developed

in this thesis.
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superconducting circuit quantum electrodynamics

Figure 2.5: Scheme of the shunted Josephson Ring Modulator (JRM) made of 4 identical

Josephson junctions shunted by 4 linear inductors. The ring symmetry induces

3 eigenmodes displayed on the left (fig. reproduced from [5]).

We introduce the following notations (see Fig. 2.5)
8

>>><

>>>:

'X = '3 � '1

'Y = '4 � '2

'Z = 1
2 ('2 + '4 � '3 � '1)

, (2.20)

which leads to write the system’s Hamiltonian in the compact way

Hring = �4EJ cos
'ext

4 cos 'X
2 cos 'Y

2 cos'Z

�4EJ sin
'ext

4 sin 'X
2 sin 'Y

2 sin'Z

+1
4EL

�
'2
X + '2

Y + 2'2
Z

�

. (2.21)

Developing this Hamiltonian to the second order in 'X , 'Y and 'Z leads to

Hring = �4EJ cos
'ext

4

+1
2

⇣
EL
2 + EJ cos

'ext

4

⌘

('2
X + '2

Y )

+1
2

�
EL + 4EJ cos

'ext

4

�
'2
Z

�EJ sin
�
'ext

4

�
'X'Y 'Z

+O(|'|4).

(2.22)

The first term is a flux dependent energy offset. The second and third term are flux

dependent inductances for each eigenmode and the last one is a three-wave-mixing term.

For each eigenmode, the JRM is equivalent to the following inductance

8

><

>:

LX,Y =
'2
0

EL
2

+EJ cos
'ext

4

LZ =
'2
0

EL+4EJ cos
'ext

4

. (2.23)

The symmetry breaking corresponds to LZ < 0 in this expression.

To exploit the JRM, we combine it with LC oscillators, connected according to the

ring symmetry as displayed in Fig 2.6. The whole device constitutes the JPC. We accept

that the eigenmodes of the JRM, which can be seen as eigenmodes of the equivalent
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2.1 superconducting microwave circuits

a) b)

Figure 2.6: a) Equivalent electrical circuit of the JPC. The 4 added LC resonators respect

the axial and central symmetries of the JRM eigenmodes. b) Equivalent circuit for

each eigenmode of the JPC. In each of those equivalent circuits, the JRM can be

replaced by the flux dependent equivalent inductor as defined previously to retrieve

the frequency of the mode (fig. reproduced from [5]).

inductance matrix of the JRM, enforce the same geometry for the JPC’s eigenmodes.

We label a, b and c the modes of the JPC corresponding to the JRM modes X, Y and

Z respectively.

The total inductance of each of mode is
8

>>><

>>>:

Ltot
a ('ext) = La + LX('ext)

Ltot
b ('ext) = Lb + LY ('ext)

Ltot
c ('ext) = La+Lb

4 + LZ('ext)

(2.24)

which leads to the frequencies, in the limit Li � LX,Y,Z ,

!i('ext) =
1

p

Ltot
i ('ext)Ci

⇡ !0
i (1�

1

2
⇠toti ('ext)) (2.25)

with i 2 {a, b, c}, Cc =
4CaCb
Ca+Cb

, !0
i = 1p

LiCi
and the participation ratios defined as

8

>>><

>>>:

⇠tota ('ext) ⌘ '0'a

Φa
= LX('ext)

Ltot
a ('ext)

⇠totb ('ext) ⌘ '0'b
Φb

= LY ('ext)
Ltot
b ('ext)

⇠totc ('ext) ⌘ '0'c

Φc
= LZ('ext)

Ltot
c ('ext)

(2.26)

The participation ratio of a mode i should be understood as the ratio of the inductive

energy contained in the JRM over the total inductive energy of the mode. It character-

izes how the non-linearity of the JRM influences each mode of the device.
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Similarly to the harmonic oscillator, we define the annihilation operators
8

>>><

>>>:

Φa =
q

~Za
2 (a+ a†)

Φb =
q

~Zb
2 (b+ b†)

Φc =
q

~Zc
2 (c+ c†)

. (2.27)

with the mode impedances Zi =
p

Ltot
i /Ci.

Developing the Hamiltonian to the 4th order leads to the total Hamiltonian

HJPC('ext) =
P

�2{a,b,c} ~!�('ext)�
†�

+~g sin
�
'ext

4

�Q

�2{a,b,c}(�+ �†)

+~ cos
�
'ext

4

�P

�,⌫2{a,b,c}
K�⌫

2 �†�⌫†⌫.

(2.28)

where the first line contains the flux dependent frequencies, the second line is the 3

wave-mixing term and the third line is the self and cross Kerr term (power dependent

frequency shift). The value of the Kerr terms Kij can be found in [5] and

g =
1

2

s

⇠a⇠b⇠c!a!b!c

2EJRM/~
(2.29)

where EJRM = '2
0

L2
J

LXLY LZ
.

It is important to remark that the external flux 'ext controls this Hamiltonian

and can be set by an external flux bias. For example 'ext = 0 cancels the 3-wave-

mixing while maximizing the Kerr terms whereas 'ext = 2⇡ cancels the Kerr terms

while maximizing the 3-wave-mixing. In the experiment conducted in this thesis, we

will extensively use the 3-wave-mixing while avoiding Kerr distortion thus working

near 'ext = 2⇡. Furthermore, one can see that the 3-wave-mixing depends on the

participation ratio of each mode and we will exploit that later on. Fig. 2.7 displays

examples of JRM made during this thesis. The JRMs mostly used in this thesis have

linear shunt inductances and their Josephson junctions are estimated to have LJ '
0.1 nH while the shunting inductances are L ' 30 nH.

2.2 interacting nonlinear circuits

The approach we used to determine the Hamiltonian of the JPC exploited the ring

symmetry of the device and is not general in the sense that it does not cover the case

of a ring with asymetric junctions nor the case of sub-loop dependent flux bias. A

recent method (open source QuCAT python library [39]) enables Hamiltonian design

of Josephson circuit from a symbolic definition of the device. This method consists in

numerically diagonalizing the Hamiltonian, finding its minimum and then developing

it around that minimum to retrieve the interaction Hamiltonian. As this method is

posterior to the design of the chip used in this work and does not yet take into account

the superconducting loops, we will not detail it. Instead we present here a standard
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2.2 interacting nonlinear circuits

Figure 2.7: a) Microscope image of the JRM made in Al/AlOx/Al on silicon used in this thesis.

The Josephson junctions are circled in red. b) AFM topography of the same JRM

highlighting the junctions and the three heights due to the two steps of aluminium

angle evaporation in the fabrication process. c) AFM topography of a JRM where

the shunting inductances were replaced by large Josephson junctions in order to

make the JRM smaller with less parasitic inductances. This design was abandoned

as the shunting junctions induced unwanted non-linearity. One could reduce this

effect by using a chain of larger junctions but this option was not investigated here.

perturbation approach called the Black Box Quantization (BBQ) that is particularly

useful to understand the transmon to resonator coupling and how harmonic resonators

can inherit part of the anharmonicity of a Josephson junction when placed in its vicinity.

We will conclude by looking into Hamiltonian engineering through the application of

microwave drives and exemplify it with two use-cases of the JPC.

2.2.1 Black box quantization and driven hamiltonian

The BBQ was developed at Yale by Nigg et al. ([40]) and further generalized ([41],

[42]) to treat the case of complex environments. This method is a perturbative approach

that considers the system of M LC resonators in series coupled to a Josephson junction.

Bare in mind that the LC elements do not necessarily correspond to any physical

element but rather are such that their eigenmodes correspond to those of the actual

system in which the Josephson junction is replaced by a linear inductor accordingly.

This method can include the losses of each mode by adding resistors.

The method consists in doing a Foster decomposition of the environment seen by the

non-linear part of the junction. Hence we start by including the capacitance and the

equivalent inductance of the junction in the environment. Then we proceed with the

Foster decomposition of the impedance of that total environment

Z(!) =

MX

p=1

(j!Cp +
1

j!Lp
+

1

Rp
)�1 (2.30)

which leads to the following Hamiltonian, when neglecting the losses,

Hlinear =

MX

p=1

~!pa
†
pap (2.31)
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a) b) c)

Figure 2.8: a) Scheme of a Josephson junction coupled to a set of harmonic oscillators. b)

The Josephson junction is stripped of its linear part and represented by a spider

element. The capacitance and the inductance of the junction are included in the

set of resonators, treated here as a total impedance Z(!). c) The total impedance

is then replaced by its pole decomposition Z(!) =
PM

p=1(j!Cp +
1

jωLp

+ 1
Rp

)−1.

with notation analogous to the LC oscillator case. This description provides the flux

across the non linear part of the junction Φ =
PM

p=1Φp which in turn can be reinjected

into the non-linear part of the Hamiltonian 2.15. We assume here that we are in the weak

coupling regime meaning that the coupling rate to the non-linearity is small compared to

the mode frequencies, such that we can apply the Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA)

in order to neglect the non-resonant terms of the Hamiltonian. Hence the Hamiltonian

of the junction (developed at the 4th order) leads to

H4thorder =
X

p

~∆pNp +
1

2

X

p,p0

~�pp0NpNp0 (2.32)

with, as before, Np = a†pap. And the expressions of the Lamb-shift ∆p, the self-Kerr

�pp and the cross-Kerr �pp0 read
8

>>><

>>>:

~∆p = � e2

2LJ

⇣

Zp
P

p0 Zp0 �
Z2
p

2

⌘

~�pp = �CΣ

LJ
ECZ

2
p

�pp0 = �2p�pp�p0p0

(2.33)

where CΣ is the capacitance of the transmon. Finally the quality factor of the mode p

is given by the zeros of the admittance following

Qp =
!pIm Y 0(!p)

2Re Y (!p)
. (2.34)

This perturbative approach shows several important results. First, the Lamb-sift

means that the introduction of the non-linearity induces a frequency shift for each

mode due to the presence of all the others. Then this coupling induces a spread of

losses over all modes. In a way, equation 2.34 can be seen as each mode driving all

others at its resonant frequency and hence inheriting their loss channels.

Another point of view on the BBQ perturbation method, useful for numerical sim-

ulation, consists in solving the linear part of the problem to retrieve the eigenmodes

of the device. Then the flux across the junction can be decomposed as before on this

basis with Φ =
PM

p=1 'zpf,p(ap + a†p). Every quantity we want to compute can then be

obtained from the list {'zpf,p}.
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2.2 interacting nonlinear circuits

Figure 2.9: Schematic of a transmon qubit (q) capacitively coupled to a harmonic resonator (r)

at a rate g. The resonator is itself coupled to a transmission line at a rate r. In the

dispersive regime (∆� gqr) the coupling slightly modifies each mode as described

by the BBQ formalism.

Hjunction = EJ

0

@�
X

p

'2
zpf,p

2
Np +

X

p,p0

'2
zpf,p'

2
zpf,p0

48
NpNp0

1

A . (2.35)

Hence, one can access the 'zpf,p by monitoring the ratio of inductive energy stored in

the junction versus the total inductive energy of that mode. In particular, 'zpf,p for the

weakly anharmonic modes can be numerically estimated by

!p = !0
p

✓

1� 1

2

EJ

~!0
p

'2
zpf,p

◆

. (2.36)

In the general case of weakly anharmonic resonators, where the Hamiltonian H =

f('zpf,p(a
†
p + ap)), with f a non linear function, the 'zpf,p parameters are obtained by

identification of terms in the Taylor expansion of H.

This can be applied to estimate the participation ratios defined for each mode of

the JPC by noticing that, for example in mode a,

!a = !0
a

✓

1� 1

2

ELX

~!0
a

'2
zpf,a

◆

= !0
a

✓

1� 1

2
⇠tota ('ext)

◆

(2.37)

thus numerical simulations of the JPC will treat each equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.6 by

replacing the JRM by an equivalent inductance and estimate the zero-point fluctua-

tions by computing the frequency shift induced by a small change of this equivalent

inductance.

2.2.2 Dispersive coupling of a resonator to a transmon qubit

We treat here the instructive case of the transmon qubit capacitively coupled to a

harmonic LC resonator as depicted in Fig. 2.9. These results will be extensively used

throughout this thesis. An in depth study of the transmon coupled to a harmonic

resonator was previously done in our group and can be found in [32].
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We limit ourselves to the dispersive regime where the coupling rate grc between

the transmon and the resonator is small compared to their frequency detuning ∆. In

that case, we can apply the BBQ method to derive the system’s Hamiltonian (again

developed to the 4th order)

H = ~!qq
†q + ~!rr

†r � ~�qrq
†qr†r � ~

↵

2
q†2q2 + ~

K

2
r†2r2 (2.38)

where, assuming C � Cc,
8

>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>:

!1 =
p

8EJECΣ
/~

!2 = 1p
LC

∆ = !2 � !1

gqr = Cc

2
p

C(CΣ+Cc)

p
!q!r

!q ' !1 � g2qr
∆

!r ' !2 +
g2qr
∆

(2.39)

The first two frequencies correspond to the bare frequencies of the transmon and the

resonator. In the dispersive regime, the coupling induces a small frequency renormal-

ization described by the latter two. Also,
8

>>><

>>>:

↵ = ��qq/~ = ECΣ
/~ (qubit anharmonicity)

� = ��qr/~ = ↵
�gqr

∆

�2 (dispersive shift)

K/2 = �rr/~ = ��2

↵
(cavity self-Kerr)

(2.40)

It is also worthwhile to consider the loss channel induced in the transmon by the

resonator coupling to the line, called the Purcell effect ([43])

�1,Purcell =
Re(Y (!q))

CΣ + Cc
' r

g2

∆2
(2.41)

even though the approximation of the right hand side has been proven to be coarse

([41]). As this decay arises from a leakage of the transmon through the resonator at the

transmon frequency, it is possible to strongly mitigate it by filtering the qubit frequency

on the resonator port, thus allowing to increase greatly g and r without affecting the

transmon’s lifetime ([12]). In the case of a Purcell filter centered at the resonator’s

frequency and of quality factor QF , the Purcell decay rate becomes ([44])

�1,Purcell�filtered ' r
✓

g2

∆2

◆✓
!q

2QF∆

◆

. (2.42)

To provide the reader with order of magnitudes, in this thesis we used ∆ ⇡ 1 -

� 3 GHz, ↵ ' 100 MHz, gqr ⇡ 150 MHz, Zr ' 50 Ω, LJ ' 10 nH, CΣ ' 1 pF,

� = 0.5 � 2 MHz and K ' 10 kHz.

Since we only consider the first two levels of the transmon, it is convenient to rewrite

the Hamiltonian with the transmon treated as a qubit. To do so, we introduce the Pauli

matrix �z =

0

@
1 0

0 �1

1

A in the {|ei, |gi}. Thus
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2.2 interacting nonlinear circuits

Figure 2.10: Solid lines: Argument of the measured reflection coefficient of the resonator disper-

sively coupled to a transmon in blue when the qubit is in the ground state and in

red for the excited state. Dashed lines: fits using Eq.2.55, with color matching the

fitted curve. We obtain � = 0.6 MHz and  = 3.3 MHz. At the average resonance

frequency the argument of S11 depends on the state of the qubit, hence, measuring

the response of the cavity leads to a measurement of the qubit’s state.

H = ~!rr
†r + ~!q

�z

2
� ~�

�z

2
r†r. (2.43)

From this writing, it appears clearly that the frequency of the resonator is shifted

by +/ � �
2 depending on the state of the qubit. Symmetrically, the frequency of the

qubit depends on the number of photons in the resonator. The first phenomenon is

wildly used as a mean for quantum non-demolition readout of a transmon qubit by

a resonator. Indeed, probing the frequency of the resonator leads to quantum non-

demolition measurement of the qubit state as shown in Fig. 2.10. This effect is at the

core of the experiment of sequential measurement of a transmon reported in this thesis.

On the other hand, we will use the transmon to count photons in a resonator in the

remote state preparation experiment.

2.2.3 Pumped JPC

To fully exploit the Hamiltonians created by the previous non-linear elements, it is

common to apply a stiff pump in order to promote certain terms of those Hamiltonian.

In particular, we treat here two cases used in this thesis exploiting the 3-wave mixing

Hamiltonian of the JPC : the conversion and the phase preserving amplification.

In both cases we apply a pump driving off-resonantly the Z mode of the JRM, for

the first case at a frequency !p = |!b � !a| and in the second case at a frequency

!p = !a + !b as displayed in Fig. 2.11. We remind the 3-wave-mixing Hamiltonian
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superconducting circuit quantum electrodynamics

H3wm = ~g(a† + a)(b† + b)(c† + c) (2.44)

and we replace c by the off-resonant stiff pump p at a frequency !p treated here as a

classical drive, i.e. a complex variable. In the RWA, the only remaining term is

8

<

:

H∆ = ~gpab† + h.c. if !p = |!b � !a|

HΣ = ~gp⇤ab+ h.c. if !p = !b + !a

. (2.45)

The first one correspond to frequency conversion and is used as a tunable coupler ([38]).

A photon of the pump is used to provide/retrieve the missing/excess energy to convert

a photon of mode a into one of mode b. Whereas the second correspond to parametric

down conversion, which can be used for phase preserving quantum limited amplification

([45]) or for EPR state generation ([38]). There, a photon of the pump is split into a

pair of photons, one in mode a and one in mode b.

It is useful to introduce the cooperativity

C =

�
�
�
�

2gpp
ab

�
�
�
�

2

(2.46)

where a and b are the couplings of mode a and b to the environment. The coopera-

tivity can be seen as the squared ratio of the rate of interaction versus the geometrical

average rate of decay. It comes in handy when computing the gain of phase preserving

amplification ([5]). We reproduce here the gain G of an JPC used as a quantum limited

phase preserving amplifier
p
G =

1 + C

1� C
(2.47)

which shows that the gain diverges when the parametric down conversion exactly com-

pensate for losses and this formula breaks down afterward as the system has no sta-

tionary state (negative loss rate).

Similarly, one can show that the conversion case corresponds to overcoupled oscil-

lators, in the limit that will be of interest to us b ⌧ a, boils down to C > a
4b

i.e.

16|gp|2 > 2a.

In this thesis the pumps will be treated as stiff classical drives as they are largely

(> 1 GHz) detuned from any resonant mode and hence replenish at a rate much greater

than the interaction rate g, i.e. the autocorrelation time of the pump is much smaller

than 1/g. Interestingly, as the best of the author’s knowledge, the resonant case where

the frequency of the oscillators is such that one of the frequency matching is achieved

(e.g. !c = |!a � !b|) has not been studied yet. It would be interesting to investigate

whether there is an optimal detuning such that the pump can still be considered stiff

while minimizing the detuning in order to reduced the necessary driving strength.

Substituting some terms of Hamiltonian by a classical stiff pump is a technique

widely used throughout cQED. It is valuable to note that it is mainly used with a

single Josephson junction as a source of non linearity. An example of choice are the
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in mind that, even though the strength and the phase of the interaction is controlled

by the pump p, it cannot be made arbitrarily large because of the ionization of the

transmon ([48–50]). Nevertheless, this method allows for a wide range of Hamiltonian

to be engineered, the main challenge being to achieve sufficient participation ratios such

that a reasonable pump strength is required to achieve the desired coupling rate.

Finally, using a single Josephson junction has the limitation that since its Taylor

expansion contains possible combinations at all even orders, it always includes Kerr

terms. Those can be detrimental to some experiments. This, among other reasons, led

us (see Chap. 6) to design a new non-linear device, so called the ATS, to achieve a

non-linear interaction in the form sin
P

� '�(�+ �†) which in turn provided the 1 to 2

photons exchange between two resonators: Hint = g2phab
†2 + h.c. required to stabilize

cat states. Contributing to the design of this experiment was a by-product of this thesis.

2.3 open systems

This thesis focuses on controlling itinerant and stationary photons, converting one into

the other and investigating the measurement it produces when the itinerant photon

is lost to the environment. We present here a brief introduction to the input-output

formalism that models these systems.

2.3.1 Input output formalism

We recall that the dynamics of open quantum systems is governed by the Lindblad

master equation. For a quantum system of Hamiltonian H and density matrix ⇢t, it

reads

d⇢t
dt

= � i

~
[H, ⇢t] +

X

k

Dk(⇢t)dt (2.50)

with Dk the decoherence super-operator for the loss channel k. If we introduce the

jump operator Lk associated with this loss channel, then Dk(⇢t) = Lk⇢tL
†
k� 1

2⇢tL
†
kLk�

1
2L

†
kLk⇢t.

Several hypotheses are required to use Lindblad formalism ([29]) but mainly the

environment must be Markovian, meaning that no information that leaked out of the

system can reenter it. In our case, the connexion with the environment is either through

internal losses, assumed to be Markovian, and through transmission lines assumed to

be ideal and reflectionless thus also Markovian.

Two cases are of interest to us: a resonator coupled to a zero-temperature transmis-

sion line and an imperfect qubit coupled to a thermal bath.

We first consider the case of the resonator coupled to a zero-temperature transmis-

sion line at a rate  and coupled to an unmonitored loss channel (internal losses) at a
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2.3 open systems

rate i. We define the jump operator associated: L =
p
a and Li =

p
ia. Using the

input-output relation p
a = ain + aout (2.51)

in Eq. (2.50), in the Heisenberg frame, we obtain

ȧ =
i

~
[H, a]� + i

2
a+
p
ain +

p
iain,i. (2.52)

Finally, to characterize the coupling rates of a resonator it is often easy to do so by

monitoring its reflection coefficient as a fonction of the frequency. Driving a resonator

at a frequency !d can be described by the term

Hd = ~(Ad(t)e
�i!dta† + h.c.) (2.53)

where Ad represent the amplitude of the drive. Currently commercially available mi-

crowave sources produce coherent states (after being attenuated by 40 dB at in a cold

bath), thus the stationary state of a harmonic resonator of frequency !r driven by a

microwave source at a frequency ! is a coherent state of complex field amplitude ↵(t)

given by

↵̇(t) = �i!r↵(t)�
+ i

2
↵(t) +

p
↵in (2.54)

Thus the expected reflection coefficient (see [1]) S11 = ↵out/↵in reads (see Fig 2.12a),

S11 =
� i + 2i(! � !r)

+ i � 2i(! � !r)
, (2.55)

which in turn defines the quality factor of the resonator Q = !r/(+ i). We will call

a resonator overcoupled to the transmission line if  � i. The current state-of-the-

art for Q factor of high-Q resonators at the single photon level is 1010 for the TE011

mode of cylindrical 3D aluminum cavity ([51]) and 106 for CPW resonator ([52]) in

sputtered TiN. In our work, high-Q will refer to niobium CPW resonator of Q factor of

the order of 105, while Purcell limited resonators will have coupling rate in the range

1� 20⇥ 2⇡ MHz.

2.3.2 Coupled oscillators

It will be of practical use for us to consider the case of cascaded resonators (see

Fig 2.12b) to describe the case of two resonators coupled through the parametric noise-

less frequency conversion of the JRM. In particular, we study here the case where one

resonator mode m is high-Q and loses photon at a rate m. This mode is coupled

through the JRM at a rate |gp| to an overcoupled mode a, which is in turn coupled to

a transmission line at a rate a. One can show (see [5] for details) that the reflection

coefficient on the port of mode a is

S11 = �
(a � �mio + 2i(! � !a))

(a + �mio � 2i(! � !a))

(�mio � m + 2i(! � !a))

(�mio + m � 2i(! � !a))
(2.56)

where the conversion pump is applied at a frequency !p = |!a � !m|, and the effective

coupling rate of the mode m to the transmission line �mio is given by

�mio =
a

2

 

1�
s

1� 16
|gp|2

2a

!

. (2.57)
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a) b)

Figure 2.12: a) Harmonic resonator a coupled to a transmission line at a rate  and suffering

internal losses at a rate i. The ratio /i and the quality factor Q = !r/(+ i)

govern the reflection coefficient S11. b) Schematic of two cascaded resonators: a

resonator mode a coupled to the transmission line at a rate a and whose internal

losses are negligible, and high-Q resonator mode m of internal loss rate m. We use

this representation to depict the case of two resonators coupled through a JRM

pumped in frequency conversion, thus we denote the coupling rate between them

as |gp|. The coupling of mode a both to the transmission line and the resonator

mode m leads to an effective coupling of the mode m to the transmission line at

a rate �mio .

This reflection coefficient is identical to the case of two resonators of identical resonant

frequencies (the JRM provides the frequency matching). The resonator mode a sees

two effective coupling ports, the transmission line which drives it at a rate a and the

coupling to the mode m that acts as an effective loss channel for mode a at a rate �mio .

Symmetrically the mode m is coupled to the driving port at an effective rate �mio and

has its own loss channel coupled at a rate m.

Interestingly, �mio can take complex values iff. 4|gp| > a. This case, called the over-

coupled regime (because it is completely analogous to classical coupled oscillators at

resonance) leads to a frequency splitting

�! = Im
�mio
2

overcoupling
=

a

4

s

16
|gp|2

2a
� 1 (2.58)

such that !m ! !m ± �! and !a ! !a ± �!, i.e. both modes are hybridized into a

symmetric mode h+ and an antisymmetric mode h�, (in the limit 4|gp|� a)
8

<

:

a ! (h+e
i⇡�!t + h�e�i⇡�!t)/

p
2

m ! (h+e
i⇡�!t � h�e�i⇡�!t)/

p
2

(2.59)

However the maximum decay rate to the transmission line of a state initially loaded

in the memory is limited by a/2. One way to understand this is to consider the limit

4|gp|� a, in which case a photon initially loaded in the memory is now split among

the symmetric and antisymmetric hybrid modes. This superposition leads to beating

(at a frequency �!) such that the photon spends half of its time in the mode m and

the other half in the mode a, thus only decaying at rate a/2 into the transmission line.
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2.3 open systems

We should already remark that there is a work around. Indeed, in this limit, after an

interaction time �t = 1
4�! the states initially loaded in the mode m and in the mode

a have been swapped. Hence by turning on the conversion of the JRM only for that

duration, it is possible to extract a state from the mode m arbitrarily fast, but it is only

possible to transfert to the transmission line at a rate a (instantaneous swap followed

by a decay rate a).

Finally there is an interesting phenomenon happening in the limit a � 4|gp|. In

this limit we have

�mio '
4|gp|2

a
(2.60)

thus the effective coupling of mode m to the transmission line reduces as the coupling

of mode a to the line increases. This counter-intuitive result can be viewed as a Zeno

blockade ([53, 54]) of the Hamiltonian conversion between the two modes due to the

measurement channel arising from the decay rate of mode a. It also possible to kill

the coupling between the two modes or kill the coupling to the transmission line by

dynamical decoupling of the modes ([55]).

2.3.3 Loss channels of a qubit

In this thesis we will also need to describe the loss channels associated with a

transmon qubit coupled to a thermal bath. We denote three jump operators

• L1 =
p

Γ#�� for relaxation

• L2 =
p

Γ"�+ for excitation

• L3 =
q

Γ'

2 �z for pure dephasing

Those jump operators correspond to the loss of information into the environment and

thus a reduction of the off-diagonal terms of the density matrix, i.e. decoherence. The

first two correspond to environment measuring that the qubit lost (resp. gained) an

excitation, whereas the third one corresponds to the environment inducing a frequency

shift of the transmon. They can be measured independently. The characteristic time to

reach thermal equilibrium is T1 = 1
Γ#+Γ"

and the equilibrium population of the qubit

is pth =
Γ"

Γ#+Γ"
. The characteristic time of decay of off-diagonal terms of the density

matrix can be accessed by a Ramsey interference experiment measuring T2 =
1

Γ#+Γ"

2
+Γ'

.

In our experiment the energy decay rate is due to coupling to a bath through impuri-

ties and imperfections of the fabrication which are at a temperature barely higher than

the refrigerator, leading to pth < 10�2. Our fabrication technique for CPW transmon

qubit gives T1 = 5� 10 µs and T2 ' 2T1, i.e. Γ' ⌧ Γ#, Γ".
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3
THE QUANTUM NODE

Le paradis, à n’en pas douter, n’est

qu’une immense bibliothèque.

G. Bachelard

After several decades of improvement of quantum technologies, controlling individual

quantum systems is now standard over a wide range of physical system. This improve-

ment allowed us to realize what used to be thought experiments a century ago and

greatly improved our understanding of elementary quantum mechanics. The 2012 No-

bel prize awarded to D. Wineland for the control of single ions and S. Haroche for the

development of CQED underline this great achievement. The new frontier of quantum

mechanics lies in many body physics. Numerous groups explore this path whether it

is to improve our understanding of complex quantum systems, the emergence of clas-

sical realism, or build complex quantum mechanical machines that leverage the rich

mathematical tools that underpins the quantum realm.

In this chapter, we will present the platform we developed aiming at building a

quantum network of microwave modes: the quantum node. We justify the design choices

and the iteration process as we believe it holds valuable lessons for future experiments.

This leads us to expose the main features of our fully functional Quantum Node.

3.1 model and constraints of the quantum node

In the last decade, superconducting microwave circuits have become a platform

of choice to study quantum mechanics thanks to their ease of design and their ease of

control. It led to the rise of standard tools and circuits used in the domain. In particular,

transmon qubits (see Chapter 2) and weakly anharmonic microwave resonators have

become standards of the domain for the last decade because of their reliability and

their good coherence to gate time ratio. Consequently in our general goal to develop a

quantum network we aimed at building a versatile platform that can both be thought of

as a building block for a network of weakly anharmonic microwave resonators controlled

and measured by transmon qubits, and as a network of transmon qubits dynamically

coupled through microwave resonators (Fig. 3.1). Either way, it requires to couple a

transmon to a resonator and be able to transfert on demand the state of the resonator

into a communication bus.
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Buffer Memory Read-out

pump

Figure 3.2: Scheme of the complete Quantum Node. The buffer resonator in orange is well

coupled to the transmission line with a coupling rate a. The buffer resonator is

parametrically coupled to the high Q memory resonator in dark blue through the

JRM. When a pump is applied at the difference between frequencies of the memory

and the buffer !p = !a � !m, leads to an effective coupling of the memory to the

transmission line at a rate �mio . The transmon qubit in green is coupled both to

the memory and to a dedicated readout resonator in grey. The latter is coupled to

another transmission line for the readout operations.

conversion Hamiltonian HJRM = gpam† + h.c.. This coupling mechanism is used to

perform a controlled catch or release of a wavepacket from the bus into the memory

as detailed in subsection 3.2. Whereas the second case leads to the parametric amplifi-

cation Hamiltonian HJRM = gp⇤am + h.c. and can be used for EPR state generation

([38]) or for built-in amplification ([5]).

The energy decay rate of the memory is denoted m = 1
Tm

and the coupling rate of

the buffer to the transmission line is a. We neglect the internal losses ai of the buffer

as a � ai by design. The parametric coupling is controlled by a stiff pump amplitude

p treated here as a classical parameter. We will not consider the mode off-resonantly

driven by the pump in our Hamiltonian description of the system.

The memory is coupled to a transmon qubit q̂ of angular frequency !q in the disper-

sive regime ([57]) with a dispersive shift �. The ground state of the transmon is referred

to as |gi and its excited state as |ei. The anharmonicity of the transmon is denoted

↵ and unless specified otherwise, the transmon will be considered as a 2-level system.

We denote T1 and T2 the characteristic energy decay time and coherence time of the

qubit. The qubit is also coupled to a dedicated read-out resonator mode r̂ of angular

frequency !ro with a dispersive shift �ro. The read-out is coupled to a transmission line

at a rate ro.

Owing to its coupling to the qubit, the memory is subject to the self-Kerr which

is an unwanted feature. Indeed, in both experiment the memory should be as linear

as possible. In the sequential read-out experiment the memory self-Kerr limits the

maximum number of photon used fo the read-out. In the remote state preparation,

it limits the fidelity of arbitrary state preparation. Using black box quantization (see
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Chapter 2), one can derive those terms from the participation ratio of the Josephson

junction of the transmon in the memory. The latter read

HJJ = EJ cos
⇣

'zpfq
(q + q†) + 'zpfm

(m+m†) + 'zpfr
(r + r†)

⌘

(3.2)

We do not discuss the non-linearity of the read-out mode r̂ here as it will only impact

us as a limitation on the read-out parameters. Nor will we discuss the memory - read-

out cross-Kerr as it will be irrelevant in our experiments. The self-Kerr induced in the

memory by the transmon is mainly governed by the 4th order development of the cosine

leading to non-rotating term of the form '4
zpfm

m†2m2. As we will see in our experiment,

we need to take into account the correction made by the non-rotating 6th order term of

the form '4
zpfm

'2
zpfq

m†2m2q†q. We will denote Kg (respect. Ke) the memory effective

self-Kerr rates when the qubit is in its ground state (respect. excited state) such that

the interaction Hamiltonian due to the qubit reads

Hinteraction = ��m†m|eihe|�Kgm
†2m2|gihg|�Kem

†2m2|eihe|� �ror
†r|eihe| (3.3)

We set the signs of our Hamiltonian model such that the dispersive shifts are positive.

This leads us to a complete model

Htot = ~!aa
†a+ ~!mm†m+ ~!q

�Z
2 + ~!rr

†r

+g(a+ a†)(m+m†)(p+ p⇤)

��m†m|eihe|�Kgm
†2m2|gihg|�Kem

†2m2|eihe|� �ror
†r|eihe|

(3.4)

The quantum node requires a long lived transmon qubit coupled in the photon

selective regime to a high quality factor memory resonator. The latter should be coupled

to a transmission bus through a parametric coupling such that when idling it suffers

no decay through the bus while still being able to transfer its state rapidly to the bus

for coupling to other nodes.

We detail below what experimental constraints drove us during the design of the

device. We wish for the transmon qubit to be as ideal as possible, meaning that the

experiment should not be limited by the qubit decay, i.e. we wish for total duration

of the experiment to be much smaller than the lifetime / coherence time of the qubit

Texperiment ⌧ T1, T2. Provided that the lifetime of the transmon qubit that our group is

currently able to fabricate rarely exceeds T1 ⇡ 10 µs and we can reach the limit T2 = 2T1

this actually fixes a limit for the total experiment duration Texperiment < 1 µs. As we will

see in their dedicated chapters, each experiment have duration mostly lower bounded

by the dispersive coupling � of the memory to transmon such that Texperiment ' 2⇡/�.

We also need to be in the photon number selective regime, i.e. �T2 � 1 allowing us

to do photon number selective Π pulses on the qubit that we will need for the remote

state preparation experiment ([58]). Hence in the experiment of this thesis we targeted

� = 2⇡ ⇥ 2 MHz.
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We also need for the memory resonator to be as ideal as possible. This means in

our case that it should have a quality factor as high as possible (in our case it is of the

order of 105 for 2D resonators and 106 for 3D cavities). It also means that it should

be as harmonic as possible, meaning that the self-Kerr term should be as small as

possible. Quantitatively we require for the memory self-Kerr rate Kg,e to be such that

TexperimentKg,en̄ ⌧ 2⇡ with n̄ the average number of photon in the memory during

the experiment. This constraint imposes that the average dephasing induced by the

self-Kerr during the experiment is small. The JRM provides us with a tunable self-Kerr

for the memory. But as we will discover later on, the Kerr induced by the transmon in

the memory actually largely dominates the Kerr induced by the JRM thus rendering

inefficient the Kerr tuning by the JRM.

Finally, our most restrictive constraint is to require for the parametric coupling of

the memory to the bus to allow for swap operations to be much faster than the exper-

iment duration. Quantitatively, as we will see when discussing the quantum memory

experiment, it implies that a swap operation should be of the order of 10 ns, hence for

the coupling rate of the buffer to the bus to be a > 2⇡ ⇥ 20 MHz and the 3-wave

coupling rate g to be large enough such that we are able to reach the overcoupling

regime, i.e. |4gp|
a

> 1. This feature is crucial for the sequential read-out experiment and

is our main technological avantage when compared to similar platform ([3],[59]) as the

Quantum Node is more than an order of magnitude faster than them.

We summarize the required features:

• High quality factor harmonic resonator as a memory, Tm � Texperiment

• Long lived transmon qubit in the photon number selective regime, T1, T2 � Texperiment

and �T2 � 1

• Ability to do fast swap operation between the memory and the bus, �io � 1
Texperiment

• Auxiliary readout resonator to accurately and rapidly readout the state of the

transmon, readout fidelity greater than 95% and Treadout < 1
�

3.2 previous version of the quantum node

This work is not the first attempt of our group to build such a quantum node,

but rather lean on previous experiments performed in the group. E. Flurin thesis ([5])

studied in detail the JPC (Chapter 2). During this work he built and characterized

our first modular quantum memory ([38]) but was missing the transmon qubit and its

readout. Later, D. Markovic designed and built a full 3D version of a complete quantum

node ([6]) but the slow iteration time imposed by 3D design prevented to converge on a

device capable of swapping sufficiently fast the memory into the transmission line while

maintaining long memory lifetime. Here we present both works as a starting ground for

the development of our device.
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3.2.1 Quantum memory experiment

The quantum node developed by E. Flurin consisted of a 3D high Q resonator used

as the memory. This memory is parametrically coupled through the JRM to a low Q

strip-line resonator. The latter is coupled to the transmission line (bus). The device is

displayed in Fig. 3.3. The device characteristics are the following.

The memory resonator fundamental mode m̂ has a frequency fm = 7.80 GHz and a

lifetime T1m = 3.3 µs. The buffer fundamental mode fa = 9.30 GHz and a coupling rate

to the transmission line a = 8⇥ 2⇡ MHz and the maximum coupling of a memory to

the transmission line mediated by the parametric conversion through the JPC achieved

was �io = (110 ns)�1 which is three times smaller than the limit of a/2.

Indeed as opposed to the case detailed in chapter 2, here the memory is not directly

coupled to the JPC. Instead, its coupling is mediated by an antenna mode through

a capacitive coupling c in series with the parametric coupling |gp0|
2 such that the

conversion rate between m and a is given by

|gp0|
2  1

1
(c/2)2

+ 1
|gp0|2

(3.5)

Hence, the effective coupling of the memory to the transmission line becomes

�io  
a

2

0

B
@1�

v
u
u
t1� 4

2a

⇣
1
2
c
+ 1

4|gp0|2

⌘

1

C
A (3.6)

In this experiment the antenna’s coupling rate c was independently measured with

a separated strip-line chip directly coupling the antennas to the transmission line. By

measuring the direct reflexion coefficient of the memory, they found c = 3 MHz.

The main metric for a memory is the ratio of the write/read time to the storage

time, i.e. the number of write/read operation possible before an error occurs. Here this

metric is the product �ioT1m = 30. At the time this made this memory the state of the

art ([60, 61]).

To illustrate the behavior as a quantum memory, Fig. 3.4 details a catch, store and

release experiment where a wavepacket is sent on the buffer and caught by a well timed

conversion pump. The enveloppe of the incoming wavepacket is exponentially growing

and corresponds to the optimal shape for a square pump.

In order to further understand how the shape of the pump controlling the coupling

of the memory to the buffer allows to swap the memory content with the state of a

given incoming / outgoing wavepacket, let us first consider the simple square release

case. The memory mode m initially contains a coherent state |m(t = 0)i = |↵i. At time

t = 0+ the pump p(t) is turned on to a constant value p0, thus p(t) = Θ(t)p0. Owing
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Figure 3.4: Figure reproduced from [38]. a) First row, conversion pump pulse sequence for the

catch, store and release experiment, second row incoming wavepacket enveloppe,

third row released wavepacket enveloppe. b) Averaged amplitude of the output field

after a down conversion to 40 MHz. The first line correspond to no pump applied,

hence it is simply the reflected incoming signal. The following ones correspond to

various release timing ⌧ as depicted in a). The inset is a zoom on the case ⌧ = 1 µs.

c) Black dots correspond to the ratio of retrieved energy against sent energy, i.e. the

memory efficiency ⌘. The black line correspond to an exponential fit of characteristic

time ⌧m = T1m. ⌘0 is interpreted as the write & read efficiency.

8

<

:

m̈+ a
2 ṁ+ |gp|2m = 0

gp⇤ aoutp
a
� iṁ = 0

(3.8)

Taking into account our choice for p(t) and assuming the buffer is initially empty

leads to

8

>><

>>:

m(t > 0) = ↵

✓

Ae�
�mio
2

t �Be�
a��mio

2
t

◆

aout(t > 0) = i↵
p
a

gp0

✓

e�
�mio
2

t � e�
a��mio

2
t

◆ (3.9)

with A =
a��m

io
a�2�m

io
and B =

�m
io

a�2�m
io

. We recall that �mio (p) = a
2

✓

1�
q

1� 4|gp|2

a

◆

.

This expression breaks down in the peculiar case of critical coupling corresponding to

�mio = a
2 . The temporal envelope of aout defines the flying mode into which the memory

state was written.
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Since there are no loss in an unmonitored channel in this model, one can reverse the

time and exchange aout and ain to retrieve the opposite case where we catch an incoming

wavepacket and store it in the memory. Both cases were done in this experiment.

In the general case, one can compute the pump shape p(t) to apply in order to

catch a given incoming wavepacket or release the memory state into a given temporal

mode. Let’s treat the simple example of catching an incoming wavepacket ain(t) of

known envelope and timing while neglecting the Kerr terms and the memory decay. To

compute the required pump shape one simply solve the quantum Langevin equation

assuming the desired result: no signal is reflected. Hence, aout = 0, i.e.
p
aa = ain.

Then p(t) is the solution of the implicit system

8

<

:

ṁ = �igp⇤ain
˙ain = �ipagpm� a

2 ain
(3.10)

For example, setting the input pulse to ain(t) =
1

2
p
2
sech(at/4) leads to an analytic

solution for the memory field amplitude |m(t)| =
p

eat/2+1/2
2 sech(at/4) and for the

pump shape p(t) = 1p
2eat/2+1/2

�
1 + 1

2tanh(at/4)
�
.

Figure 3.5: Example of the optimal catching pump shape p(t) for input pulse ain(t) =
1

2
√

2
sech(at/4) leading to a full catch into the memory of field amplitude |m(t)|.

The pump starts at its maximum value, coupling the memory to the transmission

line. It is progressively reduced to shut the coupling of the memory to the trans-

mission line as the input pulse enters the memory.

This method can be directly extended, for example to the case where we seek to

do a half-swap by setting aout =
1
2ain or by taking into account Kerr terms (requiring

then a numerical resolution of the implicit system of equations and a time dependent

variation of the pump phase).

3.2.2 3D design of the Quantum Node

Owing to the design of the quantum memory experiment by E. Flurin, our group’s

next step was naturally to add a transmon qubit and its dedicated read-out resonator

to reach a complete Quantum Node while keeping a 3D architecture. This was the work

of D. Markovic to which I contributed at the beginning of this work. We briefly present
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3.3 curent design of the quantum node: a coplanar waveguide

architecture

As we wish for the memory resonator to be as decoupled from the transmission

line as possible it is interesting to note that the memory is highly decoupled from the

buffer port, first by symmetry as the memory mode is orthogonal to the buffer and

the common mode and secondly by filtering through those modes due to their large

detuning (of 7 GHz and 2 GHz) that greatly exceeds their coupling rates to the buffer

port (20 MHz and 1.8 MHz). Finally the memory decay through the readout port is

filtered by both the qubit and the read-out resonator such that the effective coupling

to the readout port is negligible. For similar filtering reason, the transmon qubit is not

Purcell limited through the readout port.

Another specificity of this device is the low impedance of the buffer mode. Indeed,

whereas the memory and the read-out modes are made of an impedance of 50 Ω mostly

for simplicity and to ensure minimal dielectric loss by making the coplanar waveguide

gap sufficiently large, the impedance of the buffer mode is made to be 21 Ω in order to

increase the participation ratio of the JRM in that mode and hence increase the 3-wave

mixing term g of the JRM. Indeed the participation ratio of the buffer is

⇠a =
La
JRM

Z2
afa + La

JRM

(3.11)

with La
JRM the inductance of the JRM in the buffer mode, Za the buffer characteristic

impedance and fa its frequency. Hence lowering the impedance of the buffer mode

increases the participation ratio of the JRM in the buffer mode. In turns this increases

the maximum parametric coupling between the memory and the buffer as we have

|gpmax| /
p

⇠a⇠m!a!m (3.12)

Another interesting design feature is that due to the coupling capacitor of the buffer

to the transmission line, the buffer mode is slightly offset towards the port side. Thus to

ensure that the JRM sits at the maximum of the current of the buffer mode, the latter

is made approximatively 5% longer on the opposite side to compensate. This value was

obtained through numerical simulations.

Finally because of the crossing of the buffer and the memory modes in their middle,

ground plane currents have to be well routed through wire bonds around the JRM

to bypass their tendency to circumvolute the other mode, thus leading to undesired

inductance. Moreover wirebonds prevent unwanted strip modes throughout the chip

and their impact was studied in this work by realizing dummy chips.

3.3.1 Frequencies and coupling rates

The spectral crowding, especially when considering our goal to exploit the 3-wave mix-

ing term of the JRM in conversion (!p = !a�!m) for the sequential readout experiment,

and in amplification (!p = !a+!m) for the remote state preparation experiment led us

to the following choice for the frequencies: fm = 3.7 GHz, fa = 10.2 GHz, fq = 4.4 GHz,

fc = 5.4 GHz, fro = 6.45 GHz. Those choices were made in order to prevent unwanted
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terms of the Hamiltonian to be made resonant such that n1!1 + n2!2 + ... = 0 with

|nx| 2 N, |nx| < 4 and !x a mode frequency or a drive frequency.

Figure 3.9 shows the flux dependency of the buffer and memory modes. We qual-

itatively retrieve the expected flux dependency for the JPC ([5]). The participation

ratio can be estimated as the ratio of frequency modulation ⇠ = ∆!
2! and leading to

⇠a ⇡ 8% and ⇠m ⇡ 1%. In this work the operating flux point is chosen to minimize the

cross-Kerr term to ensure that the resonators frequencies do not depend on the pump

power. This constraint selects a unique flux point for each half pseudo-period of the

flux dependency. We choose the one corresponding to the smallest external flux bias. In

the small arch regions of the flux dependency, around 'ext ⌘ 4⇡ '0 (mod 8⇡ '0), the

JRM induces several parasitic interaction terms and we did not explore these regions

in detail. We note nevertheless that in our device, the flux dependency in the small

arch region is abnormal and might be explained by an asymmetry in the areas of the 4

small loops of the JRM (for more detail see [5]).

10.4
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.9: a) Frequency of the buffer mode measured through reflectometry on the buffer port

with an input power of �118 dBm as a function of the flux bias of the JRM. b) Fre-

quency of the memory mode as a function of the JRM flux bias measured through

conversion via the buffer. The frequency of the memory mode is found by sweeping

the frequency of the conversion pump to find the maximum coupling rate between

the buffer and the memory which occurs for !p = !a � !m. This measurement

method limits the measurement around the maximum of the 3-wave mixing inter-

action. Both flux dependencies display the qualitative expected behavior except

around the small arch regions.

Figure 3.10 shows the measured flux dependency of the coupling terms and of the

memory self-Kerr. This measurement is uncalibrated as the power sent on the buffer

resonator during this measurement was not calibrated.

Interestingly the qubit is also slightly sensitive to the flux of the JRM. Figure 3.11

displays this small dependency. We can extract ⇠q ⇡ 5 10�5 which is non-zero due

to the change in cavity pull as the memory frequency shifts with the flux. Actually

the coherence time of the qubit at the operating flux point is limited by this flux

dependency.
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architecture
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Figure 3.10: a) Uncalibrated measurement of the memory-buffer cross-Kerr rate as a function

of the flux bias of the JRM. b) Dispersive shift of the memory-qubit coupling

versus the flux. c) Memory self-Kerr rate as a function of the flux and the qubit

state.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.11: a) Detuning of the qubit measured by a Ramsey experiment with a reference

frequency at 4.45 GHz as a function of the flux bias of the JRM. b) Coherence

time extracted from the same Ramsey experiments.

The table ?? summarizes the device parameters at the operating flux point.

3.3.2 Decoupling the qubit from the common mode

The choice of symmetrically coupling the memory to the transmon is not mundane.

Actually it solves a major flaw of a previous design developed during this thesis: namely

the ionization ([48–50]) of the transmon when the strong conversion pump is applied.

This was due to a non zero coupling of the transmon to the common mode off-resonantly

driven by the conversion pump.

The previous design had a common mode to qubit dispersive shift �common = 2⇡ ⇥
0.8 MHz . This coupling was not foreseen as an issue for the usage of the Quantum

Node. The mistake was to disregard the very large number ( ' 103) of photons in the

common mode induced by the stiff conversion despite the detuning between the pump

and the common mode. That large number of photons in a resonator coupled to the

transmon leads to a rapid excitation of the latter into a highly excited state ([63]), thus
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Main parameters of the Quantum Node in this thesis

Component Parameter Value

Transmon

!q/2⇡ 4.52 GHz

↵/2⇡ 96 MHz

T1 6.1 µs

T2 11.2 µs

�/2⇡ 2.05 MHz

�ro/2⇡ 0.8 MHz

Memory

!m/2⇡ 3.73 GHz

Tm 4.1 µs

Kg/2⇡ 10 kHz

Ke/2⇡ 35 kHz

⇠m 1%

Buffer

!a/2⇡ 10.22 GHz

a/2⇡ 20 MHz

⇠a 8%

Common

!c/2⇡ 5.45 GHz

c/2⇡ 1.8 MHz

⇠c 4%

JRM |gpmax| 170 MHz

Readout
!ro/2⇡ 6.45 GHz

ro/2⇡ 0.65 MHz
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4
SEQUENTIAL MEASUREMENT OF A SUPERCONDUCTING

QUBIT

La manière dont on imagine est

souvent plus instructive que ce qu’on

imagine.

G. Bachelard

We here reproduce the preprint presenting the main experiment done during this

work: the sequential measurement of a superconducting qubit. The authors of this work

are Théau Peronnin, Danijela Markovic, Quentin Ficheux and Benjamin Huard. This

preprint is accepted for publication in Physical Review Letters.

nomenclature modification Contrary to Chap. 3 we denote here the high

Q resonator as readout instead of memory and do not mention the dedicated readout

resonator of the transmon. This change was made following the advice of a referee for

the purpose of clarity, as in this experiment the qubit’s readout is made using the high

Q resonator. Labels are also changed accordingly.

abstract We present a superconducting device that realizes the sequential mea-

surement of a transmon qubit. The device disables common limitations of dispersive

readout such as Purcell effect or transients in the cavity mode by turning on and off the

coupling to the measurement channel on demand. The qubit measurement begins by

loading a readout resonator that is coupled to the qubit. After an optimal interaction

time with negligible loss, a microwave pump releases the content of the readout mode

by upconversion into a measurement line in a characteristic time as low as 10 ns, which

is 400 times shorter than the lifetime of the readout resonator. A direct measurement

of the released field quadratures demonstrates a readout fidelity of 97.5 % in a total

measurement time of 220 ns. The Wigner tomography of the readout mode allows us

to characterize the non-Gaussian nature of the readout mode and its dynamics.

acknowledgement We thank Zaki Leghtas, Raphaël Lescanne, Mazyar Mir-

rahimi, Pierre Rouchon, Alain Sarlette, Hubert Souquet-Basiege, Matthias Droth, Marco

Marciani, and Alexander Korotkov for fruitful interactions over the course of this

project. The device was fabricated in the cleanrooms of Collège de France, ENS Paris,

CEA Saclay, and Observatoire de Paris. The Traveling Wave Amplifier was provided by
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the team of Will Oliver at Lincoln labs. The project was partly supported by Agence

Nationale de la Recherche under project ANR-14-CE26-0018 and by the European

Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No

820505.

4.1 experiment description and results

4.1.1 Motivation

One of the main differences between quantum and classical physics lies in the fact that

a measurement inherently disturbs a quantum system. When the measurement does

not destroy the system (Quantum Non Demolition measurement or QND), it leads to

a backaction that updates its wavefunction. A basic measurement model introduces a

probe, which is an ancillary quantum system. The probe is prepared in a given state

before interacting with the system under scrutiny for a time tint, which is able to

generate an entangled state between probe and system. After this pre-measurement

step, the probe is sent to a detector. A random outcome is selected, which leads to the

collapse of the system into the state corresponding to that outcome [64].

The inner mechanics of that measurement process can be illustrated in Circuit

quantum-electrodynamics (circuit-QED). Owing to the dispersive interaction, a driven

stationary microwave mode can act as a probe of the state of a coupled superconduct-

ing qubit. The output of the stationary mode is recorded and leads to a continuous

measurement record. The record can then be integrated in time to implement an effec-

tive single projective measurement [65], or taken into account as a function of time to

determine the quantum trajectory followed by the qubit [66–70] or even to realize mea-

surement based feedback [71–75]. However, the three steps of the basic measurement

process are simultaneous, as the probe gets refilled and leaks out information during

the interaction time.

Here, we present a circuit-QED experiment, where the measurement of a qubit in

the {|gi, |ei} basis is separated in the three sequential steps of the basic measurement

model. The device enables the qubit readout based on tunable cavity couplers that

were proposed in the past [11, 76]. For that purpose, we have designed and realized

a transmon qubit coupled to a high-Q microwave readout resonator whose state can

be flushed on-demand into an output line (see Fig. 4.1a). The release characteristic

time can be as short as 10 ns, thus considerably improving a former 3D version of this

device [38]. The readout resonator is initialized in a coherent state and evolves unitarily

in interaction with the qubit for a time tint. Finally the quantum state of the readout

resonator is released into the transmission line and measured, thus revealing information

about the qubit state. Interestingly, the scheme alleviates the usual trade-off between

QND measurement speed and fidelity by disabling the link between measurement time

and qubit relaxation rate [12, 77, 78] and strongly shortening transients in resonator

population [78–80], without resorting to the complexity of longitudinal coupling [47,

81, 82]. We obtain performances that are close to state-of-the-art for qubit readout [12]
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upconversion to the buffer frequency using a pump pulse. It is finally amplified and

measured to extract its complex amplitude � as defined below.

4.1.3 Dynamic of the interaction

Before discussing how to retrieve the information on the qubit state from the final mea-

surement of the released field, we can benefit from the sequential aspect of the process

to experimentally investigate the dynamics of the readout mode during its interac-

tion with the qubit. The dispersive interaction leads to a constant readout amplitude

hr̂(tint)i = ↵0 in the rotating frame at !r when the qubit is in |gi, while its phase

increases linearly in time hr̂(tint)i = ↵0e
i�tint when in |ei. This average behavior can be

seen as an apparent rotation of the measured Wigner functions W (↵) in the quadrature

phase space of the readout mode as interaction time increases (Fig. 4.2) only when the

qubit is prepared in |ei. The Wigner tomography is here realized using the qubit as a

photon number parity detector as in previous works [84–87].

In order to read out the state of the qubit as well as possible, it is desirable to max-

imize the distance between the states of the released microwave mode corresponding

to |gi and |ei. It was proposed in Ref. [11] that using the superconducting qubit non-

linearity to generate squeezing could help reducing the overlap between the two states.

From the measured Wigner functions (Fig. 4.2), it appears that the state of the readout

mode is not a coherent state when the qubit is excited, as shown by a non Gaussian

shape and by the development of negativities [88]. The ability to realize a direct Wigner

tomography of the readout mode, and the measurement of negativities, demonstrates

that the measurement probe has not decohered entirely prior to the release into the

transmission line. The quantum-classical boundary occurs at a later stage. The dynam-

ics can be understood by expanding the interaction Hamiltonian at least to the next

order [89], which gives

Ĥint/~ = ��r̂†r̂|eihe|�Kg r̂
†2r̂2|gihg|�Ker̂

†2r̂2|eihe|. (4.1)

The Kerr rates could be independently measured to be Kg = 2⇡ ⇥ 8 kHz and Ke =

2⇡ ⇥ 37 kHz (see 4.2 for details). Interestingly, the self-Kerr rate of the readout mode

is much larger when the qubit is excited than when it is in the ground state, which

explains why the Wigner function shape is little distorted for |gi and strongly distorted

for |ei. A simple way to qualitatively understand the shape of the Wigner function is

to realize that the Kerr term induces an angular velocity in the quadrature phase space

that increases with field amplitude. A quantitative study reveals that yet higher order

terms need to be taken into account at the large number of photons |↵0|
2 ⇡ 34 that we

are using (see 4.2 for details). It is interesting to note that it would be possible to use

a single junction for releasing the readout mode [25]. However, the JRM we use allows

us to tune the cross-Kerr terms by the magnetic flux in the ring (see 4.2 for details). In

this work, we set the flux to cancel out the cross-Kerr effects between the buffer and

the readout mode and between the readout mode and the common mode. Hence the

strong pump does not shift the resonance frequencies.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Raw traces of the output voltage V (t) for two realizations of the experiment with

the qubit prepared either in |gi or in |ei and with an initial displacement ↵0 = 5.8

and interaction time tint = 100 ns. (b) Average traces over 105 realizations. (c) Real

and imaginary part of the weight function w(t) from which the complex amplitude

of the released mode is obtained.

4.1.4 Signal analysis

By releasing the content of the readout mode into the output line by upconversion to !b,

we can access the information about the qubit that is encoded in the readout resonator.

The emitted pulse is amplified by a Traveling Wave Parametric Amplifier [90] followed

by cryogenic and room temperature amplifiers (see 4.2). It is finally down-converted

to 50 MHz and digitized as a voltage V (t) (Fig. 4.1c). A typical trace V (t) of a single

realization is shown in Fig. 4.3a for a qubit prepared in |gi or |ei. How to recover the

information about the qubit state from the final measurement of the released field?

Our solution consists in defining a complex amplitude � for the released mode by

demodulating the single measurement records V (t) by a single complex weight function

w(t) to be determined.

� =

Z

V (t)w(t)dt. (4.2)

We first average the traces of 105 realizations of the experiment for tint = 100 ns and

↵0 = 5.8 (Fig. 4.3b). The averages V |e,gi(t) reveal the 50 MHz modulation we used and

the temporal envelope of the releasing pump pin(t). We find (see [91] for details) that a

way to faithfully map the intraresonator complex field amplitude ↵ to the demodulated

amplitude �, independently of the qubit state, consists in choosing a weight function

w(t) whose real part is Re[w(t)] =
�
V |ei(t)� V |gi(t)

�
/2� (Fig. 4.3 c). Its imaginary

part Im[w(t)] is then constructed by shifting the phase of the carrier modulation by

⇡/2. The prefactor ��1 is adjusted so that � is dimensionless and equal on average to

↵0 in the case tint = 0. As can be seen in Fig. 4.2, with this choice, the probability

densities Pg,e(�) to measure a complex amplitude � for a qubit prepared in |gi and in

|ei are indeed smoothed versions of the intraresonator Wigner functions owing to the

11 % efficiency of the detection setup (see 4.2).
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Figure 4.4: (a) Scalar product of the measured distributions Pg,e(�) of released mode ampli-

tudes when the qubit is prepared in |gi or |ei as a function of interaction time

tint, and for various values of initial displacement ↵0. (b) Same scalar product as a

function of ↵0 and tint. Colored dashed lines indicate cuts corresponding to Fig. (a).

4.1.5 Effective readout

The qubit measurement then comes down to determining whether a measured ampli-

tude � is more likely to occur if the qubit is in the ground or excited state. It is straight-

forward once we know the distributions of complex amplitudes Pg(�) and Pe(�). We

stress that since the readout and released modes are not in a Gaussian state, there is

information in both quadratures, which justifies the use of a phase preserving amplifier.

The 2D scalar product between the histograms

hPg, Pei =
R

C
d↵Pg(↵)Pe(↵)

�R

C
d↵Pg(↵)2

�1/2 �R

C
d↵Pe(↵)2

�1/2
(4.3)

quantifies the distinguishability of the measurement outcomes. Fig. 4.4 represents the

measured overlap of the two distributions as a function of interaction time tint and for

three values of the initial amplitude ↵0 of the readout mode.

As mentioned above, the dispersive interaction leads to a global rotation in the

quadrature phase space of the readout mode when the qubit is in |ei. With dispersive

interaction alone, the even and odd integer values of tint�/⇡ would thus correspond to

maxima and minima of hPg, Pei, which are reached for full turns or half turns of the

average complex amplitude of the readout mode. Fig. 4.4 illustrates which phenomena

determine the amplitude ↵0 that maximizes the qubit measurement fidelity. If ↵0 is too

low, the separation between the distribution supports does not overcome the noise. It

is what sets the minimum overlap of the green curve at ↵0 = 2.1, on top of the residual

internal losses of the readout mode that dampen the oscillations. If ↵0 is too large,

the higher order terms in the interaction Hamiltonian lead to a uniform distribution in

phase, and the time oscillations disappear (red curve at ↵0 = 8.5). The full dependence

of the overlap hPg, Pei as a function of ↵0 and tint (Fig. 4.4b) can be used to determine

the optimal measurement conditions. The minimal overlap hPg, Pei = 3.4 % is reached

at ↵0 = 5.8 and tint = 100 ns as in Fig. 4.2 and 4.3. Interestingly, at large amplitudes

(7 < ↵0 < 10) the oscillations become more complicated as a double periodicity appears
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and is not understood yet (red curve). At very large values (↵0 > 10) the qubit is

ionized [48], which sets a stringent bound on the number of photons for quantum non-

demolition readout. We note that this platform seems suited to study the dynamics of

ionization of the qubit.

In order to characterize the measurement operation for applications, we associate

values of � where Pg(�) > Pe(�) to the measurement outcome "g” and "e” otherwise.

We can then define the measurement errors Ee (respect. Eg) as obtaining the result "g"

(respect. "e") after having prepared the qubit in |ei (respect. |gi). We find Ee = 3.4%

and Eg = 1.6%. They can be partially explained by the qubit thermal population of

0.8%, the finite qubit lifetime (1.7% in Ee) and by the 99.5% fidelity of the ⇡ pulse

from ground excited states (see 4.2). The remaining arises from imperfect separation

of the histograms. The average fidelity is F = 1 � Eg+Ee
2 = 97.5 % for a total qubit

measurement time is 220 ns. Finally, one may wonder how the release process affects

the qubit. We have characterized how QND the measurement is by determining the

probability FQND = 95 % that two successive measurements find the same outcome.

4.1.6 Perspectives

In conclusion, we have implemented the sequential measurement of a transmon where

the probe initialization, interaction with the qubit and detection are all separated in

time and space. Our readout scheme is insensitive to the Purcell effect since it is always

coupled to a high Q resonator except during release when the buffer resonator acts as a

Purcell filter anyway. By releasing the probing field on demand, we also avoid common

limitations due to slow reset of the cavity mode in dispersive measurements. Further

increasing both � and b by an order of magnitude should straightforwardly lead to

measurement times beyond state-of-the art. The use of a JRM as a switch between

the readout mode and the transmission line opens interesting perspectives. Indeed, the

JRM can also act as a built-in amplifier [92, 93] (by applying a pump at the frequency

!p = !b + !r) to amplify the probing field as it is released into the transmission line.

Besides, by increasing the participation ratio of the JRM in the readout mode, one could

not only adjust but even cancel out the Kerr rates Kg or Ke of the readout mode by

tuning the magnetic flux in the JRM. Furthermore it would be interesting to retrieve the

information that remains in the autocorrelation of the measured voltage V (t). Indeed,

the qubit state dependent Kerr terms in Kg and Ke should allow for extra information

to be retrieved in this way [94]. Finally, one could use an ancillary resonator dispersively

coupled to the qubit to measure and demonstrate the entanglement between qubit and

readout mode along their joint evolution as in Ref. [95].
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4.2 supplementary informations

4.2.1 Measurement setup

4.2.1.1 Microwave setup

The sample is cooled down to T ⇡ 30 mK in a BlueFors®dilution refrigerator. The

scheme of the microwave input and output lines is provided in Fig. 4.5. The readout,

pump and qubit pulses are generated by modulation of continuous microwave tones pro-

duced respectively by AnaPico®(APSIN12G), Agilent®(E8752D)and AnaPico®(APSIN12G)

sources set at the frequencies fr�100 MHz, fb� fr+150 MHz and fq +128 MHz. The

pump tone is modulated through a single sideband mixer and the readout and qubit

tones are modulated through regular mixers. The parasitic sidebands at the output of

the mixers are far detuned from any frequency of interest and are neglected. The RF

modulation pulses are generated by a 4 channels Tektronix®Abitrary Waveform Gener-

ator (AWG5014C) with a sample rate of 1 GS/s. Those pulses are of frequency 100 MHz,

150 MHz and 128 MHz. In order to ensure phase stability during the measurement, the

local oscillator used for the demodulation of the output signal is not independent from

the other ones. It is generated by mixing the output of the two sources that are close to

the readout and pump frequencies, followed by the filtering out of the lower sideband.

We thus retrieve a tone at frequency (fr�100 MHz)+(fb�fr+150 MHz) = fb+50 MHz

which is used to mix the signal down to 50 MHz before digitization.

The signal coming out of the buffer mode is filtered using a wave-guide with a cutoff

frequency at 9.8 GHz in order to protect the following amplification stage to be affected

by the strong reflected pump tone. The signal is first amplified by a Traveling Wave

Parametric Amplifier (provided by W. Oliver group at Lincoln Labs). We tuned the

pump frequency (fTWPA = 7.773 GHz) and power in order to reach a gain of 19 dB

at 10.220 GHz. The followup amplification is performed by a High Electron Mobility

Transistor (HEMT) amplifier (from Caltech) at 4 K and by two room temperature

amplifiers.

4.2.1.2 Sample description

The sample was fabricated on a substrate of undoped Si (111) of dimension 8.67 ⇥
8.16 ⇥ 0.28 mm. The ground planes and resonators are made of 150 nm of sputtered

Nb after HF treatment. An optical lithography is performed using a laser writer before

dry etching with SF6 the Nb layer. The Josephson junctions of the transmon and the

JRM are fabricated using electronic lithography followed by an angle deposition of

Al/AlOx/Al in a Plassys MEB550S evaporator. A good contact between Al and Nb is

ensured by ion milling the Nb oxide in the Plassys evaporator prior to the evaporation

over the overlap pads of 50⇥ 50 µm2. The Nb sputtering was done in the Quantronics

group at CEA Saclay, the wafer dicing at Observatoire de Paris, the Al evaporation in

a Plassys®ebeam evaporator and the laser writing at College de France, the electronic

lithography at ENS Paris and the HF treatment at Paris Diderot. All measurements

were performed at ENS de Lyon.
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Figure 4.5: Wiring diagram. The RF source colors refer to the frequency of the matching ele-

ment in the devices up to the modulation frequencies. The unused ancillary 6.3 GHz

resonator is coupled to a transmission line at anc = 2⇥2⇡ MHz. The 9.9�13 GHz

band-pass filter is the combination of a high pass filter (20 cm long WR62 waveg-

uide) and a discrete low pass filter (Minicircuits®).
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Figure 4.7: Scheme of the resonant modes that are used in the experiment. The color indicates

the voltage as a function of position at maximum field amplitude in an oscillation.

The readout mode (a) and the buffer mode (b) are �/2 resonators. The common

mode (c) extends over both CPW lines and does not couple to the transmon mode

(d).

the JRM Hamiltonian at the optimal flux point is [5]

ĤJRM = ~g3(r̂ + r̂†)(b̂+ b̂†)(ĉ+ ĉ†), (4.6)

The mode c is the common mode of the device (Fig. 4.7c) and is driven by the pump.

The dispersive interaction term between the qubit and the readout mode reads (see for

instance Ref. [94])

Ĥint/~ = ��r̂†r̂|eihe|�Kg r̂
†2r̂2|gihg|�Ker̂

†2r̂2|eihe|. (4.7)

When driven by the pump at !p = !b�!r, the off-resonant common mode is occupied

by a coherent state such that we can replace ĉ by a scalar number p [5]. In the rotating

wave approximation, only two terms remain in ĤJRM, which then reads

ĤJRM = Ĥbs = ~(gb̂†r̂ + g⇤b̂r̂†), (4.8)

where g = pg3 is proportional to the pump amplitude pin.

4.2.2 Calibration

4.2.2.1 Calibration of the quadratures and photon number of the readout mode

The calibration of the readout mode quadratures in the Wigner functions and of the

photon number in the readout mode were done by monitoring the free temporal evo-

lution of the occupations of the first Fock states. To do so, we apply a readout mode

displacement square pulse of 10 ns (or 20 ns for Wigner tomography) with a 2 ns

Gaussian edge of a given amplitude to be calibrated in units of inner readout mode

quadratures. We then wait for a time t to let the readout mode decay before applying

a selective ⇡ pulse to the qubit at the frequency !q (resp. !q��). Hence we only excite

the qubit if there is 0 photon (resp. 1 photon) in the readout mode. The selective ⇡

pulse has a temporal envelope in 1/ cosh(
p

⇡/2t/�) with a spread � = 200 ns. We
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Figure 4.8: Example of photon number calibration by monitoring the readout state during

decay. Squares: Measured occupation probabilities of Fock states |0i and |1i. Dashed

lines: theory prediction with r = 1/Tr = 250⇥ 2⇡ kHz and initial photon number

n̄ = 31.8. Red corresponds to a selective ⇡ pulse for 1 photon in the readout mode,

blue to 0 photon.

assume a constant decay rate and an initial coherent state |↵i =
�
�
p
n̄
↵
. Therefore the

probability to excite the qubit follows

8

<

:

P|0i(|ei) = e�n̄e�rt

P|1i(|ei) = n̄e�n̄e�rt
e�rt

(4.9)

In Fig. 4.8 are shown the measured occupations in the |0i and |1i readout states

as a function of time. The data are reproduced by the above equations provided the

decay rate of the readout resonator is r = 1/Tr = 250⇥2⇡ kHz and the initial average

number of photons n̄ is 31.8. Note that the theoretical curves (dashed lines) take into

account a 0.95 scaling factor for P|1i(|ei) due to a slight imperfection in the selective

⇡ pulse at !q � �. We have repeated this procedure for each displacement amplitude

and found the same r for all of them. This procedure provided a calibration between

displacement amplitude and photon number.

4.2.2.2 Characterization of the cavity pull and of the Kerr nonlinearities

The measurement of �, Kg and Ke was done by monitoring the average phase acquired

by the readout field as a function of time depending on the state of the qubit and the

average photon number.

Having prepared the qubit in either |gi or |ei, we load the readout mode with a

coherent state of amplitude ↵ =
p
n̄. We wait for a time tint. We then release the

state of the readout mode into the transmission line and record the average phase

�(tint) = arg(�) of the released pulse. The detuning �!r between the resonant frequency

of the readout resonator and a reference resonant frequency (when the readout resonator

is in the vacuum state and for a qubit in |gi) can be determined as �!r =
d�

dtint
. In

Fig. 4.9 are shown the measured detuning as a function of photon number in the readout

resonator and of qubit state.

Our model for the qubit-readout resonator system in the rotating frame of the readout

mode when the qubit is in the ground state, reads

Ĥint/~ = ��r̂†r̂|eihe|�Kg r̂
†2r̂2|gihg|�Ker̂

†2r̂2|eihe|. (4.10)
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Figure 4.9: Average detuning of the readout resonator as the function of the average photon

number and the state of the qubit. Data are cercles and first order fits are dashed

lines. As the number of photons increases, the detuning deviates from the linear fit.

Hence for the experiment displacement ↵ = 5.8 our simple model provides only a

qualitative explanation.

�/2⇡ 2.05 MHz

Kg/2⇡ 8.4 kHz

Ke/2⇡ 37 kHz

The cavity pull � = 2.05 ⇥ 2⇡ MHz can thus be read out as the readout frequency

difference between the cases where the qubit is in |gi or |ei, when the cavity is in the

vacuum. The Kerr terms induce a linear dependence of the readout frequency as a

function of average photon number. The Kerr rates Kg and Ke can thus be obtained

from the slopes of the curves in Fig. 4.9. At large photon number, a higher order

polynomial fit is required to take into account higher order non-rotating terms of the

Hamiltonian arising from the expansion of the Josephson cosine potential. As seen

in the spiraling shape of the measured Wigner functions (Fig. 2), the readout mode

displays much less anharmonicity when the qubit is in the ground state than in the

excited state.

4.2.2.3 Conversion rate and calibration of the coupling rate

By measuring the reflection coefficient on the buffer port as a function of frequency, one

can determine the steady conversion rate �r between the readout mode and the trans-

mission line directly (see Eq. (216) in Ref. [5]). We have realized this measurement for

various pump powers and obtained the measured dependence of �r on pump amplitude

(Fig. 4.10).

This curve can then be used to calibrate how the coupling rate g that enters in the

beam-splitter Hamiltonian depends on pump power. The 3-wave mixing Hamiltonian of
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.10: (a) Direct coupling measurement (purple square) to the readout mode as a function

of the pump amplitude. We obtain the calibration for the coupling g from the fit

(dashed gray line). (b) to (d) Blue solid line : phase of the measured reflection

coefficient on the buffer port for various pump amplitudes. Red dashed line :

corresponding curve obtained by tuning �r, which allows us to plot one dot in

(a). The color of each frame corresponds to the color of its corresponding dot in

figure (a).

the JRM indeed implies a linear dependence between the coupling rate and the pump

amplitude g(t) / p(t). In our limit b � r, the conversion rate indeed reads [5]

�r =
b

2
Re

"

1�
s

1� 16
|g|2

2b

#

(4.11)

We observe that this model only faithfully reproduces the measurements for small pump

powers such that 4|g|/b < 0.7.

4.2.2.4 Dynamics of the readout release

The flushing of the readout mode by the smooth pump pulse is characterized as follows.

The readout mode is loaded with a coherent state with amplitude ↵ = 5.3. In the

following the qubit is assumed to be in its ground state1. It is justified by the fact that

�⌧ b, for which the release dynamics is similar for the qubit in the ground or in the

excited state. A pump pulse with an envelope p(t) /
⇣

cosh (
p

⇡/2t/�)
⌘�1

is applied

for various pump amplitudes and spread (Fig. 4.11). This choice of a smooth pump

pulse allows us to limit the spectral broadening of the pump. The Fourier transform of

that pulse has the same shape but with a variance 1/�. In practice, the pump pulse

is windowed by a square shaped weight function of duration 8�. We then measure

the remaining average photon number using the technique of cavity state decay as in

Fig. 4.8.

The release dynamics is captured by the quantum Langevin equation for the field

amplitudes m and b in the rotating frames of the buffer and the readout mode.

8

<

:

ṙ = �ig?b� r
2 r

ḃ = �igr � b
2 b

(4.12)

Hence,

1 We did not measure the flushing of the readout mode when the qubit is excited
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8

<

:

r̈ +
⇣
b
2 + r

2 �
ġ?

g?

⌘

ṙ +
⇣

|g|2 + rb
4 � r

2
ġ⇤

g⇤

⌘

r = 0

g?b� i
�
ṙ + r

2 r
�

= 0
(4.13)

with g(t) = gmax/ cosh
⇣p

⇡/2t/�
⌘

and ġ?

g? (t) = �
p

⇡/2 tanh
⇣p

⇡/2t/�
⌘

�
.

In Fig. 4.11a are shown the measured readout photon number normalized to the

initial number as a function of � and for various pump powers. The numerical solution

of the above equation reproduces well these measurements as long as 4|gmax|/b does

not exceed 1.6 (Fig. 4.11c). There, even the average time trace of the buffer output is

well captured (Fig. 4.11b).

For the largest pump powers, for which this value is exceeded, the readout mode

is flushed more rapidly than theoretically expected. The observed behavior can be

captured by allowing to tune the effective values of b and gmax. The increase of the

effective decay rate b could be due to the conversion of the readout mode into parasitic

unmonitored modes (Fig. 4.11e).

4.2.3 Signal processing

4.2.3.1 Demodulation basis construction

As the readout mode is released into the buffer line, its quantum state is mapped into

a propagating microwave mode. How to determine the quadratures of the propagating

mode into which the quadratures of the inner readout mode are linearly mapped? Here,

the signal is carried by a mode at !b when the qubit is in |gi and !b � � when in |ei.
However, the pulse takes a finite duration corresponding to the temporal extent of the

pump pulse. The release operation thus leads to a frequency spread of ∆! = 1/�. In

our experiment, we have ∆! = 1/� ⇡ 2.7�.

Before addressing the general case, let us first disregard this frequency uncertainty

due to the qubit state and discuss how to find the quadratures of the propagating

mode. One way to determine them would be to measure the average voltage trace at

the output of the last mixer in the buffer line detection setup. We denote V|↵i(t) the

average trace when the readout mode is in a coherent state |↵i. An example of this

curve can be found in Fig. 4.11b. The signal coming out of an image reject mixer is

oscillating at about 50 MHz so that its amplitude and phase match the ones of the mode

close to !b at the input of the image reject mixer. The purpose of this downconversion

is to be able to digitize the signal with an acquisition board. We could then construct

a demodulation function

w1(t) = V|↵=1i(t) + iV|↵=ii(t). (4.14)

We define the complex amplitude �1 =
R
V↵(t)w1(t)dt as in Eq. (2) of the main text.

Here V↵(t) is a single voltage trace measured when the readout is in |↵i. Ideally, we

want to have �1 = �↵. Scaling w1 using the inverse proportionality factor � would then

lead to �1 = ↵ as required.
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In practice, dc measurement offsets and drifts occur and we can simply eliminate

them by defining the weight function as

w2(t) =
V|↵=1i(t)� V|↵=�1i(t)

2�
+ i

V|↵=ii(t)� V|↵=�ii(t)

2�
. (4.15)

It is also possible to avoid two measurements by calculating the imaginary part of

w(t) from its real part alone in the case of slowly varying temporal envelope compared

to the modulation frequency. Indeed, the imaginary part corresponds to phase shifting

the carrier by ⇡/2 while preserving the signal envelope.

Im[w(t)] = rFT�1 [i⇥ rFT (Re [w(t)])] , (4.16)

where rFT and rFT�1 respectively are the real Fourier transform and the inverse real

Fourier transform. We can then define the weight function from its real part alone as

Re [w3(t)] =
V|↵=1i(t)� V|↵=�1i(t)

2�
(4.17)

Now, in the general case, the presence of the qubit leads to two possible frequencies

for the propagating mode. We thus need to use a slightly different weight function. The

weight functions corresponding to the qubit in |gi or |ei can simply be averaged here.

This choice would then lead to

Re [w4(t)] =
V|↵=1i⌦|gi(t) + V|↵=1i⌦|ei(t)� V|↵=�1i⌦|gi(t)� V|↵=�1i⌦|ei(t)

4�
(4.18)

Since the dc offsets and drifts are assumed to be independent of the qubit state, two of

these traces are redundant.

Re [w5(t)] =
V|↵=1i⌦|gi(t)� V|↵=�1i⌦|ei(t)

2�
(4.19)

In the end, we chose to use the measurement of the voltage (Fig. 3b) when ↵ = 5.8

initially. In this case, waiting for an interaction time tint = 100 ns leads to ↵ ⇡ �5.8
in the excited state and ↵ ⇡ 5.8 in the ground state. We thus define the final weight

function as in the main text as

Re [w(t)] =
V|↵=5.8i⌦|gi(t)� V|↵=�5.8i⌦|ei(t)

2�
and Im[w(t)] = IrFT [i⇥ rFT (Re [w(t)])] .

(4.20)

One can show that the exact value of the field amplitude after the waiting time is

unimportant as it simply modifies the complex � scaling factor.

In order to determine �, we thus match the scaling of the weight function w(t) so

that the measured average complex amplitude � matches the complex amplitude hr̂i
in the readout mode when the interaction time is set to tint = 0 and when the qubit is

in |gi.

4.2.3.2 Total efficiency

The total efficiency of the release and detection of the propagating mode can be inferred

from the variance of the histogram of measured �’s for 105 runs of the experiment, when
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the readout mode is in a coherent state. We find a total efficiency ⌘ = 11 %. This ef-

ficiency can be understood as the product of the efficiency of each step of the signal

measurement and analysis. The incomplete release of the readout state induces an effi-

ciency of ⌘release = 91% (see red dot in Fig 4.11a). The total efficiency is standard [97],

and can be understood by the attenuation of the several commercial microwave compo-

nents between the device and the TWPA, including a 20cm long waveguide acting as

a filter (see Fig. 4.5). The TWPA provided 19 dB of gain and its stop-band frequency

is 2.4 GHz below the buffer signal frequency.

4.2.4 Choice of parameters

4.2.4.1 Optimal release amplitude and temporal envelope

The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate a sequential single shot read-out with

the highest achievable fidelity. We chose the optimal parameters by minimizing the

overlap between the distribution P|ei and P|gi. The pump temporal shape was chosen

to minimize this overlap. There is a trade-off between the speed of the flush and the

measurement fidelity. Indeed, a fast flush reduces the efficiency as it dissipates a fraction

of the readout energy in unmonitored modes (see Fig. 4.11). On the other hand, a slower

flush is not able to release the readout mode when it is at the maximum phase difference.

Instead, it continuously releases the content of the readout mode as it interacts with

the qubit.

In our experiment, this trade-off yields an optimal pump spread � = 28 ns and

maximum coupling |gmax| = 7.2⇥ 2⇡ MHz > b

4 corresponding to a slight over-critical

coupling of the readout resonator and the buffer.

4.2.4.2 Operating flux bias of the JRM

The behaviour of the shunted JRM as a function of the external flux was studied

in depth in previous works [5]. By measuring the reflection coefficient on the buffer

port, we determined the buffer frequency as a function of the external magnetic flux

(Fig. 4.12a).

We then characterize the cross-Kerr effect induced by the buffer occupation on the

readout resonator. To do so, we displace the readout mode with ↵0 ⇡ 5. Then we apply

a continuous tone at the buffer frequency on the buffer port for a time t corresponding to

an estimated 10 photons in the buffer at the end of the pulse, which is large compare to

1/b. Finally we release the readout mode state into the buffer and measure its average

phase arg(�). The acquired phase as a function of time t provides us the readout mode

frequency (as in Fig. 4.9). We subtract to this measured frequency the one measured

without driving the buffer and obtain a measurement of the modification of the readout

mode frequency by the buffer occupation without any calibration of the buffer photon

number at this stage. This cross-Kerr effect cancels out for a given value of the external

flux as expected for the JRM. We chose this flux point for the experiment as it ensures

that the readout mode is decoupled from the transmission line during the interaction

time and as it also cancels out the cross-Kerr effect induced by the pump tone during
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Figure 4.12: Characterisation of the device as the function of external flux. The red dots cor-

respond to the chosen flux point for the experiment in all panels. (a) Measured

frequency of the buffer mode displaying a 4�0 periodicity. The additional non

periodic patterns are likely due to an asymmetry between the areas of the four

subloops of the ring. (b) Frequency of the readout mode zoomed around the cho-

sen operation point. (c) Frequency shift of the readout mode Kbrnb induced by

nb photons in the buffer. Contrary to other plots, this value is uncalibrated as nb

is unknown (estimated nb ⇡ 10 photons). Canceling out the cross-Kerr rate Kbr

was our criteria for setting the operating flux bias. (d) � as the function of the

external flux. (e) Kerr rates for the qubit in |gi in blue and for the qubit in |ei in

red as a function of the external flux.

the release. We use the same method as in Fig. 4.9 to measure the self-Kerr rate and �

as a function of the external flux. The self-Kerr rate is dominated by the contribution

of the single junction transmon qubit and hence show little to no flux dependency.

Increasing the JRM participation ratio should increase this Kerr tunability by the flux

and enables a canceling of the average Kerr in the readout mode.
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4.2.5 Wigner Tomography

4.2.5.1 Measurement

The measurement protocol for the Wigner tomography matches that of previous work [84–

87]. To measure W (↵) we start by applying a displacement D(↵) on the readout mode

with a 20 ns pulse at its frequency. Then we perform two ⇡/2 unconditional pulses on

the qubit2 separated by a time ⇡/� = 236 ns. We then flush the readout mode (same

pulse width � = 28 ns) and use our full readout protocol to measure the state of the

qubit. The release step avoids the usual cross-Kerr effect between the readout and the

readout mode that may distort the estimated Wigner function at large photon number

and is mandatory for us as we use the readout resonator to measure the qubits state.

For the Wigner tomography starting with an excited qubit, we simply take the op-

posite of the result to account for the qubit being initially excited.

Each Wigner tomography is decomposed in 16 square panels spanning the acquired

phase space that are each 20 ⇥ 20 pixels in size. Each pixel is averaged 5000 times.

The obtained images are numerically rotated by 24� for |gi (corresponding to setting

arg(�) = 0) and 97� for |ei. The latter choice accounts for a systematic angular offset

between the initial displacement of 10 ns for the qubit readout experiment and the

longer Wigner displacement of 20 ns, which is hence more sensitive to the frequency

shift � of the readout mode.

4.2.5.2 Numerical simulation of the Wigner function of the readout mode in time

In order to validate our model for the evolution of the readout mode, we performed

simulation of its dynamics using the Python package QuTip [98] with the Hamiltonian

(4.10) and the independently measured values for its parameters (see above sections).

The fit includes an extra 20 ns delay to account for the duration of the displacement

pulse. The results are provided on Fig. 4.13 and display a qualitative agreement with

the measurement. It confirms that the dynamics of the readout mode is mainly governed

by the � and Kerr terms of the Hamiltonian.

4.2.6 Readout characterization

4.2.6.1 Measurement fidelity

To extract a binary answer to whether the qubit is excited or not for a given realization

of the experiment, we define two disjoint ensembles of possible outcomes �. The complex

amplitudes corresponding to the answer ’g’ belong to Zg = {� : P|gi(�) > P|ei(�)},

which is defined from the measured probability densities. Obtaining � /2 Zg correspond

to the result ’e’ (see Fig. 4.14). Given the distributions, the error probability to find an

amplitude � in Zg when the qubit was prepared in |ei is Ee = 3.4 % while the reverse

error is Eg = 1.6 %. They can be in part explained by the imperfect preparation of the

states |ei and |gi because of gate infidelity (0.5 %) and qubit thermal population (0.8 %).

2 In practice, we interleave the pulse sequences to rotate the second pulse by π/2 or −π/2 and subtract

their average outcome to eliminate parasitic drifts.
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Figure 4.17: Average measured signals for two consecutive readouts for a qubit prepared in |gi
(blue) or in |ei (red). The second readout starts 220 ns after the first one.

outcome given the preparation, we measure a probability for the second readout to give

the same outcome of 95 % . This slight departure from perfect QNDness is expected

as the coupling relies on the dispersive approximation while the field amplitude in the

cavity is ↵ = 5.8 and thus a photon number of 34, which is above the critical number

of photons ncrit = (∆/2g)2 ⇡ ↵/2� ⇡ 24 [57, 65].
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Nous sommes dans un siècle de

l’image. pour le bien comme pour le

mal, nous subissons plus que jamais

l’action de l’image.

G. Bachelard

We here reproduce the preprint of the Multiplexed photon number measurement

experiment. My contribution was to design and fabricate the coplanar waveguide su-

perconducting circuit, and I contributed to the calibration of the first versions of the

device until it reached sufficient performances to meet the requirement of the experi-

ment. The authors of this work are Antoine Essig, Quentin Ficheux, Théau Peronnin,

Nathanaël Cottet, Raphaël Lescanne, Alain Sarlette, Pierre Rouchon, Zaki Leghtas and

Benjamin Huard. This preprint is available on Arxiv.

abstract The evolution of quantum systems under measurement is a central as-

pect of quantum mechanics. When a two level system – a qubit – is used as a probe

of a larger system, it naturally leads to answering a single yes-no question about the

system state followed by its corresponding quantum collapse. Here, we report an ex-

periment where a single superconducting qubit is counter-intuitively able to answer

not a single but nine yes-no questions about the number of photons in a microwave

resonator at the same time. The key ingredients are twofold. First, we exploit the fact

that observing the color of a qubit carries additional information to the conventional

readout of its state. The qubit-system interaction is hence designed so that the qubit

color encodes the number of photons in the resonator. Secondly, we multiplex the qubit

color observation by recording how the qubit reflects a frequency comb. Interestingly

the amount of extracted information reaches a maximum at a finite drive amplitude of

the comb. We evidence it by direct Wigner tomography of the quantum state of the

resonator. Our experiment unleashes the full potential of quantum meters by bringing

the measurement process in the frequency domain.
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5.1 experiment description and results

5.1.1 Introduction

The most general measurement of a quantum system consists in using a quantum appa-

ratus as a probe. The system interacts with the probe before the latter gets measured

projectively. In the simplest case, the probe is a qubit whose readout answers a yes-no

question about the system state. Identifying what is the state of a system thus comes

down to playing a game of “Guess Who?". A series of binary questions are asked itera-

tively to refine our knowledge about the state. Unlike the classical game, each answer

disturbs the state of the system. To give a concrete example, in order to determine

how many photons are stored in a cavity, one may ask a series binary questions such

as “are there n photons?" for each integer n (Fig. 6.1A). Such experiments have been

implemented with Rydberg atoms or superconducting circuits probing a microwave

cavity [100, 101] with the possible refinement of choosing what binary question should

be optimally asked conditioned on the previous answers [102]. At most, each answer

provides one bit of information about the system state [103] so that determining an

arbitrary number of photons in the cavity between 0 and 2m � 1 takes at least m con-

secutive probe measurements. In this work, we experimentally show that one can ask

all questions at once using a single qubit as a probe. Daring an analogy with commu-

nication protocols, previous measurement schemes with time series of binary questions

used time division multiplexing while our experiment demonstrates the analogous of

frequency division multiplexing (Fig. 6.1A).

5.1.2 Photocounting a coherent state

Both approaches can be implemented to count the photon number of a superconducting

microwave resonator dubbed the storage mode, which resonates at fs = 4.558 GHz.

We couple the latter to two off-resonant transmon qubits (see Fig. 6.1B). The yes-no

qubit with a frequency fyn = 3.848 GHz can implement binary questions about the

photon number while the multiplexing qubit with a frequency fmp = 4.238 GHz can

implement frequency multiplexed photon counting. Both qubits are dispersively coupled

to the resonator so that their frequency respectively redshifts by �s,yn = 1.4 MHz and

�s,mp = 4.9 MHz per additional photon in the storage mode.

Starting with the standard approach [58, 101], the probability to have k photons is

encoded as the probability Pe to excite the yes-no qubit by driving it with a ⇡-pulse

at fdrive = fyn � k�s,yn. The state of the yes-no qubit is read out using a dedicated

resonator (Fig. 6.1B). To demonstrate this photon counting ability, we initialize the

storage mode in a coherent state |�i = e�|�|2/2
P+1

n=0
�n
p
n!
|ni, which is a superposition

of all Fock states with mean photon number n̄ = |�|2 using a microwave tone at fs.
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The probability Pe is then measured and shows resolved peaks as a function of fdrive for

every photon number up to about 7 (Fig. 6.2A,C) and various average photon numbers

n̄. The linear relation between � and the amplitude Vs of the tone at fs was calibrated

using a master-equation based model (see section 5.2) reproducing the measured Pe

(solid lines in Fig. 6.2C).

The intrinsic limitation of the standard approach is that measuring a qubit state

can at most reveal one bit of information at a time. We propose to avoid this constraint

by observing the qubit frequency (or color) directly without measuring its state. The

multiplexing qubit is coupled to the transmission line so that when there are k photons

in the storage mode, the qubit emits into the mode of the transmission line that is

centered around the qubit frequency fmp � k�s,mp. The qubit thus acts as an encoder

of the state of the storage mode into the many modes of the transmission line at

frequencies {fmp � k�s,mp}k, which can host much more than one bit of information.

This encoding ability can be observed by driving the multiplexing qubit in reflection

through the transmission line (Fig. 6.1B) [104–107]. The measured real part Re(r) of

the reflection coefficient of a microwave pulse at frequency fprobe is reduced when the

probe resonates with the qubit, hence revealing the photon number k (Fig. 6.1C) [39].

This reduction arises from the coherent emission by the qubit in phase opposition with

the reflected drive [108]. Interestingly, the roles of qubit and resonator are here swapped

compared to usual qubit readout in circuit-QED [109].

In Fig. 6.2B,D we show the measured qubit emission coefficient 1 � Re(r) as a

function of a single probe frequency fprobe and of the initial amplitude of the storage

mode coherent state
p
n̄. The measurement is performed using a drive strength Ω =

�s,mp/4 (expressed as the corresponding Rabi frequency) and pulse duration of 2 µs,

which is smaller than the storage lifetime of 3.8 µs. Resolved peaks develop for every

photon number up to at least 9 which is already a clearer indicator of the photon

number than the yes-no probe. Using the former calibration of n̄, a master-equation

based model enables us to reproduce the measurement results (see section 5.2). In

order to get resolved peaks we designed the relaxation rate of the multiplexing qubit

Γ1,mp = (44 ns)�1 so that the decoherence rate Γ2,mp = Γ1,mp/2 is smaller than the

dispersive shift 2⇡�s,mp. Probing the qubit at one of its resonance frequencies opens

a communication channel with a maximal bandwidth Γ2,mp. Hence we maximized this

bandwidth by designing Γ1,mp as large as possible using the direct coupling to the

transmission line.

Therefore we have shown that both measurements in Figs. 6.2A,B allow us to ask

questions of the kind “are there k photons?". However the yes-no qubit is read out

using a pulse that is independent on the storage state. In contrast, each continuous

measurement of the frequency mode fmp � k�s,mp of the transmission line in which

the multiplexing qubit emits reveals information about a different photon number k.

It thus enables the key ingredient of our approach: the multiplexing measurement of

reflection at every frequency fmp � k�s,mp.
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To do so, we illuminate the multiplexing qubit with a pulse containing a comb with

9 frequencies corresponding to photon numbers from 0 to 8 (see Fig. 6.1D). The efficient

measurement of the reflected pulse requires the use of a near-quantum limited amplifier

with a dynamical bandwidth of at least a dozen of �s,mp such as a TWPA [90]. This

technical challenge is similar to the recently demonstrated high-efficiency multiplexed

readout of as many as 6 qubits coupled to a single feed line [110–113]. We then demul-

tiplex the reflected pulse at 9 frequencies {fmp� k�s,mp}0k8 and extract a reflection

coefficient rk for each of them (Fig. 6.1D). The measurement consists in simultaneously

measuring the emission coefficients 1�Re(rk) for each peak in Fig. 6.2B,D, which is of

course much faster than measuring them one at a time. They are shown as a function

of the average initial photon number in Fig. 6.2E for a drive strength Ω = �s,mp/2 and

a measurement duration of 2 µs. For a given n̄, every measurement channel k gives

an average signal that is proportional to the probability of having k photons in the

storage mode. As n̄ is varied, the shape of the average signal of channel k reproduces

a Poisson distribution distorted by relaxation processes and channel cross-talk due to

large driving strength (see section 5.2). This multiplexed photon counting signal can

be reproduced using a master equation approach (solid lines in Fig. 6.2E) without any

free parameter. This result thus demonstrates the possibility to multiplex the photon

number measurement using a single qubit.

5.1.3 Measurement rate and storage mode dephasing

How is the measurement affected by the strength Ω of the driving frequency comb?

In the reciprocal case of measuring a qubit using a cavity as a probe, the measurement

rate is bounded by the dephasing rate of the qubit, which grows as the square of

the cavity driving strength [114, 115]. Thus, characterizing the measurement rate of

our multiplexed photon counting can elegantly be done by observing how the storage

mode dephases for a given driving strength Ω. Indeed, owing to the inherent quantum

backaction of the photon number measurement, the measurement rate is bounded by

how fast the conjugated operator, here the mode phase, diffuses. As the probe is a qubit,

one expects a different dependence of the measurement rate on Ω than for standard

qubit readout using a probe cavity.

In order to measure this dephasing rate, we perform a direct Wigner tomography of

the storage mode at various times t [84, 85, 116]. It provides a representation of the state

⇢ in the phase space of the mode and can be expressed as W (↵) = 2
⇡
Tr(D†(↵)⇢D(↵)P).

Here D(↵) = e↵a
†
s�↵⇤as is the storage displacement operator, P = ei⇡a

†
sas is the photon

number parity operator, and as is the canonical annihilation operator of the storage

mode. Preparing the storage mode with a coherent state |� = �1.55i, the Wigner

function starts as a Gaussian distribution centered at ↵ = �. On the left of Fig. 6.4A,

one can see how the bare dephasing rate and the self-Kerr effect of the storage mode

(0.02 MHz frequency shift per photon) distort the Gaussian distribution towards a torus

with no phase when time increases even without any photon counting drives. Using a

single drive with Ω = �s,mp/2 to measure whether there is 1 photon, the phase diffuses
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faster and the Wigner function exhibits negativities in middle of Fig. 6.4A. As seen

in the corresponding density matrix, a tone at fprobe = fmp � �s,mp notably induces

dephasing between states |1i and all other states |m 6= 1i (see density matrix as a

function of drive frequency in section 5.2). As expected the phase diffusion is more

intense when all the tones of the multiplexed readout are turned on than for a single

tone with the same drive strength Ω (right of Fig. 6.4A). Likewise all off-diagonal

elements of the density matrix are then reduced.

To be more quantitative, the dephasing rate Γd,s of the cavity is accessed through the

decay of the mean quadrature of the storage mode has+a†si =
R
2xW (x+iy)dxdy [117].

In Fig. 6.4B, we show has+a†si as a function of time under the multiplexed drive with a

strength Ω = 0.23�s,mp. Repeating this experiment for various values of the multiplexed

driving strength Ω allows us to determine how the latter affects the dephasing rate

Γd,s, and thus the measurement rate. The dephasing rate is non monotonic in the

drive strength (Fig. 6.4C). Noticeably, it reaches a maximum when Ω = �s,mp/2 for

which information is extracted at a rate approximately 5 times larger than the natural

dephasing rate. This maximum is well captured by a measurement model based on a

master equation without any free parameter (line in Fig. 6.4C) (see section 5.2).

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a single qubit can be used to continu-

ously probe a multidimensional system by encoding the information in the frequency

domain. The measurement rate depends non-monotonically on the drive strength. Im-

proving further the detection efficiency, the storage lifetime, and lowering the residual

qubit thermal excitation should enable single shot photon counting by multiplexing.

Our new measurement scheme can readily be applied to stabilize quantum states by

feedback control [118], probe quantum trajectories of microwave modes [29], Quantum

Zeno dynamics [87], or vary the driving comb tones in real time to engineer desired

decoherence channels. Furthermore, exciting the multiplexing qubit and detecting the

emitted photon by a series of frequency resolved photodetectors [119–121], one could

realize a discrete and projective photocounter. Moving further, one could extend this

frequency domain measurement to more complex probes than a single qubit and many

possible physical systems beyond superconducting circuits.
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5.2 supplementary materials

5.2.1 Device and Fabrication

5.2.1.1 Design

The circuit is composed of 4 electromagnetic modes whose parameters can be found in

Tab. 5.1 and 5.2. A high-Q harmonic oscillator, called storage mode, is composed of

a �/2 coplanar waveguide (CPW) resonator (green in Fig. 5.4). The storage resonator

is capacitively coupled to two transmon qubits. The multiplexing qubit (orange) has

a high spontaneous photon emission rate Γ1,mp = (44 ns)�1 into a transmission line

compared to other modes. In contrast, the yes-no qubit is capacitively coupled to a

low-Q readout resonator and has a long coherence time T2,yn = 27 µs. As required

by Wigner tomography, the yes-no qubit coherence time and the lifetime of storage

mode are larger than the time needed for storage photon number parity measurement

1/2�s,yn ⌧ T 1,s, T2,yn. As we use the multiplexing qubit to count the photon number in

the storage mode, we need it to be photon number resolved [58] otherwise each record

of the multiplexing measurement could not be associated to a single specific photon

number. This photon number resolved constraint imposes that the multiplexing qubit

decoherence rate must be smaller than the cross-Kerr rate between the multiplexing

qubit and the storage mode Γ2,mp < 2⇡�s,mp. This resolution constraint is not critical,

as in fact a finite amount of photon number information can be extracted as soon

as �s,mp is nonzero, but the decoding is much simpler if we can reason in terms of

well-separated resonance peaks.

circuit parameters Symbol Hamiltonian term parameter value

readout resonator frequency fro hfron̂ro 7.138 GHz

storage mode frequency fs hfsn̂s 4.558 GHz

yes-no qubit frequency fyn hfynn̂yn 3.848 GHz

multiplexing qubit frequency fmp hfmpn̂mp 4.238 GHz

readout/yes-no qubit cross-Kerr rate �ro,yn �h�ro,ynn̂ron̂yn 0.4 MHz

storage/yes-no qubit cross-Kerr rate �s,yn �h�s,ynn̂sn̂yn 1.4 MHz

storage/multiplexing qubit cross-Kerr rate �s,mp �h�s,mpn̂sn̂mp 4.9 MHz

yes-no qubit anharmonicity �yn,yn �h�yn,ynn̂yn(n̂yn � 1) 160 MHz

multiplexing qubit anharmonicity �mp,mp �h�mp,mpn̂mp(n̂mp � 1) 116 MHz

Table 5.1: Table of circuit parameters. Cross-Kerr rates with the storage mode are mea-

sured using qubit spectroscopy for various coherent states. The cross-Kerr rate be-

tween yes-no qubit and readout resonator is measured by calibrating the measure-

ment induced dephasing by the readout resonator on the qubit as a function of

the drive amplitude and detuning of the readout resonator. Anharmonicities are

measured using spectroscopy of the qubit excited state.
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from Low Noise Factory (LNF®) at 4 K and by two room temperature amplifiers.

The two signals are down-converted using image reject mixers before digitization by

an Alazar® acquisition board and numerical demodulation. The full setup is shown in

Fig. 5.5. The Tektronix® AWG is used as the master that triggers the UHFLI and

the Alazar® board.

5.2.1.3 Master equation of the full system

We give the full Hamiltonian of the circuit up to the second order in photon number,

a more complex Hamiltonian is given in section 5.2.3.1. We denote the photon number

operator respectively for the readout, storage, yes-no qubit and multiplexing qubit with

n̂ro, n̂s, n̂yn, and n̂mp. Note that the annihilation operator âs in the main text is related

to these operators by n̂s = â†s âs. With those operators, the undriven Hamiltonian can

be written as

Ĥ = hfron̂ro + hfsn̂s + hfynn̂yn + hfmpn̂mp � h�ro,ynn̂ron̂yn � h�s,ynn̂sn̂yn

�h�s,mpn̂sn̂mp � h�yn,ynn̂yn(n̂yn � 1)� h�mp,mpn̂mp(n̂mp � 1)
,

(5.1)

with �a,b the cross-Kerr rate between mode a and b and �a,a the anharmonicity of the

mode a. The values of all parameters are given in Table 5.1.

To this Hamiltonian, we need to add seven dephasing and relaxation channels in

order to get the Lindblad equation describing the circuit dynamics.

⇢̇ = � i

~
[Ĥ, ⇢] + ΓroL(âro)⇢+ 2Γ�,sL(n̂s)⇢+ Γ1,sL(âs)⇢

+2Γ�,ynL(n̂yn)⇢+ Γ1,ynL(âyn)⇢+ 2Γ�,mpL(n̂mp)⇢+ Γ1,mpL(âmp)⇢,
(5.2)

where L is the Lindblad superoperator defined as L(L̂)⇢ = L̂⇢L̂† �
n

L̂†L̂, ⇢
o

/2 , âb
is the annihilation operator of mode b. For a qubit mode b, the dephasing rate Γ�,b is

linked to the decoherence rate by Γ2,b = Γ1,b/2+Γ�,b. Table 5.2 gives the values of all

relaxation and decoherence rates.

5.2.1.4 Electromagnetic simulation

The circuit was simulated using Sonnet® software. The length of the readout res-

onator and storage mode was designed to obtain the resonant frequencies fro ⇠ 7 GHz

and fs ⇠ 4.5 GHz. In the simulation, the qubit Josephson junctions were replaced

by linear inductances. The value of the inductances and of the capacitive couplings

between modes were adjusted to match the resolved number resolved condition (see

section 5.2.1.1) between the qubits and the storage mode. Couplings were extracted

from the electromagnetic simulation by varying the Josephson junction inductances

and by predicting the avoided crossing between the qubits and the storage and readout

resonators.

5.2.1.5 Device fabrication

The circuit consists of a sputtered 120 nm-thick Niobium film deposited on a 280 µm-

thick undoped silicon wafer. The resonators and feed lines are dry etched after optical
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Figure 5.5: Schematic of the setup. Each electromagnetic mode of the experiment is driven

by a RF generator detuned by the modulation frequency and whose color matches

the color of the corresponding mode in Fig. 5.4. Room temperature isolators are

not represented for the sake of clarity.
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parameters symbol value

readout decay rate Γro (40 ns)�1

storage decay rate Γ1,s (3.8 µs)�1

storage decoherence rate Γ2,s (2 µs)�1

yes-no decay rate Γ1,yn (20 µs)�1

yes-no decoherence rate Γ2,yn (27 µs)�1

multiplexing decay rate Γ1,mp (44 ns)�1

multiplexing decoherence rate Γ2,mp (88 ns)�1

Table 5.2: Table of all relaxation and decoherence rates. The readout decay rate is ob-

tained from the measurement induced dephasing rate of the yes-no qubit by readout

photons. The yes-no qubit decay rate is measured using the time evolution of prob-

ability to find the qubit excited after a ⇡ pulse. The yes-no qubit decoherence rate

is measured using Ramsey interferometry. The storage decay rate is measured using

the time evolution of the probability to have zero photon after populating the stor-

age mode. Storage decoherence rate is measured using what we define as a Ramsey

interferometry experiment for an harmonic oscillator (see section 5.2.2.3). The mul-

tiplexing decay and decoherence rates are measured by fitting the qubit resonance

for various probe amplitudes.

lithography. The Josephson junctions are made out of e-beam evaporated Al/AlOx/Al

through a PMMA/MAA resist mask patterned in a distinct e-beam lithography step.

For each transmon qubit a single Dolan bridge is used to make the junctions.

The first cooldown of the device revealed that the multiplexing qubit frequency and

storage frequency were too close to be modeled by a dispersive Hamiltonian. They were

detuned by about 100 MHz and the storage mode was significantly hybridized with the

multiplexing qubit, entailing a large photon loss rate. We estimated that a 10% increase

of the junction resistance should decrease the frequency of the multiplexing qubit by

200 MHz. We warmed up the circuit at room temperature and placed it on a hot plate

during 60 min at 100�C. We monitored the resistance of 9 test junctions located on the

chip every 10 minutes until we reached a 10% increase. During the second cool down

we measured a detuning between the multiplexing qubit and the storage mode of about

320 MHz, as targeted.

5.2.2 Calibration

5.2.2.1 Calibration of the storage mode displacement amplitude

The storage mode can be displaced by driving it on resonance with a voltage

Vs(t) cos(2⇡fst + �s), where Vs(t) is the pulse envelope. The driving Hamiltonian of

the storage mode reads ~(✏s(t)â
†
s + ✏⇤s (t)âs) where ✏s(t) = µVs(t)e

i�s . The scaling factor

µ = 1.45 (mV.µs)�1 is calibrated by fitting the photocounting measurement results ob-

tained using the yes-no qubit with the master equation simulation (see section 5.2.3.1).
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Fig. 5.6a shows the evolution of ✏s with Vs. For every experiment, the storage mode dis-

placements are realized using a Gaussian pulse shape ✏s(t) = �(t)✏max with a maximum

amplitude ✏max, a width 25 ns and a duration 100 ns. We simulated the dynamics of

the storage mode under this Gaussian displacement taking into account the couplings,

relaxation and decoherence rates (see section 5.2.3.2) for various amplitudes ✏max. We

then computed the expectation value of the number of photon operator hn̂si at the end

of the pulse. Fig. 5.6b shows the square root of hn̂si as a function of ✏max. Fitting with

a linear function, we find that
p

hn̂si = 59.1✏max. As ✏s increases linearly with Vs, ✏max

increases linearly with the maximum voltage amplitude Vmax,s of the Gaussian pulse

Vs(t) = �(t)Vmax,s. Using the two linear regressions, we can express the photon number

of the storage mode as
p

hnsi = (85.9 V�1)Vmax,s.

a b

Figure 5.6: Calibration of the average number of photons hnsi in the storage mode as

a function of the displacement amplitude. a. Evolution of the displacement

amplitude ✏s with the pulse envelope Vs. The calibration is obtained by comparing

the results of a photon counting experiment using the yes-no qubit with a master

equation simulation (see section 5.2.3.1). b. Square root of the average photon num-

ber hnsi in the storage mode as a function of the drive amplitude. The storage is dis-

placed by 100 ns long Gaussian pulse with a width of 25 ns. The same pulse shape is

used in the simulation. From the two linear fits we extract the evolution of the mean

number of photons with the amplitude of the pulse
p

hnsi =
�
85.9 V−1

�
Vmax,s.

5.2.2.2 Wigner tomography calibration

The Wigner function of a harmonic oscillator with density matrix ⇢ is defined as

W (↵) = 2Tr(D†(↵)⇢D(↵)P)/⇡ where D(↵) = e↵â
†
s�↵⇤âs is the displacement operator

of the storage mode by a coherent field ↵ and P = ei⇡â
†
s âs is the photon number parity

operator. A Wigner function is the expectation value of the parity after a displacement

by an amplitude ↵. The Wigner tomography sequence is represented on Fig. 5.7a . It

starts by realizing a displacement on the storage mode with a 100 ns long Gaussian

pulse at frequency fs (or detuned for Ramsey interferometry of the storage mode, see

section 5.2.2.3) with a width of 25 ns. Then two successive ⇡/2 Gaussian pulses of 18

ns with a width of 4.5 ns are sent to the yes-no qubit at fyn and are separated by a

waiting time ∆⌧ = 337 ns ⇡ 1/2�s,yn. It implements a parity measurement and maps

the parity of the storage mode onto the z-axis on the yes-no qubit [84, 85, 116]. The

sequence terminates by a 2 µs long square pulse on the readout resonator to read out
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a b

Figure 5.8: Revival of the Ramsey interferometry on the yes-no qubit a. Circuit dia-

gram for Ramsey interferometry in the presence of storage photons. After a 100 ns

displacement pulse at the storage frequency, an unconditional ⇡/2 pulse is applied

to the yes-no qubit. We then let the qubit evolve freely during a time t before do-

ing a new ±⇡/2 pulse and measure the state of the yes-no qubit. The signal S(t) is

half the difference between the average outcomes of the two sequences. b. Measured

(dots) and predicted (lines) signal S as a function of waiting time t. Predicted signal

is computed from Eq. (5.4). yes-no qubit revivals occur every 1/�s,yn ⇡ 0.7µs.

The axes of the phase space x, p are calibrated using the same pulse sequence. The

photon number calibration realized before (see section 5.2.2.1) cannot be used here for

two reasons. First Ramsey oscillations of the storage mode impose to play the Wigner

sequence with displacement pulses detuned from the storage mode frequency, while

the photon number calibration is only valid for resonant pulses. Second high order

Kerr interaction affects the calibration when the storage mode hosts a large number of

photons. We decided to use the width of the Wigner function when the storage mode is

in the thermal equilibrium state to calibrate the phase space axes. For a thermal state

with a thermal photon number nth the Wigner function is a 2D Gaussian function with

a width
p

nth + 1/2 [29]

W⇢(nth)(↵ = x+ ip) =
2

⇡

1

2nth + 1
e�2|↵|2/(2nth+1). (5.3)

For a thermal state displaced by an amplitude � the Wigner function is still a 2D

Gaussian function with a width
p

nth + 1/2 but centered on �. In thermal equilibrium,

the storage mode has an average photon number nth = 0.03, which is measured using

the photon counting experiment. We calibrated the quadrature axes in order to get

the expected geometrical mean p�x�p = 0.53 of the spread along the quadratures x

and p when the storage mode is at thermal equilibrium. To take into account high

order Kerr effects, we displace the storage mode equilibrium state and measure its

Wigner function. We adjust the calibration to still find a spread of p�x�p = 0.53. The

function used for the calibration is a third order polynomial function which gives |↵| as

a function of the pulse amplitude Vmax,s. We repeat this protocol for 3 detuning values

�fs between the displacement pulse and storage mode frequencies. Fig. 5.7b shows the

mean quadrature spread of the displaced storage mode thermal state Wigner function

as a function of drive amplitude Vmax,s for the photon number calibration and the

Wigner phase space calibration. For example, the polynomial function for a detuning
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of 4 MHz reads ↵ = x+ ip = ei�s(77.3Vmax,s +86.7V 2
max,s� 1343V 3

max,s) where Vmax,s is

expressed in Volt and �s is the phase of the pulse. For a typical value Vmax,s = 20 mV,

the second order term is a correction of about 2% and the third one is a correction of

about 0.07%.

The duration ∆⌧ is calibrated using qubit state revival during Ramsey interfer-

ometry (see supplementary material of Ref. [87]). We used a Ramsey interferometry

sequence (Fig. 5.8a) for the yes-no qubit at its resonance frequency for various coherent

states in the storage mode. Revivals happen every 1/�s,yn which allows us to set ∆⌧

as half the revival time in Fig. 5.8b. The signal difference between the final �⇡/2 and

+⇡/2 pulses can be expressed as

S(t) =
�z,yn

+ � �z,yn�
2

= e|↵|
2(cos(2⇡�s,ynt)�1)cos(|↵|2sin(2⇡�s,ynt))e

�tΓ2,yn��|↵|2t (5.4)

This expression is derived in the supplementary material of Ref. [87]. The last

exponential decay factor was added to take into account the intrinsic decoherence of

the yes-no qubit and the measurement induced dephasing rate of the storage mode on

the yes-no qubit during the waiting time. We also take into account a second order Kerr

correction that shifts the revival time with the amplitude of the coherent state [87]. At

first order this shift is given by

trevival = 2∆⌧
�
1 + 2|↵|2�s,s,yn∆⌧

�
. (5.5)

Finding the above parameters that allow the model to match the measured signal

shown in Fig. 5.8b, we find ∆⌧ = 337 ns, � = 0.23 µs�1 and �s,s,yn = 14 kHz. However,

this simple expression does not take into account the finite lifetime of the storage mode

and we prefer not to take these values as accurate enough compared to what we can

obtain with the other methods presented in this work.

5.2.2.3 Ramsey oscillations of the storage mode

For a qubit, Ramsey oscillations correspond to the evolution of the real part of the

coherence between the |gi and |ei states. A typical sequence starts by a ⇡/2 pulse

detuned from resonance by �f to create a coherent superposition of |gi and |ei states.

Then the qubit is let to evolve freely before its state tomography is performed. Both

�x and �y oscillate at �f while decaying at the decoherence rate Γ2.

We decided to realize an analogous sequence based on the same idea for a harmonic

oscillator (a similar sequence was recently performed in Ref. [117]). The first ⇡/2 pulse

is replaced by a detuned displacement pulse D(�) on the storage mode. The field then

evolves freely during a time t before a Wigner tomography is realized. The expectation

value of X̂ = (âs + â†s)/2 and P̂ = (âs � â†s)/2i quadratures are computed from the

Wigner tomography.
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Indeed for any operator Ô, we can apply the Wigner transform to obtain the operator

Wigner map WÔ [29] as

WÔ(↵ = x+ip) = WÔ(x, p) =
1

⇡

Z

dy e�2ipyhx+y/2|Ô|x�y/2i = 2

⇡
Tr(D†(↵)ÔD(↵)P)

(5.6)

where {|xi} is the eigenbasis of the quadrature operator X̂. With this tool, the Wigner

function of a state |Ψi (respectively a density matrix ⇢) is simply given by W|ΨihΨ|(↵)

(respectively W⇢(↵)). The mean value of an operator Ô can be derived from the integral

over the phase-space of the product of the two Wigner distributions times ⇡,

⇡
R
dx
R
dpW⇢(x, p)WÔ(x, p)

= 1
⇡

R
dx
R
dp
R
dy
R
dy0 e�2ip(y+y0)hx+ y/2|⇢|x� y/2ihx+ y0/2|Ô|x� y0/2i

=
R
dx
R
dy
R
dy0 �(y + y0)hx+ y/2|⇢|x� y/2ihx+ y0/2|Ô|x� y0/2i

=
R
dx
R
dy hx+ y/2|⇢|x� y/2ihx� y/2|Ô|x+ y/2i =

R
du
R
dv hu|⇢|vihv|Ô|ui

= Tr(⇢Ô) = hÔi⇢

.

(5.7)

a b

Figure 5.9: Ramsey oscillations of the storage mode a. Circuit diagram for Ramsey os-

cillations of an harmonic oscillator. All storage displacement pulses are performed

in 100 ns with a Gaussian envelope of 25 ns width. For this experiment � is the

amplitude of the prepared coherent state and is set to -1.55. The detuning between

displacement pulse and bare storage frequencies is �f0
s = 3.96 MHz. b. Measured

(dots) and expected (lines) signals for hX̂i (blue) and hP̂ i (orange). The expected

signals are matched to the experiment using Eq. (5.11), when we set a frequency

detuning of �fs = 3.96 MHz and a decay rate Γ2,s = (2 µs)−1.

In the case of X̂ and P̂ operators, Wigner maps take a simple expression

WX̂(↵ = x+ ip) = x/⇡

WP̂ (↵ = x+ ip) = p/⇡
. (5.8)

For any density matrix ⇢, one can extract hX̂i = Tr(X̂⇢) and hP̂ i = Tr(P̂⇢) from the

Wigner function W ⌘W⇢ as

hX̂i =
R
dx
R
dpW (x, p)x

hP̂ i =
R
dx
R
dpW (x, p)p

. (5.9)

The time trace of hX̂i and hP̂ i is what we call the Ramsey oscillations for the storage

mode. As in the qubit case, the frequency of the oscillations is set by the detuning �fs
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between the drive and the resonant frequency of the mode, which allows us to extract

the frequency of the storage mode. At this point, a distinction has to be made between

the detuning �f0
s = fdrive � fs between the drive and the bare storage mode frequency

(the resonant frequency when the multiplexed qubit and the storage are undriven) and

the detuning �fs between the drive and the resonant frequency of the storage mode,

which depends on the multiplexed measurement strength in perfect analogy with the

AC-Stark effect for a qubit readout. Note that the Wigner tomography sequence uses

the same detuned frequency �fs for its displacement pulse D(↵) in order to keep the

same phase reference. The measurement of Ramsey oscillations of a harmonic oscillator

takes longer than the ones of a qubit because we fully determine the quantum state

of an oscillator at each time instead of a simple Bloch vector. From Eq. (5.2), one can

compute the time derivative of hai and find

h ˙̂asi = (2i⇡�fs � Γ2,s)hâsi. (5.10)

This differential equation can be easily solved and taking the real and imaginary parts,

one finds that hX̂i and hP̂ i evolve as

hX̂i = |�|cos(2⇡�fst+ �)e�tΓ2,s

hP̂ i = |�|sin(2⇡�fst+ �)e�tΓ2,s

(5.11)

where � = |�|ei� = hâsi(t = 0). For each time t, we computed hX̂i and hP̂ i and define

the storage mode decoherence rate as Γ2,s. Fig. 5.9 shows an example of measured

Ramsey oscillations.

In the main text, Fig. 3B does not exhibit oscillations because it is the mean value

hâs+â†si in the frame rotating at the resonant frequency of the storage mode. In practice,

we measured them with a detuning shown in Fig. 5.10c and numerically computed the

non-oscillating quantity 2Re((hX̂i+ ihP̂ i)exp(�2i⇡�fst)).

5.2.2.4 Storage mode frequency shift and induced dephasing rate by driving a comb on

the multiplexing qubit

By analogy with the AC Stark effect that shifts a qubit frequency when its readout

cavity is driven, we will call AC Stark shift the detuning of the storage mode when the

multiplexing qubit is driven. In order to measure this frequency shift and to measure

the dephasing rate that is induced by the multiplexing qubit on the storage mode, we

realize the reciprocal protocol for a qubit measured by a cavity. We decided to use

a Ramsey interferometry sequence for the storage mode while the multiplexing qubit

is continuously driven by a frequency comb during the time of free evolution t (see

Fig. 5.10a). The frequency comb is a Gaussian envelope of duration t and width t/4

multiplied by the sum of nine sine functions at the frequencies [fmp, fmp��s,mp, ..., fmp�
8�s,mp].

For small measurement strength (Ω/�s,mp < 0.9) we generated the Ramsey sequence

with a displacement pulse detuned from the bare storage mode frequency by �f0
s = 3.96
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MHz, and an amplitude � = �1.55. We fit the time evolution of hX̂i and hP̂ i using the

damped sine function

hX̂i = Acos(2⇡�fst+ �)e�tΓd,s

hP̂ i = Asin(2⇡�fst+ �)e�tΓd,s

. (5.12)

The parameters A, �fs, �, and Γd,s are determined altogether by fitting the model

to the measured oscillations. Γd,s is interpreted as the sum of the intrinsic storage

dephasing rate Γ2,s and of the measurement induced dephasing rate. �fs is the sum of

the detuning from the bare storage mode frequency �f0
s and of the AC stark shift of

the storage mode. Both parameters are shown in Fig. 5.10c,d (blue dots) as a function

of Ω/�s,mp.

For larger measurement strength (Ω/�s,mp > 0.9) we generated the Ramsey se-

quence with a displacement pulse detuning of �f0
s = 5.96 MHz, an amplitude of

� = �1.27, and we model the time evolution of hX̂i and hP̂ i by the sum of two

sine functions with an exponential decay

hX̂i = A(cos(2⇡�fst+ �) + ⇣cos(2⇡⌫t+  X))e
�tΓd,s

hP̂ i = A(sin(2⇡�fst+ �) + ⇣sin(2⇡⌫t+  P))e
�tΓd,s

. (5.13)

This empirical model originates from three ideas. The first term is identical to the

simple model in Eq. (5.12). Second, the measured Ramsey oscillations seem to show a

small modulation in amplitude, which we try to capture with a second sine function.

Third we try to keep the model as simple as possible.

Fig. 5.10b shows an example of Ramsey oscillations of the storage mode with a

large amplitude of measurement. The two signals are used altogether to extract the

parameters A, �fs, ⌫, �,  X,  P, and Γd,s. The frequency ⌫ varies from 2.15 MHz to 2.5

MHz. The parameter ⇣ is roughly constant, it varies between 0.2 to 0.27. We decompose

Γd,s as the intrinsic storage dephasing rate Γ2,s plus the measurement induced dephasing

rate and �fs as the detuning from the storage frequency �f0
s plus the measurement

induced frequency shift of the storage mode. Fig. 5.10c shows measurement induced

detuning as a function of measurement drive amplitude.

5.2.2.5 Calibration of Rabi frequency Ω

In order to realize the calibration of the Rabi frequency Ω for the multiplexing

qubit we recorded Rabi oscillations and measured their frequency for various drive

amplitudes. We played a square pulse of 1 µs on the multiplexing qubit at its bare

frequency fmp with an amplitude Vmp. We demodulated the reflected pulse by time

steps of 10 ns at fmp. The reflection coefficient shows damped Rabi oscillations at a

frequency that depends on Vmp. We matched to the measurement the Rabi oscillations

for seven different amplitudes Vmp using the model [70]

Re (r(t))�Re (rss) = A cos

2

4

s

(2⇡⇠Vmp)2 �
✓
Γ1,mp � 2Γ2,mp

16

◆2

(t� t0) + �

3

5 e�(t�t0)/T ,

(5.14)
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Figure 5.11: Multiplexing qubit Rabi oscillations for various driving amplitude.

The measured Rabi oscillations observed in the reflection coefficient (dots) is

reproduced by theory (solid line from Eq. (5.14). The vertical axis represents

the deviation of the real part of the reflection coefficient to its steady state

value. This calibration allows us to extract the scaling parameter ⇠ such that

Ω = ⇠Vmp = (0.543 GHz.V−1 )Vmp.

All simulations were performed using Python package QuTiP [98]. We simulated the

complete system composed of the storage mode, the yes-no qubit and the multiplexing

qubit with all couplings, except in the case of the measurement induced dephasing rate

for which we only took into account the storage mode and the multiplexing qubit. The

storage mode was modeled as an harmonic oscillator while the qubits were replaced by

two level systems. The Hilbert space of the storage mode was truncated at a photon

number ranging from 10 to 25 photons depending on the simulation. In this section we

will use Pauli matrices to describe operators acting on qubits.

5.2.3.1 Photocounting simulations

Photocounting with the yes-no qubit

Both photon counting approaches are simulated in a very similar manner. The first

simulation (yes-no simulation) describes the use of conditional operations on the yes-no

qubit. This experiment serves as a calibration of the number of photons in the storage

mode and of all relevant parameters. This experiment starts with a displacement of

the storage mode followed by a conditional ⇡ pulse on the yes-no qubit at frequency

fyn � �fyn before detecting the Pauli operator �z,yn.

We write the Hamiltonian of the system in a frame rotating at fs��s,mp/2��s,yn/2

for storage mode, fyn��fyn for yes-no qubit mode and fmp for multiplexing qubit mode

as follows

Ĥ1/h = �fyn
�̂z,yn

2
� �s,ynn̂s

�̂z,yn

2
� �s,mpn̂s

�̂z,mp

2
� �s,sn̂s(n̂s � 1)

��s,s,ynn̂s(n̂s � 1)
�̂z,yn

2
� �s,s,mpn̂s(n̂s � 1)

�̂z,mp

2
+

✏yn(t)
h �̂x,yn

+�(t)
2⇡ (✏maxe

i⇡(�s,mp+�s,yn)tâs + ✏⇤maxe
�i⇡(�s,mp+�s,yn)tâ†s)

, (5.15)

where �(t) is a Gaussian function with duration 100 ns, width 25 ns and a maximum of 1

so that the storage mode displacement pulse reads ✏s(t) = �(t)✏max and ✏yn(t) is the time
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envelope of a Gaussian pulse with duration 1.9 µs and width 475 ns. The amplitude of

the pulse is chosen to obtain a ⇡ rotation on the yes-no qubit. The term ��fyn
�̂z,yn

2
takes

into account the detuning between the ⇡ pulse and the yes-no qubit frequency. ✏yn(t) is

delayed with respect to �(t) to match the experimental pulse sequence. In comparison

with Hamiltonian (5.1), this simulation adds cross-Kerr interactions between each qubit

and the storage mode, a self-Kerr term on the storage mode but it does not take into

account the readout resonator.

In addition to the Hamiltonian (5.15), we supply the solver with eight collapse

operators to simulate the dynamics of the following master equation

⇢̇ = � i

~
[Ĥ1, ⇢] + 2Γ�,sL(n̂s)⇢+ (1 + nth,s)Γ1,sL(âs)⇢+ nth,sΓ1,sL(â

†
s)⇢

+
1

2
Γ�,ynL(�̂z,yn)⇢+ Γ1,ynL(�̂

�
yn)⇢+

1

2
Γ�,mpL(�̂z,mp)⇢+ Γ1,mpL(�̂

�
mp)⇢

,

(5.16)

with nth,s the expectation values of n̂s when the system is at rest due to thermal occu-

pation. All decoherence and relaxation rates are measured using previously explained

calibration.

The master equation is solved using the function "mesolve" of QuTiP starting from

a thermal state with nth,s photon in storage mode, the yes-no qubit in the ground

state |gi and the multiplexing qubit also in the ground state |gi. The solver iteratively

computes the density matrix with a 10 ns time step during the displacement pulse and

the ⇡ pulse. We compute the expectation value h�̂z,yni at the end of the sequence and

convert it into a probability Pe of finding the yes-no qubit in the |ei state.

This simulation can be used to reproduce the experiment in Fig. 2A,C of the main

text by adjusting the following parameters {µ = ✏max/Vmax,s,�s,yn,�s,s,�s,s,yn, nth,s}.

Note that we need to run the simulation for every couple of parameters (Vmax,s,�fyn).

The table Tab. 5.3 compiles the values of fitted parameters.

Photocounting with the multiplexing qubit

A second simulation (fluorescence simulation) was carried out to compare the photon

counting experiment in Fig. 2B,D using a single drive on the multiplexing qubit with

theory. This experiment also starts with a storage mode displacement but it is followed

by a 2 µs Gaussian pulse on the multiplexing qubit at the frequency fmp � �fmp with

an amplitude expressed as a Rabi frequency Ω = �s,mp/4. The measured reflection

coefficient of the multiplexing qubit r(�fmp) can be expressed using input-output theory

as [122]

r(�fmp) =
haouti
haini

=
haini �

p
Γ1,mph��,mpi
haini

= 1�
p
Γ1,mp

haini
h�̂�,mpi.
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And since the Rabi frequency is given by Ω =
p

Γ1,mp|haini|/⇡ we get an emission

coefficient

1�Re (r(�fmp)) =
Γ1,mp

⇡Ω
Re
⇣

e�i arg(haini)h�̂�,mpi
⌘

in the frame rotating at fmp � �fmp for the multiplexing qubit. If we set the phase

of the drive so that ihaini � 0, meaning we drive the qubit along �x,mp, the emission

coefficient becomes

1�Re (r(�fmp)) =
Γ1,mp

2⇡Ω
h�̂y,mpi.

The Hamiltonian of the problem in the frame rotating at fs � �s,mp/2� �s,yn/2 for

storage mode, fyn for yes-no qubit and fmp � �fmp for multiplexing qubit reads

Ĥ2/h = �fmp
�̂z,mp

2
� �s,ynn̂s

�̂z,yn

2
� �s,mpn̂s

�̂z,mp

2
� �s,sn̂s(n̂s � 1)

��s,s,ynn̂s(n̂s � 1)
�̂z,yn

2
� �s,s,mpn̂s(n̂s � 1)

�̂z,mp

2
+

Ω

2
✏mp(t)�̂x,mp

+�(t)
2⇡ (✏maxe

i⇡(�s,mp+�s,yn)tâs + ✏⇤maxe
�i⇡(�s,mp+�s,yn)tâ†s),

(5.17)

where ✏mp(t) � 0 is a Gaussian function of duration 2 µs, width 250 ns and with an

amplitude 1. ✏mp(t) is delayed compare to �(t) to reproduce the experimental pulse

sequence. We add to this Hamiltonian the same relaxation and decoherence channels

as for the yes-no simulation (see Eq. (5.16)) for which the decoherence and relaxation

rates were measured independently. The resulting master equation only differs from the

yes-no simulation by the Rabi drive that addresses the multiplexing qubit instead of

the yes-no qubit. The master equation is solved using the "mesolve" function of QuTiP

with a time step of 5.25 ns starting from a thermal state with nth,s photons for storage

and the yes-no qubit and the multiplexing qubit in the ground state |gi. Finally, the

expectation value h�̂y,mpi is computed and integrated during the 2 µs of the pulse.

We compare the measured emission coefficient in Fig. 2B,D to the simulated signal

Ah�̂y,mpi where A is left as a free parameter due to a small parasitic reflection in the

measurement setup and thermal population. The parameters {µ,�s,t,�s,s,�s,s,t, nth,s}

is already set by the calibration above using the simulation of the yes-no qubit. From

the fluorescence simulation, we thus extract the parameters {�s,mp,�s,s,mp, A} by com-

paring the experimental observation in Fig. 2B,D with the simulation for various Vmax,s

and �fmp. Fitted values are given in Tab. 5.3. Finally, we ran the yes-no simulation again

taking into account the updated multiplexing qubit parameters. As expected only small

changes in the results of the yes-no qubit simulation are observed.

5.2.3.2 Evolution of the average photon number in the storage mode

We simulated the filling of the storage mode by a displacement pulse on the cavity.

We simulated the same master equation used for the photocounting simulations with

parameters obtained from the photocounting simulations (see Tab. 5.3) but without

applying any drive on the qubits. Only the displacement pulse on the storage mode is

modeled i.e. ✏mp(t) = 0, �fmp = 0, ✏yn(t) = 0, and �fyn = 0.
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parameter fitted values

µ 1.45 (mV.µs)�1

�s,yn 1.42 MHz

�s,mp 4.9 MHz

�s,s -0.02 MHz

�s,s,yn -0.003 MHz

�s,s,mp -0.08 MHz

nth,s 0.03

Table 5.3: Parameters extracted from the photocounting simulations using the mul-

tiplexing or yes-no qubit. All parameters except those related to the multiplexing

qubit are determined using a fit of the yes-no qubit simulation to the Fig. 2A,C. Pa-

rameters related to multiplexing qubit are obtained using a fit of the simulation to

the Fig. 2B,D.

The "mesolve" function of QuTiP computes the density matrix with a time step

of 10 ns and returns the mean number of photons in the storage mode at the end of

the displacement pulse for various drive amplitudes. Fig. 5.6 shows the square root of

the expected mean photon number as a function of the amplitude ✏max. We obtain a

scaling factor
p

hnsi = 85.9 V�1Vmax,s used in the photon number calibration of the

storage mode.

5.2.3.3 Simulation of multiplexed readout

In this subsection, we simulate how a frequency comb reflects off the multiplexing

qubit. We write the Hamiltonian in the frame rotating at fs��s,mp/2��s,yn/2 for the

storage mode and at the qubit frequencies for the qubits as

Ĥ3/h = ��s,ynn̂s
�̂z,yn

2
� �s,mpn̂s

�̂z,mp

2
� �s,sn̂s(n̂s � 1)� �s,s,ynn̂s(n̂s � 1)

�̂z,yn

2

��s,s,mpn̂s(n̂s � 1)
�̂z,mp

2
+

Ω

2
(✏comb(t)�̂

+
mp + ✏⇤comb(t)�̂

�
mp)

+�(t)
2⇡ (✏maxe

i⇡(�s,mp+�s,yn)tâs + ✏⇤maxe
�i⇡(�s,mp+�s,yn)tâ†s)

,

(5.18)

where Ω = �s,mp/2 and ✏comb(t) is the product of a Gaussian function with the sum

of nine complex exponential
P8

k=0 exp(2i⇡�s,mpkt). The Gaussian envelope of ✏comb(t)

has a duration of 2 µs, a width of 250 ns, and a maximum amplitude of 1 and the delay

between ✏comb(t) and �(t) reproduces the experimental sequence. The master equation

(5.16) is used with a time step of 1 ns for various amplitude ✏max. We obtain the time

evolution of h�y,mpi enabling us to compare the experimental measurements of Fig. 2E

to the model. To do so, we integrate the simulated function h�y,mpi⇥cos(2⇡�s,mpkt) for

each integer k, similarly to the demultiplexing processing we perform on the multiplexed

experimental signal. Note that, in the case k = 0, we need to divide the integral

by 2 in order to perform a proper demultiplexing (it is easy to understand it when

demultiplexing a signal of the form cos(!t) when ! = 0 or not). By combining this

simulation with the photon number calibration, we get the expected values of the 9
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multiplexing readout signals as a function of the mean number of photon in the storage

mode used in Fig. 2E.

5.2.3.4 Simulation of measurement induced dephasing on the storage mode

In this part, we only simulate the multiplexing qubit and the storage mode to

decrease the computational cost of the simulation. The Hamiltonian of the simulation

in the frame rotating at the multiplexing qubit resonant frequency and at fs + �f0
s for

the storage mode is

Ĥ4/h = ��s,mp
�̂z,mp + 1

2
n̂s � �f0

s n̂s � �s,s,mpn̂s(n̂s � 1)
�̂z,mp + 1

2

+
Ω

2
(✏comb(t)�̂

+
mp + ✏⇤comb(t)�̂

�
mp

0)
, (5.19)

where ✏comb(t) is the product of a Gaussian function with the sum of nine complex

exponential
P8

k=0 exp(2i⇡�s,mpk⌧). The width of the Gaussian function is equal to one

quarter of the duration t of the pulse. We add four dephasing and relaxation channels

to this Hamiltonian to obtain the master equation

⇢̇ = � i

~
[Ĥ4, ⇢] + 2Γ�,sL(n̂s)⇢+Γ1,sL(âs)⇢+

1

2
Γ�,mpL(�̂z,mp)⇢+Γ1,mpL(�̂

�
mp)⇢. (5.20)

The storage is initialized in a coherent state of amplitude � = 1.55 and the multiplexing

qubit is initialized in state |gi. We simulate the dynamics of the system for a pulse

duration t going from 100 ns to 5 µs and for Ω ranging from 0 to 2�s,mp. We compute

the expectation value of X̂ = (âs+â†s)/2 at the end of each simulation. For a given Ω, we

extract the time evolution of hX̂i under the influence of the multiplexed measurement

as shown on Fig. 5.12a. This decaying sinusoid is fitted using Eq. (5.12) to obtain the

oscillation frequency �fs and the decay rate Γd,s. Fig. 5.10c and d show the measurement

induced dephasing and AC Stark shift as a function of amplitude of the comb Ω for

two sets of coherent state amplitudes � and detuning �f0
s .

We identify three interesting features. The first one is the evolution of the shape of

the curves �fs(Ω) and Γd,s(Ω) with �s,mp. We repeat the simulation using a square pulse

envelope instead of Gaussian pulse for ✏comb to make the simulation faster for several

values of �s,mp from 1.5 to 13.2 MHz by steps of 1.4 MHz. We observe that �fs(Ω) and

Γd,s(Ω) increase as �s,mp becomes larger but that the maxima and minima of the curve

are always found for the same Ω/�s,mp ratio (Fig. 5.12b).

The second observation is that �fs(Ω) and Γd,s(Ω) vary with the initial coherent

state amplitude � (Fig. 5.12c).

The third observation is that in the regime �s,mp � Γ1,mp/2⇡, the dephasing rate

and AC Stark shift are a function of the ratio 2⇡Ω/Γ1,mp as shown on Fig. 5.12d. The

dephasing rate increases as Ω2 until a plateau is reached for 2⇡Ω/Γ1,mp = 0.7. In con-

trast, the Stark shift is constant for 2⇡Ω/Γ1,mp < 0.3 and splits into two frequencies

(two oscillations on top of each other in Ramsey interferometry) with a splitting pro-

portional to 2⇡Ω/Γ1,mp. Since there are two frequencies, we use Eq. (5.13) to fit the
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simulated Ramsey oscillations for �s,mp � Γ1,mp/2⇡. In practice Eq. (5.13) is a good

fit function because a Fourier analysis shows that the signal is composed of two fre-

quencies with the same amplitude. Fig. 5.12e shows an example of simulated Ramsey

oscillations for �s,mp � Γ1,mp/2⇡.

5.2.4 Density Matrix Elements

In this part, we explain how one can calculate the density matrix of the storage

mode from the measured Wigner function. It is the recipe we used to produce the

bottom part of Fig. 3A in the main text. We further present original results on the

decay of density matrix elements when the multiplexing qubit is driven by a single tone

or by the comb of frequencies. We characterize the quantum non-demolition nature

of our photocounter. Finally, we present an experiment in which we show revivals of

density matrix elements as a function of time and show simulations that reproduce

them qualitatively. We discuss a new quantity called the mean coherence and show its

measured evolution in various measurement configurations.

5.2.4.1 Density matrix reconstruction

The Wigner tomography contains all the information about the state of the storage

mode. We explain below how we reconstruct the density matrix from the measured

Wigner function. We compute the Wigner map for every operator |nihm| with |ni and

|mi two fock states with n and m photons. The mean value of those operators is equal

to the (n,m) element ⇢nm of the density matrix. Using the mathematical expression of

hx|ni

hx|ni =  n(x) =

✓
2

⇡

◆1/4 1p
2nn!

Hn(
p
2x)e�x2

(5.21)

with Hn(x) = (�1)nex2 dn

dxn e�x2

the Hermite polynomial function of order n and |xi the

eigenvector of the quadrature (âs + â†s)/2 associated to the eigenvalue x. The Wigner

map of the operator |ni and |mi becomes

W|nihm|(x, p) =
1

⇡

Z

dye�2ipy n(x+ y/2) m(x� y/2) (5.22)

and the matrix element ⇢nm of the storage mode is given by Eq. (5.7)

⇢nm = ⇡

ZZ

dxdpW|nihm|(x, p)W⇢(x, p). (5.23)

In order to characterize the decoherence due to the multiplexed measurement, we use

a renormalization of the density matrix elements in order to remove most of the effects

of the storage mode relaxation. Let us now show that the quantity |⇢nm|/
p
⇢nn⇢mm

evolves only because of dephasing and that its dynamics is not affected by relaxation.

We consider the storage mode alone under the influence of its relaxation and dephasing

channels in a frame rotating at fs

⇢̇ = Γ1,sL(âs)⇢+ 2Γ�,sL(â
†
s âs)⇢. (5.24)
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Figure 5.12: Simulations of the measurement induced dephasing rate and of the

AC Stark shift induced by a frequency comb. a. Ramsey-like oscillations

of the storage mode for Ω = �s,mp/2 and an initial coherent field amplitude

� = �1.55. Blue dots are the simulated expectation values of X̂ and red line is

the theory given by the Eq. (5.12). b. Simulated measurement induced dephasing

rate Γd,s and AC Stark shift as a function of Ω/�s,mp for various values of �s,mp.

Simulations show the same pattern with maxima and minima for some specific

values of Ω/�s,mp as in the experiment in Fig. 3C. c. Simulated measurement

induced dephasing rate and AC Stark shift as a function of Ω/�s,mp for various

initial coherent state amplitudes � in the storage mode. For Ω/�s,mp > 1, we

see a difference of about 20 % between � = 1.6 and � = 1.2. d. Simulations for

�s,mp � Γ1,mp. The evolution of the measurement induced dephasing and AC

Stark shift with Ω is different compared to the case of b. The evolution of the

measurement induced dephasing rate and the AC Stark shift seems to be given by

the ratio 2⇡Ω/Γ1,mp. The red line is a guide for eyes representing a square function.

It shows that the measurement induced dephasing rate increases linearly with Ω2

for small drive amplitudes. For the AC Stark shift, on the contrary with b, the

detuning is constant at the small drive amplitudes, then two frequencies appear

with comparable contributions to the Ramsey oscillations. The two frequencies

evolve linearly with Ω. e. Example of simulated Ramsey oscillations exhibiting

two frequencies.
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From this equation we can compute the time derivative of the density matrix element

⇢̇nm = Γ1,s

✓

⇢n+1m+1

p

(n+ 1)(m+ 1)� n+m

2
⇢nm

◆

� Γ�,s⇢nm(n�m)2. (5.25)

If the storage mode is initialized in a coherent state |↵oi, the solution of the equation

is

⇢nm(t) = e�|↵o|2e
�Γ1,st ↵m

o e�mΓ1,st/2(↵⇤
o)

ne�nΓ1,st/2

p
n!m!

e�Γ�,s(n�m)2t, (5.26)

and we get
|⇢nm|p
⇢nn⇢mm

(t) = e�Γ�,s(n�m)2t. (5.27)

Thus indeed, the renormalization removes the effect of the relaxation rate Γ1,s and only

characterizes the dephasing rate. Under the action of measurement, we expect that

the dephasing rate Γ�,s is increased by the measurement induced dephasing rate. In

the following sections, we will see that, indeed, the measurement process to distinguish

photon numbers n and m can well be captured by |⇢nm|/
p
⇢nn⇢mm = e�Γnm

d,s t, where Γnm
d,s

is the sum of Γ�,s(n�m)2 and of a well-characterized measurement-induced dephasing

rate.

5.2.4.2 Decoherence of the storage mode induced by a single measurement drive

By essence of quantum mechanics, measuring with a single drive whether there are n

photons induces a dephasing between Fock state |ni and Fock state |m 6= ni. This

dephasing can be probed by observing the dynamics of ⇢nm.

We prepare the storage mode state in a coherent state with an amplitude � =

�1.7, and probe the multiplexing qubit during a time t with a drive at the frequency

fmp�∆mp before doing a Wigner tomography. For various times t and detunings ∆mp,

we compute the density matrix of the storage mode using Eq. (5.23). One can fit the

time evolution of |⇢nm|/
p
⇢nn⇢mm with a decreasing exponential function. The extracted

decoherence rate Γnm
d,s (∆mp) is then compared to the theoretical value.

In Ref. [123], we show that an exact, infinite-order adiabatic elimination of the

multiplexing qubit probed with a single frequency drive is possible under the assumption

that there is no photon loss in the storage mode. They show that the decoherence rate

between the Fock state |ni and |mi due to the measurement is given by the highest

eigenvalue of the following matrix
0

B
B
B
B
B
B
@

�Γ1,mp/2 �2⇡∆+ �̃ 0 0

2⇡∆� �̃ �Γ1,mp/2 �2⇡Ω 0

0 2⇡Ω �Γ1,mp �Γ1,mp � i�̃

0 0 �i�̃ 0

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
A

(5.28)

with �̃ =
n+m

2
2⇡�s,mp. Fig. 5.13 shows the measured density matrix decoherence rates

Γnm
d,s and the above theory for n and m going from 0 to 4 (with an offset corresponding

to the natural dephasing rate in Eq. (5.27)). As expected in a regime with resolved
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Figure 5.13: Decoherence rate of superpositions between Fock states induced by a

single drive on the multiplexing qubit. In each panel, dots are obtained using

Eq. (5.23) on the measured Wigner function of the storage mode when driven by

a single drive at fmp � ∆mp with an amplitude Ω = �s,mp/2. Lines represent

the highest eigenvalue of (5.28) without any free parameters. An offset equals to

Γφ,s(n�m)2, which is the intrinsic dephasing of the storage mode, is added to the

simple model.

resonance peaks (2⇡�s,mp|m � n| > Γ2,mp), the decoherence rate Γnm
d,s between Fock

states |ni and |mi is larger when the single drive probes whether there are n photons or

m photons with a moderate drive amplitude Ω (dependence on Ω not shown here). For

much larger drive amplitude Ω, one can increase the decoherence rate Γnm
d,s by driving

with a detuning ∆mp = (n + m)�s,mp/2, similarly to dispersive qubit readout which

is optimal for information extraction at large drive power and for a drive frequency

detuned by �s,mp/2. In fact this regime would become particularly attractive for poorly

resolved resonances as a function of photon number (2⇡�s,mp|m�n| < Γ2,mp). Premises

of this effect are visible on Fig. 5.13, as the maximal decoherence rate occurs at a

detuning slightly closer to (n + m)�s,mp/2, with a stronger effect for small |m � n|,

both in theory and in the experimental data. The small discrepancy between theory

and experiment, in particular the asymmetry as a function of n and m, may be explained

by the photon loss rate of the storage mode, which is not captured in the simplified

theoretical model.

5.2.4.3 Multiplexed measurement vs single tone measurement

In Fig. 3A of the main text, one sees that the dephasing of the storage mode

induced by the measurement is stronger for multiplexed measurement than for single

tone measurement. This figure is based on the Wigner tomography of the storage mode

in three distinct cases. The storage mode is initialized in a coherent state of amplitude
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Figure 5.14: Dynamics of the storage mode coherences under various measurement

schemes. Normalized off-diagonal elements of the density matrix extracted from

the measured Wigner function of the storage mode as a function of time. The

figure focuses on three elements ⇢01 (blue), ⇢12 (orange) and ⇢02 (green). Circles:

case (i) without driving the multiplexing qubit. Squares: case (ii) where a single

tone at fmp � �s,mp drives the multiplexing qubit with a strength Ω = �s,mp/2.

Triangles: case (iii) where the multiplexing qubit is driven by a comb of 9 peaks

with the same strength Ω each.

� = �1.55, then, before performing the tomography of the storage mode, we either (i)

wait for a time t, (ii) probe the multiplexing qubit for a time t at a single frequency

fmp � �s,mp corresponding to 1 photon or (iii) with a frequency comb.

From the measured Wigner functions, we compute the density matrix of the storage

mode ⇢(t) for various times t for the three cases and compare the evolution of the

normalized elements ⇢nm(t) (see Fig. 5.14). Without any drive on the multiplexing qubit

(circles and case (i)), the density matrix elements decay due to natural dephasing only.

Clearly, the drive on the multiplexing qubit induces a decay of the coherences, with

a stronger effect when the comb is turned on than when a singe drive is turned on.

We conclude that a multiplexing measurement extracts more information than a single

measurement.

The effect on ⇢02 when probing with a resonant drive for n = 1, is consistent with

the significant measurement-induced detuning that can be read off the top right plot

of Fig. 5.13 (blue, value 1 on the horizontal axis). Apparently, when driving with a

comb, such an effect combines with the ones on n = 0 and n = 2 resonances, and other

components, to induce a stronger overall measurement rate. We will investigate this

comb effect more precisely in the section 5.2.4.5.

5.2.4.4 Quantum Non Demolition nature of the multiplexed measurement

The goal of this subsection is to quantify the Quantum Non Demolition (QND)

nature of our multiplexed measurement. A measurement is said to be QND if

• the measurement time is very short compared to the timescale of evolution of the

system under study,

• the interaction with the probe does not disturb the quantum state of the system

if it belongs to the measurement basis.
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a b

c d

Figure 5.15: Impact of multiplexed measurement on the occupation of the Fock

states. a. Measured probability to find the storage mode in Fock state |0i as

a function of time t for various comb drive amplitudes Ω/�s,mp. b. Measured diag-

onal elements of the density matrix integrated during 5 µs as a function of drive

amplitude Ω/�s,mp. c. Decay of the average photon number in time for various

drive amplitudes. d. Average photon number evolution as a function of Ω/�s,mp.

If a photocounter is QND, the diagonal elements of the density matrix of the res-

onator are unchanged (on average on all measurements) by the measurement process.

In our experiment, we observe that the diagonal elements of the density matrix in the

energy basis predominantly evolve owing to the decay of the storage mode. The proba-

bility of having 0 photon in the storage increases in time (Fig. 5.15a) while the average

photon number decreases with time (Fig. 5.15c). Interestingly, we notice that for large

probe amplitude (red and purple points in Fig. 5.15a), the probability of finding the

storage mode with 0 photon is slightly lower. This dependence on the amplitude of the

drive Ω is best characterized by extracting the populations (Fig. 5.15b) and photon

number (Fig. 5.15d) integrated during T = 5 µs as a function of Ω/�s,mp. For small

drive amplitude Ω/�s,mp < 0.1, the probability to find the a given number of photon

does not change with Ω/�s,mp but for larger drive amplitude the cavity gets populated

probably because of deviations from the dispersive approximation.

In practice, for small drive amplitude and a measurement time of 5 µs, the relaxation

dynamics of the system during the measurement process increases the probability of

having 0 photon at the end of the measurement by approximately 10 %. We find that

the mean photon number is decreased by the same percentage.
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5.2.4.5 Off-diagonal density matrix elements and revivals of the coherence

In the main text we determined that the storage mode dephases faster in the pres-

ence of measurement by measuring how much faster the Ramsey oscillations decay.

Ramsey oscillations give access to the decay of as + a†s , which is sensitive to the decay

of coherences of the form ⇢n,n+1. In fact it is also possible to visualize the dynamics of

individual off-diagonal elements of the storage density matrix to gain insight into the

physics of the dephasing process. For that, we use Eq. (5.23) on the directly measured

Wigner function of the storage mode.

First, we study the decay of off-diagonal elements ⇢12 and ⇢13 (Fig. 5.16a and b).

For small drive amplitude Ω < 0.5�s,mp, off-diagonal elements decay faster when Ω is

increased since more and more information is extracted per unit time by the drive. As

larger drive amplitudes are reached, off-diagonal elements start oscillating. The contrast

of these coherence revivals become more pronounced as the drive amplitude becomes

larger and they exhibit a quasi periodicity. The time between the first and second

revivals is 10 % shorter than the time between the second and the third.

This behavior is qualitatively reproduced by our simulations (Fig. 5.16c). We found

that the amplitude of the revivals is strongly enhanced when the coupling rate between

the multiplexing qubit Γ1,mp and the transmission line is lowered. The revivals are

periodic with a frequency equal to ∆f , the frequency difference between two successive

tones of the comb. The presence of revivals in the coherences is a strong indication that

the dephasing process on the storage mode cannot be described as an open quantum

system coupled to a Markovian bath. This memory effect originates from the finite

lifetime of the multiplexing qubit. Pushing even further the measurement amplitude

Ω > 0.9�s,mp in the experiment, we observe that revivals remain but their time structure

is no longer periodic (see Fig. 5.17).
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Figure 5.16: Normalized off-diagonal elements of the storage matrix density. a. Mea-

sured normalised coherence |⇢12| between Fock states |1i and |2i of the storage

mode as a function of time and for various amplitudes Ω of the driving frequency

comb. b. Similar plot for |⇢13|. c. Results of the simulation (5.20) for the normal-

ized |⇢12|.
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EXP

Figure 5.17: Normalized off-diagonal elements of the storage matrix density for the

largest measurement amplitudes. Measured normalized coherence |⇢12| be-

tween Fock states |1i and |2i of the storage mode as a function of time and for

various amplitudes Ω > 0.9�s,mp of the driving frequency comb.

5.2.4.6 Mean coherence between Fock states

Since the driving frequency comb holds the promise to probe how many photons are

in the storage mode, it should affect all coherences ⇢nm. In this section, we introduce

two ways of characterizing the impact of the multiplexed photocounting on the global

coherence of the storage mode.

The first one, shown in the main text in Fig. 3B, is the quadrature of the storage

mode in the frame rotating at the frequency of this mode when the qubit is probed by a

comb. It can be expressed as Re[(hX̂i+ihP̂ i)e�2i⇡�fst] with hX̂i and hP̂ i the expectation

values of the quadratures in the frame rotating at the frequency of the storage drive.

This quantity is related to the first off-diagonal of the density matrix.

We introduce a second quantity: the mean coherence C⇢ between Fock states 0 to

4. It is defined as

C⇢ = Mean
4�i>j�0


|⇢ij |p
⇢ii⇢jj

�

. (5.29)

C⇢(t) contains the information about the dephasing between every different Fock states.

The left part of Fig. 5.18 shows oscillations of the storage mode quadratures in the

frame of the drive on the storage mode for various drive amplitudes. On the right part

of Fig. 5.18 we display the mean quadrature hâs + â†si in the frame rotating at the

storage mode frequency and the mean coherence C⇢. Those two quantities show the

same dynamics, leading to the same dephasing rate and both quantities can be used to

characterize it. The revivals that can be seen on each of the density matrix off-diagonal

elements (see Fig. 5.16) also appear in the evolution of the quadrature and of the mean

coherence betwee Fock states.
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Figure 5.18: Impact of the multiplexed drive on storage mode quadrature and mean

coherence between Fock states. Left column: Ramsey oscillations measured

(dots) and fits (line) using Eq. 5.12 and 5.13 for five multiplexing drive amplitudes.

Right column: quadrature of storage mode in the frame rotating at its resonance

frequency (blue dots) and mean coherence between Fock states Cρ(t) (orange

squares) defined in Eq. (5.2.4.6) for the five same drive amplitudes. Incertiture are

about 0.07 for the quadrature and 0.015 for the mean coherence. The red solid

lines are exponential fits of the quadrature decay.
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We here reproduce the preprint of the Exponential suppression of bit-flips in a qubit

encoded in a Schrödinger cat state of a microwave resonator. I contributed by this work

through the development of coplanar waveguide design and fabrication technics. I also

advised the design of the ATS element: the non-linear element at the core of this
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abstract A quantum system interacts with its environment, if ever so slightly, no

matter how much care is put into isolating it. As a consequence, quantum bits (qubits)

undergo errors, putting dauntingly difficult constraints on the hardware suitable for

quantum computation. New strategies are emerging to circumvent this problem by en-

coding a qubit non-locally across the phase space of a physical system. Since most

sources of decoherence are due to local fluctuations, the foundational promise is to

exponentially suppress errors by increasing a measure of this non-locality. Prominent

examples are topological qubits which delocalize quantum information over real space

and where spatial extent measures non-locality. In this work, we encode a qubit in the

field quadrature space of a superconducting resonator endowed with a special mecha-

nism that dissipates photons in pairs. This process pins down two computational states

to separate locations in phase space. As we increase this separation, we measure an ex-

ponential decrease of the bit-flip rate while only linearly increasing the phase-flip rate.
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Since bit-flips are continuously and autonomously corrected at the single qubit level,

only phase-flips are left to be corrected via a one-dimensional quantum error correction

code. This exponential scaling demonstrates that resonators with non-linear dissipation

are promising building blocks for universal fault-tolerant quantum computation with

drastically reduced hardware overhead.
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6.1 experiment description and results

6.1.1 Introduction

Protecting quantum states against decoherence is a fundamental problem in physics,

and is pivotal for the future of quantum computing. The theory of quantum error cor-

rection (QEC) and its fault-tolerant implementation [124, 125] provides a solution. In

QEC, groups of noisy physical qubits are arranged together to encode qubits with re-

duced noise, and fault-tolerance establishes that noisy quantum computers can operate

reliably if the noise is below a threshold. A strong focus in quantum architecture de-

sign has been to increase this threshold to a value within experimental reach, but the

required hardware overhead remains daunting [19]. Therefore, there is a pressing need

for new ideas to encode and protect quantum information.

Let us start by understanding why classical information is so stable. Consider a light

switch, which has two stable states labeled 0 and 1. Their stability is provided by two

properties. First, in order to change states one needs to apply a force to overcome an

energy barrier, usually provided by the deformation of a spring. Second, friction between

mechanical parts is essential for stability: when a perturbation randomly deviates the

switch from its stable state, the gained entropy must be dissipated into a reservoir in

order to recover the initial state. Can these two properties be transposed to protect

quantum information?

The |0i and |1i states of a qubit, such as electronic orbitals of an ion or energy levels

of a non-linear resonator, often have overlapping supports in phase space. First, one

needs to isolate the two states so that they no longer overlap [126] and separate them

by an energy barrier [127–132]. The second property, friction (or dissipation) leaks

information about the system and therefore seems incompatible with the requirement

for a qubit to adopt quantum superpositions of states. Remarkably, there exists a

dissipative mechanism, known as two-photon dissipation, which stabilizes the |0i and

|1i states of a qubit without affecting quantum superpositions of the two [133].

Recent superconducting circuit experiments [20, 46] have demonstrated that a res-

onator endowed with two-photon dissipation develops a manifold of steady states
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We follow the paradigm of cat-qubits [135, 138] where information is encoded in

quantum superpositions of resonator states (see Fig. 6.1):

|0i↵ =
1p
2
(|+i↵ + |�i↵) = |+↵i+O(e�2|↵|2)

|1i↵ =
1p
2
(|+i↵ � |�i↵) = |�↵i+O(e�2|↵|2)

where |±i↵ = N± (|↵i± |�↵i), |↵i is a coherent state with complex amplitude ↵, and

N± = 1/
p

2(1± e�2|↵|2). All these states contain an average number of photons ⇡ |↵|2

for |↵| > 1. A significant source of errors in a resonator is energy decay which collapses

all states (|0i↵ and |1i↵ included) towards the vacuum, thus erasing any encoded in-

formation. This decay is balanced by a mechanism where the resonator exchanges only

pairs of photons with its environment (Fig. 6.1a) [133], known as two photon dissipation.

This dynamics is modeled by the following loss operator

L2 =
p
2
�
a
2 � ↵2

�
, (6.1)

where a is the annihilation operator of the resonator, 2 is the rate at which pairs of

photons are exchanged with the environment and the term in ↵2 results from a drive

which inserts pairs of photons (see section 6.2). The cat-qubit states |0i↵, |1i↵ and all

their superpositions are steady states of this dynamics. A convenient tool to visualize

the semi-classical dynamics of (6.1) is the pseudo-potential V defined over the complex

plane as �rV (�) = d�
dt , where � is the expectation value of a at time t in a semi-

classical approximation (see section 6.2). Stable steady states are local minima of V

(see Fig. 6.1b) and correspond to � = ±↵. An error process can disrupt the stability

of these states and induce transitions between them. By analogy with a particle in a

double well potential, tunneling (or bit-flips) from one well to another is exponentially

suppressed in the separation between the two wells (here defined as |↵|2), as long as

the error process fulfills two criteria: it has to be local and sufficiently weak. An error

process is local if it transforms a state into neighboring states in phase space [139]. As an

example, dominant errors such as photon loss, gain and dephasing are local. Moreover,

the effective error rate err must be weaker than the confining rate conf = 2|↵|22 (see

section 6.2) inherited from the confining potential V , in order for the cat-qubit states

to remain localized near the potential minima. The outstanding challenge to observe

an exponential increase in the bit-flip time is therefore to engineer conf > err for all

dominant local error processes.

Two-photon exchange between a resonator and its environment does not occur spon-

taneously. Instead, it is synthesized by engineering an interaction that exchanges pairs

of photons of the cat-qubit resonator with one photon of an intentionally lossy mode

referred to as the buffer [20]. The interaction Hamiltonian takes the form

Hi/~ = g2a
†2
b+ g⇤2a

2
b
† , (6.2)

where b is the annihilation operator of the buffer and g2 is the interaction strength.

Adding a resonant drive on the buffer, we recover (6.1) with 2 ⇡ 4|g2|
2/b and

↵2 = �✏d/g⇤2, where ✏d is the drive amplitude and b is the buffer energy decay rate,

engineered to be larger than g2 [20, 140]. Conveniently, the separation |↵|2 between the
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flux threading the two loops (see section 6.2). We bias the ATS at 'Σ = '∆ = ⇡/2,

or equivalently, we thread the left and right loops with flux ⇡ and 0, respectively. In

addition, we drive the sum port with a radio-frequency flux pump ✏(t). At this bias

point U = �2EJ sin(✏(t)) sin(ϕ). The ATS is coupled to the buffer and cat-qubit, so

that ϕ is a linear combination of a,a†, b, b†, and sin(ϕ) contains only odd powers of

these operators. The desired interaction (6.2) is present in the expansion of sin(ϕ), and

is resonantly selected by a flux pump frequency !p = 2!a � !b [143]. In contrast with

previous strategies [20, 46], the ATS mediates a pristine two-photon coupling, since

(6.2) is the only leading order non-rotating term, the presence of the inductive shunt

prevents instabilities [63], and the device operates at a first order flux insensitive point

(Fig 6.2c). These features are key in order not to introduce inherent error processes

that cannot be corrected by two-photon dissipation.

The root advantage of the cat-qubit is that its computational states |0i↵ and |1i↵
can be made arbitrarily long-lived simply by increasing the cat size |↵|2, provided that

conf > err. In this experiment, the dominant error is due to energy decay so that

err/2⇡ = (2⇡T1)
�1 = 53 kHz (see section 6.2), and conf = 2|↵|22 with a measured

2/2⇡ = 40 kHz (from which we infer g2/2⇡ = 360 kHz). Hence, we enter the regime

conf > err as soon as |↵|2 > 0.6. We have measured that for each added photon

in the cat-qubit state, the bit-flip time is multiplied by 4.2. This exponential scaling

persists up to |↵|2 ⇡ 3.5, and the bit-flip time saturates for |↵|2 � 5 at 1 ms, a

300-fold improvement over the resonator intrinsic lifetime (see Fig. 6.3). We expect a

saturation when the corrected bit flip rate reaches the rate of residual errors which are

not correctable, such as non-local errors. In the present experiment, we attribute this

saturation to the coupling with the transmon employed for the resonator tomography

(see section 6.2), which has a thermal occupation of 1%, a lifetime T1,q = 5 µs and

is dispersively coupled to the cat-qubit resonator with a rate �/2⇡ = 720 kHz. Over

a timescale in the millisecond range, the transmon acquires a thermal excitation that

shifts the cat-qubit resonator frequency by �. This triggers a rotation of the resonator

states which overcomes the confining potential since in this experiment � � conf/2

(see section 6.2) (note that tomography protocols compatible with smaller values of

� have been recently demonstrated [46]). During an average time T1,q, the resonator

states acquire an angle of order �T1,q � 2⇡. When the transmon excitation decays,

the rotation stops and the two-photon dissipation brings the resonator state back into

the cat-qubit computational basis. By virtue of the dissipative nature of the protection

mechanism, this process may result in a bit-flip but does not cause any leakage.

Schrödinger cat states like |±i↵ living in a resonator with a lifetime T1, lose their

coherence at a rate 2|↵|2/T1 [29]. In the cat-qubit paradigm, this translates into a

phase-flip rate which increases linearly with the cat size |↵|2. In addition, our cat-

qubit undergoes a flux pump, a drive and non-linear interactions, which could further

increase the phase-flip rate. We measure the phase-flip rate for increasing |↵|2 and

confirm a linear scaling (Fig. 6.4a). Moving towards three dimensional cavities and

engineering ever-improving non-linear interactions should decrease the phase-flip rate

below a threshold where a line repetition code can actively correct remaining errors

[134].
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6.1 experiment description and results

In conclusion, we have observed the exponential decrease of the bit-flip rate between

our cat-qubit states |0i↵ and |1i↵, as a function of their separation in phase space, while

only linearly increasing their phase-flip rate. Such an exponential scaling is necessary

to bridge the gap between the modest performance of quantum hardware and the

exquisite performance needed for quantum computation [19]. This was made possible

by inventing a Josephson circuit which mediates a pristine non-linear coupling between

our cat-qubit mode and its environment. Further improving the lifetime of the cavity to

the state of the art of a millisecond [144] and a cat size of |↵|2 ⇡ 5 (resp. 10) should lead

to a bit-flip time of ⇡ 1 second (resp. 0.5 hour), and a phase-flip time of ⇡ 100 µs (resp.

50 µs). With such a long bit-flip time, the entire effort of active QEC will be focused

on correcting the only significant error: phase-flips. In addition, conditional rotations

in the 2D phase space of our cat-qubit form a universal set of gates, thus bypassing

the need for magic states. These features suggest a significant reduction in hardware

overhead for QEC [134].
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6.2 supplementary materials

In the ideal case (∆EJ = 0), this potential only produces odd powers of ' from the

sine non-linearity. A small asymmetry of the junctions produces small even powers of ',

leading to parasitic Kerr non-linearities. Typically |∆EJ/EJ | ⇡ 10%. In the following

we assume ∆EJ = 0 for simplicity.

6.2.2.2 The coupled buffer and cat-qubit resonators

We now consider the buffer and cat-qubit modes, and their coupling through the ATS

dipole element. The full Hamiltonian reads

H = ~!a,0a
†
a+ ~!b,0b

†
b� 2EJ✏(t) sin (ϕb +ϕa) (6.8)

with ϕa = 'a(a+ a
†) , ϕb = 'b(b+ b

†) (6.9)

where a/b are the annihilation operators of the cat-qubit and buffer modes, !a/b,0 their

resonant frequencies, and 'a/b their zero point phase fluctuations across the ATS dipole.

Due to the circuit geometry, we expect 'b � 'a. When expanding the sine up to third

order in ϕ = ϕb +ϕa we get

H = ~!a,0a
†
a+ ~!b,0b

†
b� 2EJ✏(t)'b(b+ b

†)� 2EJ✏(t)'a(a+ a
†)

+
1

3
EJ✏(t) (ϕb +ϕa)

3
(6.10)

The first two terms of the expansion are drives at frequency !p on the buffer and cat-

qubit respectively. They can be absorbed in the frame displaced by ⇠a(t) = ⇠ae
�i!pt

and ⇠b(t) = ⇠be
�i!pt for a and b respectively, where

⇠a/b ������!
t�1/a/b

i(EJ/~)✏0'a/b

a/b/2 + i(!a/b,0 � !p)
(6.11)

In this displaced frame, the Hamiltonian reads

Hdisp = ~!a,0a
†
a+ ~!b,0b

†
b

+
1

3
EJ✏(t)

⇣

'b(b+ b
† + ⇠be

�i!pt + ⇠⇤b e
i!pt) + 'a(a+ a

† + ⇠ae
�i!pt + ⇠⇤ae

i!pt)
⌘3

(6.12)

In practice, the buffer mode is driven with an additional microwave drive at frequency

!d, not included here for simplicity. We place ourselves in the frame rotating at (!p +

!d)/2 and !d for a and b respectively. In this rotated frame, the Hamiltonian reads

Hrot = ~

✓

!a,0 �
!p + !d

2

◆

a
†
a+ ~ (!b,0 � !d) b

†
b

+
1

3
EJ✏(t)

⇣

'b(be
�i!dt + b

†ei!dt + ⇠be
�i!pt + ⇠⇤b e

i!pt) + 'a(ae
�i

!p+!d
2

t + a
†ei

!p+!d
2

t + ⇠ae
�i!pt +

Performing the rotating wave approximation (RWA), we get

HRWA/~ =

✓

!a �
!p + !d

2

◆

a
†
a+ (!b � !d) b

†
b+ g⇤2a

2
b
† + g2a

†2
b , (6.13)

where the modes frequencies are AC-Stark shifted to !a/b = !a/b,0 �∆a/b and

~∆a/b =
1

3
EJ'

2
a/b (Re(⇠b)'b +Re(⇠a)'a) (6.14)

with ~g2 = EJ✏0'
2
a'b/2. When we verify the frequency matching condition

!d = !b, !p = 2!a � !b ,

we recover Eq. (6.2), which we recall here

Hi/~ = g⇤2a
2
b
† + g2a

†2
b .
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6.2.3 Circuit parameters

Most of the circuit parameters can be readily deduced from standard circuit-QED mea-

surements and are gathered in Table 6.1. Here we explain the methodology we used to

deduce the 6 dipole parameters of Fig. 6.7 (see Table 6.2) and the mapping of (I
Σ
, I

∆
)

to ('
Σ
,'

∆
). Independently of this mapping, the ATS saddle point is unambiguously

found. At this flux point, EJ cos('Σ
) = 0, and we directly measure !a0 and !b,0. The

energies EJ and EL,b are computed from the Ambegaokar-Baratoff and the room tem-

perature measurements of neighbouring test junction resistances. The general linear

transformation mapping (I
Σ
, I

∆
) to ('

Σ
,'

∆
) is found by fitting the measured buffer

frequency as a function of (I
Σ
, I

∆
) (see Fig. 6.8c,d). The impedance Za of the cat-qubit

resonator is estimated from the aspect ratio of the coplanar waveguide geometry. The

energy EC,c is adjusted to match the measured anti-crossing of the buffer and cat-qubit

mode when I
Σ

is varied (see Fig. 6.8b).

Cat-qubit mode

!a/2⇡ 8.03805 GHz

!a,0/2⇡ 8.0389 GHz

T1 3 µs

a/2⇡ 53 kHz

�aa/2⇡ �7 kHz

Buffer

!b/2⇡ 4.8336 GHz

!b,0/2⇡ 4.886 GHz

b/2⇡ 13 MHz

�bb/2⇡ �32 MHz

�ba/2⇡ 0.79 MHz

Pump

!p/2⇡ 11.2425 GHz

Transmon

!q/2⇡ 4.4156 GHz

T1,q 5 µs

T2,q 8 µs

�qq/2⇡ 180 MHz

�qa/2⇡ 720 kHz

⇡/�qa 0.69 µs

Table 6.1: Measured system parameters at the ATS working point. The pump shifts the cat-

qubit resonator and buffer frequencies. The frequencies in the absence of the pump

are noted !a/b,0 and those in its presence are denoted !a/b. The Kerr couplings �mn

enter the full Hamiltonian in the form ��mnm
†mn†n when m 6= n and�χmm

2
m†2m2,

where m,n denote the mode indices.

Circuit parameters

!a,0/2⇡ 8.0389 GHz

Za 90 Ω

!b,0/2⇡ 4.886 GHz

EC,c/h 720 MHz

EL,b/h 45 GHz

EJ/h 90 GHz

Dipole parameters

EL,a/h 96.6 GHz

EC,a/h 92.7 MHz

EC,b/h 73.5 MHz

EC,c/h 720 MHz

EL,b/h 45 GHz

EJ/h 90 GHz

Table 6.2: Measured and estimated circuit parameters (left), and their corresponding dipole

energies (right).
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6.2.4.1 Two-photon dynamics

Under two-photon dissipation, the cat-qubit resonator state ⇢ undergoes the following

dynamics
d

dt
⇢ = 2D[a2 � ↵2]⇢ , (6.15)

where the Lindblad operator D is defined for any operator O as D[O]⇢ = O⇢O† �
1
2⇢O

†
O � 1

2O
†
O⇢. Any combination of the states |0, 1i↵ is a steady state of this dy-

namics. Moreover, these steady states are global attractors. To gain insight, we restrict

this dynamics to the set of coherent states ⇢(t) = |�(t)i h�(t)|, and introduce the

pseudo-potential V defined over the resonator phase space as �rV (�) = d�
dt . This

pseudo-potential depicts in which direction of the phase space a coherent state |�i
evolves, and coherent steady states of the dynamics are the minima of V . Following

ref. [20], we have
d�

dt
= �2�⇤(�2 � ↵2) . (6.16)

In the following we introduce x = Re(�) and y = Im(�) and we consider ↵ real.

Separating the real and imaginary part of equation (6.16), we get

dx

dt
= �2

�
x3 + xy2 � x↵2

�

dy

dt
= �2

�
y3 + yx2 + y↵2

�
.

The velocity of a coherent state |�i in phase space is (dxdt ,
dy
dt ) (see Fig. 6.9a,6.10a). By

integrating this velocity over space, we get the pseudo-potential

V (x, y) = 2

✓
1

4
(x4 + y4) +

1

2
x2y2 � ↵2(x2 � y2)

◆

(6.17)

depicted in Fig. 6.1b of the main text. It has two minima in �↵ and ↵. Analyzing the

evolution of small deviations �x and �y around these minima, we find

d

dt
�x = �conf�x

d

dt
�y = �conf�y ,

where the confinement rate conf is defined as

conf = 22↵
2 . (6.18)

This confinement pins down a computational state at each potential minimum, and

protects the cat-qubit against errors. Next, we analyze the effect of errors on the cat-

qubit resonator.

6.2.4.2 Single photon loss

When added, most Hamiltonian or dissipative mechanisms (such as detuning, single

photon loss or gain, and dephasing) will perturb the system so that the two-dimensional

cat-qubit space is no longer a steady-manifold of the overall dynamics. Instead, only

one mixed state is a steady-state. However, this steady-state is exponentially (in |↵|2)
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The minima of V are located in ±↵1 with

↵1 =

8

><

>:

p

↵2 � a/(22) if ↵2 � a/(22)

0 otherwise
(6.22)

In this semi-classical analysis, we find that two metastable states form when the error

rate a is below the threshold

a < conf = 2|↵|22 .

6.2.4.3 Detuning

In the main text, we discussed the causes of the bit-flip time saturation and blamed the

random frequency shifts of the cat-qubit resonator induced by the transmon thermal

excitations. Let us see how a detuning ∆ of the cat-qubit frequency affects the two-

photon stabilization. In this case, we have

d�

dt
= �2�⇤(�2 � ↵2)� i∆� (6.23)

so that

dx

dt
= �2

�
x3 + xy2 � x↵2

�
+∆y

dy

dt
= �2

�
y3 + yx2 + y↵2

�
�∆x . (6.24)

Note that rot(dxdt ,
dy
dt ) = �2∆ 6= 0 so we cannot perform the spatial integration to

find V (x, y). We can obtain the steady states directly by analyzing the velocity field

(Fig. 6.10a) but there exists a direction in phase-space parametrized by a real parameter

� such that y = �x and dy
dt = �dx

dt along which the integration is meaningful. Plugging

in this relation into (6.24) we get the following condition on �

�2∆+ 2�2↵
2 +∆ = 0

� = �conf

2∆
+

r

(
conf

2∆
)2 � 1 (6.25)

with conf = 22↵
2. We have chosen the solution � which approaches 0 when ∆ ! 0

and for which the chosen direction crosses the steady states. Along this cut indexed by

�0, we have
d�0

dt
=

 r
⇣conf

2

⌘2
�∆2

!

�0 � 2�03 (6.26)

leading to

V (�0) = �1

2

 r
⇣conf

2

⌘2
�∆2

!

�02 +
1

4
2�

04 (6.27)

that is plotted in Fig. 6.10b. There are two minima located along the direction �0 in

|↵1| =

8

>><

>>:

✓

↵4 �
⇣

∆

2

⌘2
◆ 1

4

if ∆ < conf

2

0 otherwise

(6.28)
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6.2.6 Tuning the cat-qubit

As explained in the main text, the flux point at which the ATS should operate is a saddle

point of the buffer frequency map. It is very simple to find experimentally as we do not

need to know the full mapping between (I
Σ
, I

∆
) and ('

Σ
, '

∆
) to recognize a saddle

point. There are actually two types of saddle points as one can see on Fig. 6.8, the ones

that are tilted to the left and the ones tilted to the right. If the two junctions forming

the SQUID of the ATS were perfectly symmetric, these points would be equivalent.

Otherwise, the buffer acquires a Kerr non-linearity and the two-points differ by the

sign of this Kerr.

Once we find the buffer and cat-qubit frequencies we perform two-tone spectroscopy

on the buffer (Fig. 6.12). A weak tone, referred to as the drive, probes the buffer

resonance and the pump is swept in the relevant frequency range (around 2!a � !b).

When the two-to-one exchange occurs between the buffer and the cat-qubit, we observe

a sharp feature within the buffer resonance (Fig. 6.12a,b). The width of this feature

depends on the weak tone strength and more importantly on the pump power. The

pump power is pushed until before this feature becomes ill defined, when other non-

linear dynamics start to play a significant role. On the cat-qubit side, within this

feature the drive combined with the pump should populate the cat-qubit resonator. We

check so by measuring the parity of the cat-qubit resonator and verify that it is indeed

displaced. We tune the pump and buffer frequency in the middle of the displacement

area (Fig. 6.12c). The width along ∆ of this region enables us to determine 2.

We perform the cat-qubit resonator full tomography after a long (20 µs� �1
a ) pump

and drive pulse (Fig. 6.13a) and we set the drive amplitude to produce the desired

cat size (Fig. 6.13b). The experiment is now tuned and the cat-qubit characteristics

(Tbit-flip,Γphase-flip, time evolution of the Wigner function) can be measured.
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7
CONCLUS ION AND PERSPECTIVES

Devant une flamme, dès qu’on rêve,

ce que l’on perçoit n’est rien au

regard de ce qu’on imagine.

G. Bachelard

In conclusion, I succeeded in developing a fully functional version of the quantum

node. I used it to realize the first implementation of a 6 years old theoretical pro-

posal [11] (see chapter 4). The group is currently performing a variety of experiments

using this device. More importantly, the techniques of fabrication and design for copla-

nar waveguide superconducting quantum circuits developed during this PhD work sig-

nificantly contributed to 2 other important results: the multiplexed photon number

measurement (see chapter 5) and the exponential suppression of bit-flip in qubits en-

coded using Schrödinger Cat states of a microwave mode (see chapter 6).

Beyond these contributions, I believe this work illustrates of the technological and

conceptual leap forward initiated by the Black Box Quantization [147–151] approach to

circuit modeling. Indeed, its main take away is that superconducting circuit design is

now mature enough to engineer a broad spectrum of Hamiltonians and controlled dis-

sipation channels. This ability to shape Hamiltonians at will allows for the exploration

of exotic physics as well as for the development of quantum machines.

It seems to me that the most interesting scientific directions that I would encourage

after this work would be the study of the quantum noise time-correlators in itinerant

wave packet and its link to quantum state tomography. Indeed, the investigation of

the signal acquired from the measurement of the released itinerant wave packet in the

sequential readout experiment, led me to remark that a measurement of the squeezing of

a the state could be made by looking at the signal self-correlator as proposed in Ref. [94].

Then one could ask whether it is possible to retrieve higher moments of the quantum

state distribution in the various time-correlators of the signal. This investigation would

bridge to the multiplexed photo-counting experiment (see chapter 5). There, a pulsed

multiplexed measurement would lead to a single frequency channel containing photons.

Hence the power of a given frequency channel should be anti-correlated with the other

frequency channels.

But I currently choose to follow another path opened by the insights of this PhD

work: the quest for a universal fault-tolerant quantum computer. Indeed, I was brought

to this field by an article about quantum computers in the IEEE Spectrum journal back
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in 2014. I used have two passions, electronics and physics. But I rapidly understood

that I was 40 years late for electronics and that nowadays no major revolution was

possible in electronics. The perspective of recreating the quest of the 40s and 50s

for industrial computing machines, this time with the fascinating rules of quantum

mechanics, echoed strongly with my passions. During this work, I grew to think that

not only the technology is getting closer to reaching the required performances, but also

that we had in France a unique know-how, a unique approach to quantum computing:

a realistic way towards fault-tolerant universal quantum computers using autonomous

error correction, implemented for example with Schrödinger cat qubits. Indeed the

recent work of J. Guillaud ([134]) provides a clear roadmap to build such a machine.

The purpose of the start-up company Alice&Bob that R. Lescanne and I are launch-

ing is to provide the required resources to amplify the strong historical excellence in

superconducting quantum circuits in France, experimentally demonstrated by CEA

Saclay, Néel Institute, Ecole Normale Supérieure, Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon

and University Paris Saclay, and leverage the promising results of the Quantic team.

We aim at supporting the academic research groups to establish a flagship consortium

around this unique technology.

The scientific roadmap of Alice&Bob is to first improve our current cat qubit to

reach the point where the exponential suppression is so strong that a bit-flip becomes

a very unlikely event during the duration of a computation. Then we will correct for

the remaining phase-flip errors through a linear repetition code. To do so we will need

to develop CNOT gates between cat qubits, which is our next milestone. Then J. Guil-

laud’s work demonstrates that with a Toffoli gate, we will be able to perform universal

fault-tolerant computation. The realistic part of this roadmap comes from the fact that

the CNOT and the Toffoli gates can be done using only 3-wave and 4-wave mixing

Hamiltonian with reasonable coupling, thus being within the scope of current state-of-

the-art.
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a
TOOLBOX OF MICROWAVE QUANTUM OPTICS

L’imagination trouve plus de réalité à

ce qui se cache qu’à ce qui se montre

G. Bachelard

The goal of this appendix is to provide the reader with some of the necessary tools to

understand the experiment done in this thesis. In particular, we present the description

of the quantum state of a harmonic oscillator and several useful quantum states and how

to obtain and manipulate them. We define and detail various technics of tomography

for bosonic quantum state.

a.1 quantum states of a harmonic oscillator

The depiction of the quantum state of a harmonic oscillator requires more parameters

than its classical counterpart. Indeed in the classical formalism, a harmonic oscillator is

fully described by only two real numbers : its position and impulsion for a mechanical

oscillator, and the current and charge in an electrical oscillator. We remind the reader

here of the canonical description a harmonic oscillator in the quantum world.

a.1.1 Description of a bosonic state

We saw in chapter 2 that the diagonal Hamiltonian of an isolated resonator mode a is

H = ~!(a†a+
1

2
). (a.1)

We defined the photon number operator N = a†a whose eigenvalues are integers

corresponding to equally spaced energy levels. The basis constructed by the eigenvectors

of the operator N is called the Fock basis (see [29] for more details). This illustrates

that the description of the quantum state of an oscillator, in the general case, requires

an infinite (but countable) number of complex parameters. Indeed, owing to this basis,

any pure state |'i can be written

|'i =
X

i2N
ci|ii. (a.2)

Pure states can only describe the cases where we have a complete knowledge of our

system. To encompass the general case of incomplete knowledge, either due to noise,
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decoherence or loss of a subsystem entangled with the oscillator, one must use the

density matrix formalism. The density matrix ⇢ of a pure state |'i is

⇢ = |'ih'|. (a.3)

And the formalism of the density matrix allows to consider states made out of the

statistical mixture of a collection of pure states |'ii

⇢ =
X

i

pi|'iih'i|. (a.4)

Thus, in the most general case, even when truncating the Hilbert space of the oscillator

to a maximum photon number m, describing its state requires m2 complex parameters.

This large number can become rapidly intractable as we consider larger m and exper-

imentally challenging to access. This is why we introduce tomography methods latter

on as a way to retrieve efficiently the state of the oscillator.

Nevertheless, several states can be easily defined and are of practical use. In particular,

coherent states |↵i, defined as displaced vacuum

|↵i = D(↵)|0i = ei(↵a
†�↵⇤a)|0i (a.5)

are of practical use as they can be described by a single complex number ↵. They

are eigenstate of the annihilation operator a|↵i = ↵|↵i and thus are steady states of

a lossy oscillator driven by a classical source. Also the propagating state emitted by

a microwave source can be modeled by a coherent state. Coherent states have many

useful properties that can all be retrieved from its expression in the Fock basis

|↵i = e
�|↵|2

2

X

i

↵i

i!1/2
|ii. (a.6)

One can also construct an over complete basis out of the continuous set of coherent

states as for the Glauber-Sudarshan P-representation (see below and [152], [153]).

We also define the thermal states as the statistical mixture of Fock state respecting

the Boltzmann distribution of energy

⇢th =
⇣

1� e�
~!
kT

⌘X

n

e�n ~!
kT |nihn| (a.7)

where the average number of photon nth is linked to the effective temperature of the

mode by

1 +
1

nth

= e
~!
kT (a.8)

This means that the density matrix of a thermal state is solely composed of diago-

nal terms describing the energy distribution and has no off-diagonal terms, thus no

coherence whatsoever.

Finally, we introduce dimensionless observables equivalent to the classical position

and impulsion as in chapter 2,

8

>>><

>>>:

I = a+a†

2

Q = a�a†

2i

[I,Q] = i
2

(a.9)
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In the following these will be referred to as the quadrature operators. Those quadrature

operators are fundamental for the tomography we will consider. It is interesting to

remark that for a coherent state |↵i, we have

8

>>><

>>>:

hIi = Re(↵)

hQi = Im(↵)

ha†ai = h(I2 +Q2)i � 1
2 = |↵|2

(a.10)

Thus a coherent maximize the uncertainty principal and is a gaussian in I and Q of

standard deviation � = 1
2 centered in ↵. Similarly, one can show that a thermal state

is described also a gaussian centered in 0 and of standard deviation � = 1
2 + 1

e
~!
kT �1

.

Here we take a moment to emphasize fundamental origin of this minimal standard

deviation of 1/2. It is crucial to bare in mind that it sole origin, as for the vacuum

energy offset, is the non-commutation of the operators I and Q. This indetermination

manifest itself during the measurement process (see phase-space representations below)

when using continuous variables. For example, a mode a in the vacuum is in a pure

state but its phase-space representation is a gaussian of finite width. This distribution’s

minimal width does not imply any missing information about the quantum state but

rather an improper choice of measurement basis. In our example one could obtain a

deterministic answer by photo-counting and thus projecting over the Fock basis. In

particular, when reconstructing quantum trajectories (see [154]) this quantum noise

is actually directly interpreted as innovation and contains the information needed to

compute the back-action of the measurement. Finally, we remark that this minimal

spread is called the zero point fluctuations and that the parameters appearing in the

BBQ method are named in consequence.

I and Q operators are related to one-another by the Fourrier transform. Their eigen-

states are equivalent to plane waves in wave optics : they trade a perfect definition of

one quadrature at the cost of being fully undetermined over the other. Furthermore,

by analogy with wave optics, one can tell that the coherent state basis is linked to the

two quadrature basis in the same manner as the gaussian wavelets are related to plane

waves.

We remark that the quadrature description of a state differs fundamentally from its

description in the Fock basis by the fact the first is a description in continuous basis

whereas the latter is a discrete one. It is crucial to adapt the choice of the basis to

the characteristics of the system under study and the measurement apparatus. In this

work we will which from one to the other. In particular we will prefer the Fock state

basis to describe the interaction of an oscillator with a qubit due to the presence of the

photon number operator in the dispersive coupling. And we will prefer the quadrature

depiction when describing amplification and continuous variable measurements.

a.1.2 Squeezed light

Coherent states and thermal states are not the only quantum state of a harmonic

oscillator described a gaussian distribution in the phase-space (see below for detail on
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phase-space representations). We also need to consider squeezed states which are 2D

gaussian distribution with two distinct standard deviations (and for simplicity in the

following we will consider the two main axis of this 2D gaussian to be along I and Q).

A squeezed state can be obtained by applying a squeezing operator S on a mode a in

the vacuum, with S being defined by

S = era
2�r⇤a†2 , (a.11)

where r is the complex squeezing parameter, whose phase dictates the direction of

squeezing and whose amplitude sets the ratio of the two main standard deviations

of the squeezed distribution cosh|r| =
q

�max

�min
. As for the displacement, this squeezing

operator can be obtained by applying a squeezing Hamiltonian HS for a given duration,

HS = ga2 + g⇤a†2. (a.12)

From a historical experimental point of view, this squeezing Hamiltonian can be ob-

tained directly from the non-linearity provided by a Josephson junction as in a Joseph-

son Parametric Amplifier (JPA) ([155], [156], [157]). Indeed, applying the BBQ method

seen in chapter 2 to a harmonic mode a weakly coupled to a Josephson junction and

driven by a stiff pump p0 at its resonant frequency leads to a 4th-order term

HS = EJ

'4
zpf

24
(p20a

2 + p⇤20 a†2). (a.13)

A more modern approach consist in engineering a 3-wave mixing term as provided by

the SNAIL element ([158], [145]) to suppress at the first order the limiting Kerr terms.

The squeezing operation can always be seen as just a rescaling of the axis. In

particular, Liouville’s theorem implies that the squeezing is just a rescaling of the axes

I and Q. Due to this rescaling, the squeezing operator and the displacement operator

do not commute. Finally, it is interesting to note that a plane wave, defined as an

eigenvector of either quadrature, can be seen as the limit of an infinitely squeezed

state.

In this work we also make use of two-squeezed states as it is direct application of

the JPC (see [5] for details). We remind the reader here of a handful of key results.

The two-mode squeezing is also a simple application of Liouville’s theorem but on the

4 dimensional phase space made by the 2 ⇥ 2 quadratures of the two modes. If we

consider 2 modes a and b, the 2 modes squeezing operator reads

Sr = erab�r⇤a†b† , (a.14)

with similar notation to the single mode case. It can be directly obtained by driving

a JPC at the frequency !a + !b during a given duration. Indeed in the rotating wave

approximation, the 3-wave mixing Hamiltonian of the driven JPC boils down to

HS = gp0ab+ g⇤p⇤0a
†b†. (a.15)
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a.1 quantum states of a harmonic oscillator

It is a two mode squeezed state because when starting from the vacuum, the joint

quadrature show correlation of the two mode squeezed state reads

hXa ±Xbi = 1
2e

±2r

hPa ⌥ Pbi = 1
2e

±2r
(a.16)

One can explicit the two mode squeezing even more by looking at the covariance matrix

V in the basis (Xa, Pa, Xb, Pb)

V =

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
@

cosh(2r) 0 sinh(2r) 0

0 cosh(2r) 0 �sinh(2r)

sinh(2r) 0 cosh(2r) 0

0 �sinh(2r) 0 cosh(2r)

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
A

(a.17)

where Liouville’s theorem directly appears from the hyperbolic trigonometry relations.

This state obtained by preparing both modes in the vacuum and applying the two-

mode squeezing operator is called an EPR (Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen) state. It is the

maximally entangled state, which in the Fock basis reads

|EPRi = Sr|0ia|0ib = cosh(|r|)�1
1X

n=0

einArg(r)tanh(|r|)n|nia|nib. (a.18)

It is indeed a maximally entangled state as when tracing over either mode, the other

one becomes a thermal state, i.e. maximally entropic,

⇢a = Trb(|EPRihEPR|) = cosh(|r|)�2
1X

n=0

tanh(|r|)2n|niahn|a. (a.19)

which shows that all the information encoded in the EPR state is stored in joint quadra-

tures.

a.1.3 Manipulation a bosonic state

We have seen the main gaussian Hamiltonian operations, meaning operation that pre-

serve the gaussian nature of a distribution in the phase space, namely displacement

and squeezing. Those were already available on the previous version of the quantum

node. The goal of this thesis was to broaden the capabilities of our quantum node by

providing it with arbitrary Hamiltonian generation using an ancillary qubit.

Indeed, as shown by R. W. Heeres et al. ([159]) any Hamiltonian operation on a

harmonic oscillator can be constructed by repeating Selective Number-dependent Ar-

bitrary Phase (SNAP) gates and displacement operation.

The SNAP operator Sn(✓) is nothing but a photon number dependent Berry phase

([160]) applied on each of the amplitudes of the Fock basis description of the oscillator

state. The gate sequence is the following. To do so experimentally, one requires the

ancilla qubit to be in the photon number selective regime, meaning �� 1/T2 such that

it is possible to apply Π pulses on the qubit conditioned on the number of photon in

the oscillator. The SNAP operator is then simply made in two steps : first the ancillary
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qubit is unconditionally excited by a Π pulse along a given meridian and then it is

de-excited by a selective Π pulse along a different meridian for each photon number

in the oscillator, such that we select the geometrical phase ✓(n) acquired between the

excitation and de-excitation for each coefficient of the Fock basis decomposition of the

oscillator quantum state.

Even though this method allows for arbitrary state preparation and Hamiltonian

gate (see [161] for proof of universal control) it often requires several steps alternating

displacements and SNAP gates which parameters are analytically not easily computable.

Thus it requires sufficient coherence time for the oscillator to be performed and the gate

sequence must be numerically computed (e.g. using the python package QuTip).

a.2 phase space representations

In classical mechanics, the state of a harmonic oscillator can be describe by the

trajectory of a point in a phase-space representation (i.e. position and momentum space

or in our case I and Q ). In the right rotating frame the phase space-representation

is often reduced to a single stationary point. The measurement of the phase-space

trajectory leads to an unambiguous knowledge of the system.

It is not that simple in quantum mechanics. Indeed, the wave-like behavior of a

quantum system induces the Heisenberg uncertainty principal (which should be called

the indetermination principal). In turn, this indetermination means that the system’s

representation in the phase-space must be a distribution where the product of the

variance must be greater than 1/4, i.e.

∆I∆Q � 1

4
. (a.20)

Nevertheless, phase-space representations are uniquely defined for each quantum

state. Hence, provided a phase-space tomography of a quantum state, one can uniquely

deduce the corresponding density matrix. This equivalence is crucial as we will see that

phase-space representation of harmonic oscillators can be experimentally accessed in

cQED and are thus an unparalleled tool to investigate quantum dynamics. Interestingly,

several phase-space representations can be defined such that they uniquely describe a

quantum state.

We provide here a definition of the two main phase-space representations used in

this thesis and some examples to provide the reader with intuition on how to read those

tomographies. We will see that the Wigner function is a practical way to access intra-

cavity state using an ancillary qubit and the Husimi Q function is directly measured

for flying bosonic state with an heterodyne measurement apparatus. Finally we will

generalize those representations and detail how to commute from one to another. But

first we define the characteristic function, not used in this thesis, as a basis for defining

the following representation and because it is becoming a useful experimental tool as

it only requires a weakly coupled qubit to measure it.
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a.2 phase space representations

a.2.1 Characteristic function

The characteristic function, denoted Cs(↵̃), is defined for a pure state |'i as the overlap

between that state and its copy displaced by ↵̃,

Cs(↵̃) = h'|D(↵̃)|'i (a.21)

Hence it can be understood as a tomography of the expectation values of displace-

ments D(↵̃). Provided this point of view, the characteristic function can be defined for

any state described by a density matrix ⇢

Cs(↵̃) = hD(↵̃)i = Tr(D(↵̃)⇢). (a.22)

Note that the subscript s of the characteristic function represent the symmetric or-

dering of D(↵̃) (see [29] for details on operator ordering). Also, Cs(↵̃) is a complex

number with a symmetry inherited from the displacement operator

Cs(�↵̃) = hD(�↵̃)i = hD†(↵̃)i = Cs(↵̃)
⇤. (a.23)

Thus if ⇢ is composed of symmetric wavefunctions in I and Q, then Cs is real.

Intuiting the form of a characteristic function is not obvious. But it is fairly simple

for the vacuum,

C |0i
s (↵̃) = h0|D(↵̃)|0i = h0|↵̃i = e�

|↵̃|2

2 . (a.24)

Hence it is a gaussian centered in 0 with a standard deviation � = 1.

This tomography was not used in this thesis, but we provide the measurement

protocol here as it might come handy for our futur experiments. Indeed, it only requires

for the ancillary qubit to be weakly coupled (�⌧ 1 MHz) to the oscillator and it can

be measured (almost) arbitrary fast. This is particularly useful for experiments that are

very sensitive to dephasing arising from thermal excitation of the ancillary and hence

need the ancilla to be as weakly coupled as possible, and experiments where the decay

of the oscillator is the limiting factor and hence require fast tomography methods.

To measure the characteristic function of an oscillator mode a dispersively coupled

to an ancillary qubit, one need to induce a longitudinal coupling between the oscillator

and the qubit by driving the qubit at the oscillator’s frequency with a pump p for a

duration t and compensating the induced displacement of the oscillator by a direct

displacement of a (as described in chapter 2, and demonstrated in ([46], [47])). This

leads to the following interaction Hamiltonian

Hlongi = glongia�z + h.c. (a.25)

where glongi is complex, and its phase and amplitude are controlled by the pump complex

amplitude p, it can thus be made sufficiently large by driving strongly (limited by the

ionization of the ancilla). This interaction integrated over the duration t leads to a

conditional displacement of the oscillator

D(↵̃) = e(↵̃a
†�↵̃⇤a)�z

= 1
2((D(↵̃) +D(�↵̃)I+ (D(↵̃) +D(�↵̃)�z

(a.26)
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where ↵̃ = glongit.

To encode the characteristic function onto the qubit state, we initialize the qubit in

the |+i state and then apply our conditional displacement. One can show that tracing

over the oscillator the obtained state produces

Tra

✓

D

✓
↵̃

2
�z

◆

⇢a ⌦ |+ih+|D

✓

� ↵̃
2
�z

◆◆

=
1

2
(1+ Re(Cs(↵̃))�x + Im(Cs(↵̃))�y) ,

(a.27)

thus measuring the ancilla along �x and �y gives the desired characteristic function.

Experimentally, the displacement ↵̃ can be calibrated from the characteristic function

of the vacuum. This tomography is still challenging to implement in experiments as

it requires to master the longitudinal coupling engineering which is not trivial. Nev-

ertheless, this method was used to investigate GKP state in a recent groundbreaking

experiment ([117]).

a.2.2 Wigner function

The most widely used tomography method for intracavity field analysis in cQED is the

Wigner function since its experimental introduction in 2002 by Bertet et al. ([85]). It

is a convenient tool as it bare some features reminiscent from the classical phase-space

and it is relatively easy to read.

One way to define the Wigner function is as the 2D Fourier transform of the charac-

teristic function,

W (↵) =
1

⇡2

Z

d2↵̃ Cs(↵̃)e
↵↵̃⇤�↵⇤↵̃. (a.28)

Provided this definition, it inherits the symmetry of the characteristic function,

namely Cs(�↵̃) = Cs(↵̃)
⇤ which leads to W to be real. Furthermore, the Wigner func-

tion is normalized

Z

d2↵̃ W (↵) = Cs(0) = 1. (a.29)

In order to better interpret the Wigner function, we decompose ↵ = I+ iQ and from

the appendix of ([29]) we obtain

W (I,Q) =
1

⇡

Z

du e�2iQuhI + u

2
|⇢|I � u

2
i (a.30)

This expression allows us to retrieve any coefficient of ⇢ from the following inverted

equation. In particular, it shows that the Wigner function contains all the information

required to characterize the oscillator’s state, and since all the phase-space represen-

tation we present here are related by bijective processes, it proves that any of those

tomography are sufficient to characterize the quantum state of the oscillator.

hI + u

2
|⇢|I � u

2
i =

Z

dQ e�2iQuW (I,Q) (a.31)

An interesting remark to analyze Wigner function is to note that by taking u = 0 in

eq. a.31 we retrieve the probability for the oscillator to have a given position I from
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the marginal of the Wigner function. Indeed those marginals are normalized to 1 and

positive thanks to the normalization of the Wigner function, and

hI|⇢|Ii =
Z

dQ W (I,Q). (a.32)

From the symmetry between I and Q one can guess that this is also true for Q and

more generally for rotation of the basis,

hQ|⇢|Qi =
Z

dI W (I,Q). (a.33)

We showed that the Wigner function is real, but can take positive and negative values.

Since its marginals along any direction are probabilities, the areas where it takes nega-

tive values (called negativities) must be encircled by areas of positive values sufficiently

large to compensate. The negativities of Wigner function are purely quantum features

with no classical analogue. Furthermore, if ⇢ is made of the statistical mixture of sev-

eral pure states, its Wigner tomography is also the statistical average of each Wigner

corresponding to those pure states. And due to the constraints listed previously on the

negativities, the latter tend to vanish as ⇢ becomes more and more impure. Thus the

negativities are often read as a sign of coherence and purity of the state of the oscillator.

We describe here how Wigner function are measured using an ancilla qubit coupled

with the usual dispersive Hamiltonian interaction ([162], [84], [85])

Hint = �a†a
�z

2
. (a.34)

To understand the measurement method, lets rewrite eq. a.30,

e�iQu|I � u

2
i = e�iIQD(I + iQ)|� u

2
i (a.35)

hI � u

2
|e�iQu = hu

2
|D(�I � iQ)eiIQ, (a.36)

hence,

W (↵) = 1
⇡

R
du hu2 |D(�↵)⇢D(↵)|� u

2 i
= 1

⇡

R
du hu2 |D(�↵)⇢D(↵)P|u2 i

= 2
⇡
hD(↵)PD(�↵)i

(a.37)

where P = ei⇡a
†a is the parity operator that correspond to a central symmetry of the

phase-space. Thus the Wigner function can be understood as the expectation value of

the displaced parity operator up to a normalization factor.

In order to measure this expectation value, we remark that letting the ancilla qubit

interact with the oscillator for a duration tparity = ⇡/� leads to the effective interaction

ei⇡a
†a�z/2, that is a rotation by an angle ⇡ of the qubit around the z-axis of the ancilla

conditioned of the number of photon in the oscillator.

The measurement protocol of the Wigner function is thus similar to the measurement

of the characteristic function: we initialize the qubit in the |+i state, displace the

oscillator by �↵ and let it interact with the qubit for tparity and measure the qubit
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along �x. We detail below the proof that this implements a measurement of the Wigner

function (up to a normalization factor).

We begin by writing the displaced state of the oscillator in the Fock basis,

D(↵)⇢aD(�↵) =
X

k,l

ck,l|kihl|. (a.38)

Thus after the interaction with the qubit, the system reads

e�i⇡a†a�z/2 (D(↵)⇢aD(�↵))|+ih+|ei⇡a
†a�z/2

=
X

k,l

ck,le
�i⇡a†a�z/2|kihl||+ih+|ei⇡a

†a�z/2

=
X

k,l

(c2k,2l|2kih2l||+ih+|+ c2k+1,2l+1|2k + 1ih2l + 1||�ih�|)

+ off-diagonal oscillator terms.

(a.39)

We do not detail the off-diagonal terms of the oscillator as we will trace over the oscil-

lator as for the characteristic function. We denote the probability to measure even/odd

terms off this density matrix by

Pe =
P

k,l c2k,2l

Po =
P

k,l c2k+1,2l+1

(a.40)

Thus, discarding the oscillator after the interaction leads to

Tra(e�i⇡a†a�z/2D(↵)⇢aD(�↵)|+ih+|ei⇡a
†a�z/2)

= Pe|+ih+|+ Po|�ih�|

=
(Pe + Po)I+ (Pe � Po)�x

2

=
I+ hD(↵)PD(�↵)i�x

2
,

(a.41)

quod erat demonstrandum. We indeed encoded the displaced parity expectation value

on the �x operator of the qubit.
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